



















QUATERNIONIC LOCI IN SIEGEL’S MODULAR THREEFOLD
YI-HSUAN LIN AND YIFAN YANG
ABSTRACT. Let QD be the set of moduli points on Siegel’s modular threefold whose
corresponding principally polarized abelian surfaces have quaternionic multiplication by a
maximal order O in an indefinite quaternion algebra of discriminant D over Q such that
the Rosati involution coincides with a positive involution of the form α 7→ µ−1αµ on O
for some µ ∈ O with µ2 +D = 0. In this paper, we first give a formula for the number
of irreducible components inQD , strengthening an earlier result of Rotger. Then for each
irreducible component of genus 0, we determine its rational parameterization in terms of a
Hauptmodul of the associated Shimura curve.
1. INTRODUCTION
Let A be a simple abelian surface over C. According to a well-known classification
of Albert (see [27, Section 21]), the endomorphism algebra of A is either Q, a real qua-
dratic field, an indefinite quaternion algebra over Q, or a CM field of degree 4 over Q. In
this paper, we are concerned with the third case, i.e., abelian surfaces with quaternionic
multiplication.
Let O be a maximal order in an indefinite quaternion algebra BD of discriminant D
over Q. We let QD be the set of all isomorphism classes of principally polarized abelian
surfaces (A, ρ) withO ⊂ End(A) such that the Rosati involution coincides with a positive
involution of the form α 7→ µ−1αµ on O for some µ ∈ O with µ2 + D = 0, where α
denotes the quaternion conjugate of α. (Any abelian surface A with O ⊂ End(A) has
such a principal polarization.) We regard QD as a subset of Siegel’s modular threefold
A2 := Sp(4,Z)\H2 and call it the quaternionic locus of discriminantD. HereH2 denotes
the Siegel upper half-space of degree 2.
In [34], it is shown thatQD consists of a finite number of irreducible components, each
of which is the image of the Shimura curveXD0 (1) under some natural map ψ : X
D
0 (1)→
A2. Such a map ψ factors through a subgroupW of the Atkin-Lehner groupWD and the
resulting map from the quotient curve XD0 (1)/W to A2 is generically injective, although
it happens quite often that the image has self-intersection. For convenience, we will also
call an irreducible component in QD a Shimura curve. To avoid confusion, we shall use
the Fraktur font, such as X, to denote a Shimura curve on A2, while the regular Roman
font, such as X , will be used to denote a Shimura curve in the usual sense. Also, the
term CM-point could mean a CM-point on a Shimura curve X in the usual sense or the
corresponding point on X, depending on the context.
Remark 1. Note that an abelian surface A with quaternionic multiplication by O may
have a principal polarization ρ such that (A, ρ) /∈ QD, i.e., the restriction of the Rosati
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involution to O does not coincide with any positive involution of the form α 7→ µ−1αµ
for some µ ∈ O with µ2 +D = 0. When this happens, End(A) is strictly bigger than O.
In such a case, the abelian surface is isogenous to the product of two elliptic curves with
complexmultiplication by the same imaginary quadratic field. In Example 32, we will give
such an example.







h˜(D), if BD does not admit a twisting,
1
2k
h˜(D) < rD ≤ 1
2k−1
h˜(D), otherwise,
where, using the terminology in [31, 32], we say BD admits a twisting if there is a positive




and h˜(D) is defined by
h˜(D) =
{
h(−4D) + h(−D), if D ≡ 3 mod 4,
h(−4D), otherwise
with h(d) being the class number of the quadratic order of discriminant d. Our first main
result in this paper is a refinement of the result of Rotger.



















4, ifD is even,
2, ifD is odd.









is either 1 or D, depending on whether p is congruent to ±1 or ±3






0, if p ≡ ±1 mod 8,
1/2, if p ≡ ±3 mod 8. .














Using these formulas, We find the following values of rD for the first fewD.
D 6 10 14 15 21 22 26 33 34 35 39 46
rD 1 1 1 2 1 1 2 1 1 3 2 1
In fact, Theorem 1 is a corollary to Theorem 3 below. In Theorem 3, we will see that to
each Shimura curve in QD, we may associate a positive definite integral binary quadratic
form ax2 + bxy + cy2 with properties
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(1) b2 − 4ac = −16D,







and the number rD is precisely equal to the number of GL(2,Z)-equivalence classes of
such quadratic forms. In other words, the problem of counting the number of Shimura
curves in QD is reduced to that of counting the number of equivalence classes of certain
quadratic forms with prescribed properties, which we can solve using theory of quadratic
forms. These quadratic forms are initially defined in terms of singular relations satisfied by
Shimura curves and were studied in [17, 35]. They have the property that a Shimura curve
X lies on the Humbert surface Hn of discriminant n if and only if its associated quadratic
form primitively represents n.
Having determined rD , our next goal is to find a rational parameterization for each ir-
reducible component of genus zero in terms of a Hauptmodul of its associated Shimura
curve. To state the problem more concretely, we recall that the Igusa invariants Jm,
m = 2, 4, 6, 10, of a curve of genus 2 over C are equal to the values of certain (meromor-
phic) Siegel modular forms of weightm at the moduli point corresponding to its Jacobian
with the canonical principal polarization (see [19]). Now let X be an irreducible compo-
nent in QD and X = XD0 (1)/W ,W < WD , be the Shimura curve associated to it. It can
be shown that the restriction of a Siegel modular form of weight m along an irreducible
componentX is a modular form of weight 2m on the associated Shimura curve. In particu-




k )|X is equal to a rational function in a Hauptmodul
of the Shimura curve. Our goal here is to find these rational functions. This will provide a
simple method to determine whether a curve of genus 2 has quaternionic multiplication by
a maximal order in the quaternion algebra. As far as we know, this has been done only for
the cases D = 6 andD = 10.
In [2], Baba and Granath showed that if j is the Hauptmodul of X60 (1)/W6 such that
it takes values 0, ∞ and −16/27 at the CM-points of discriminants −4, −3, and −24,
respectively, then an isomorphism from X60 (1)/W6 to the quaternionic locus Q6 in terms
of Igusa’s coordinates [J2, J4, J6, J10] is given by
(2) τ 7−→ [12(j(τ) + 1), 6(j(τ)2 + j(τ) + 1), 4(j(τ)3 − 2j(τ)2 + 1), j(τ)3],
in the weighted projective spaceWP[1, 2, 3, 5]. In particular, the Jacobian of an algebraic
curve of genus 2 over C lies in B6 if and only if its Igusa invariants [J2, J4, J6, J10] are
equal to [12(j+1), 6(j2+ j+1), 4(j3−2j2+1), j3] inWP[1, 2, 3, 5] for some j 6= 0,∞.
(Note that points on J10 = 0 correspond to abelian surfaces that are products of elliptic
curves with product principal polarization. Such abelian surfaces cannot be Jacobians of
curves of genus 2 with the canonical principal polarization.) Baba and Granath [2] also
had an analogous result for the case D = 10. Their method relied on an earlier work of
Hashimoto and Murabayashi [16], in which explicit families of curves of genus 2 with
quaternionic multiplication by maximal orders in B6 and B10 were obtained using the
fact that the Shimura curves of discriminants 6 and 10 lie on the intersection of Humbert
surfaces of discriminants 5 and 8. In this paper, we adopt a very different approach, which
will be explained in Section 5.
Theorem 2. The tables in Appendix B give a complete list of rational parameterizations
of irreducible components of genus zero in quaternionic loci in terms of Hauptmoduls of
their associated Shimura curves.
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In principle, we can use our method to determine modular parameterizations for many
other curves of positive genus, but since there are too many of them, we decide to restrict
our attention to the case of genus zero. Our method is straightforward, although some
computation is quite involved.
Note that recently, Elkies and Kumar [11] computed equations of many Hilbert modular
surfaces and rational parameterizations of Humbert surfaces. As Shimura curves lie on the
intersections of Humbert sufaces, it will be an interesting problem to see whether one can
use their results to study quaternionic loci.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we review properties of prin-
cipal polarizations of abelian surfaces with quaternionic multiplication. A majority of the
material is taken from [31, 32, 33, 34]. In Section 3, we introduce certain quadratic forms
coming from singular relations satisfied by Shimura curves and study their properties, set-
ting the stage for a proof of Theorem 1, given in Section 4. In Section 5, we describe our
method for determiningmodular parameterizations of Shimura curves inA2 and give some
examples. The main ingredients, ternary quadratic forms associated to CM-points and the
method of Borcherds forms and the method of explicit Shimizu lifting for evaluating mod-
ular functions, are discussed in Sections 7 and 8, respectively. In addition, as an auxiliary
tool, we introduce modular curves on A2 in Section 6.
The computational results are given in appendices. In Appendix A, we list all Shimura
curves with discriminantD < 100 and all Shimura curves of genus 0 on A2, characterized
by their associated binary quadratic forms. In Appendix B, we list rational parameteri-
zations for all Shimura curves of genus 0. In Appendix C, we give Mestre obstructions
for Shimura curves with D < 80. Note that the Mestre obstruction for a moduli point in
A2\H4 with Igusa invariants J = [J2, J4, J6, J10] is a quaternion algebra overQ(J) such
that there is a curve of genus 2 over a field K with Igusa invariants J if and only if K
splits the quaternion algebra. Our computation suggests that when a Shimura curve X in
QD is isomorphic toXD0 (1)/wD , there are only a finite number of isomorphism classes of
algebraic curves of genus 2 over R such that their Jacobians lie on X. For example, for the
caseD = 14, there are exactly four such curves (see Example 57).
2. ABELIAN SURFACES WITH QM AND THEIR PRINCIPAL POLARIZATIONS
To facilitate subsequent discussion, we shall review some properties of abelian surfaces
with quaternionic multiplication (QM) and their principal polarizations in this section.
Let A = C2/Λ be the complex torus associated to a lattice Λ of rank 4 in C2. If A
has quaternionic multiplication by an order O in an indefinite quaternionic algebra B of
discriminant D > 1 over Q, then Λ is naturally a left O-module and Λ ⊗Z Q is a left
B-module. Since B is a division algebra of dimension 4 over Q, this B-module must be
free of rank 1, i.e., we have Λ ⊗ Q = B.v for some v ∈ C2 and consequently Λ = I.v
for some left ideal I of O. Assume that O is an Eichler order. By a well-known result of
Eichler, I is necessarily a principal ideal and thus we may as well assume that Λ = O.v.
Now for each α ∈ B, there exists a unique ( a bc d ) ∈M(2,R) such that α.v = ( a bc d ) v. The
map α 7→ ( a bc d ) defines an embedding φ from B intoM(2,R). In summary, we find that
if C2/Λ has quaternionic multiplication by an Eichler orderO, then Λ = φ(O)v for some
embedding φ : B →M(2,R) and some vector v ∈ C2.
Now any two different embeddings φ1 and φ2 of B intoM(2,R) are related by conju-
gation by a matrix in GL(2,R), say, φ2 = γ
−1φ1γ. Then
C2/φ2(O)v ≃ C2/φ1(O)v′, v′ = γv.
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Thus, if we let φ be a fixed embedding of B intoM(2,R), then every complex torus with
quaternionic multiplication by O is isomorphic to C2/φ(O)v for some v = ( z1z2 ) ∈ C2.
Switching z1 and z2 if necessary, we may assume that Im (z1/z2) > 0. Setting z = z1/z2,
we find that C2/φ(O)v is isomorphic to C2/φ(O)vz with vz = ( z1 ), z ∈ H. Also, it is
easy to see that if γ ∈ φ(O1), thenC2/φ(O)vz ≃ C2/φ(O)vγz , whereO1 is the norm-one
group of O. Thus, there is a well-defined map from the Shimura curve φ(O)\H to the set
of isomorphism classes of complex tori of dimension 2with quaternionic multiplication by
O.
From now on, we assume that O is a maximal order. We fix an embedding φ of B into
M(2,R) and for z ∈ H, we let
Λz = φ(O)vz , Az = C2/Λz,
where vz = (
z
1 ). We now describe its principal polarizations.
Let µ be a pure quaternion in B such that nr(µ) > 0 and Eµ be the symplectic form on
C2 defined by setting
(3) Eµ(φ(α)vz , φ(β)vz) = tr(µ
−1αβ)
for α, β ∈ B and extendingR-linearly to C2. It can be shown that there exists an integer k
such that kEµ is a Riemann form on Az . In particular,Az can be polarized. Conversely, if
Az is a simple abelian surface (i.e., z is not a CM-point on the Shimura curve) and E is a
Riemann form on Az , then E = Eµ for some pure quaternion µ with positive norm (see,
e.g., [38, Proposition 4.6] or [24, Theorem 4.3, Chapter IX]). Note that the requirement
that E takes integer values on Λz × Λz implies that
µ−1 ∈ O∨ := {α ∈ B : tr(αβ) ∈ Z for all β ∈ O},
i.e., µ is contained in the different of O. For the case of a maximal order O, this means
that µ is an element inO whose trace is 0 and whose norm is a positive integer multiple of
D. In fact, if Eµ defines a principal polarization, then the norm of µ must be preciselyD.
Note that if we pick a pure quaternion µ with a positive norm from B, the Hermitian
form associated to Eµ could be positive definite or negative definite. For the purpose of
practical computation later on, we need a simple criterion when the Hermitian form is
positive definite.
Lemma 3. Let µ be a nonzero element of trace 0 and positive norm in B. Let Hµ :
C2×C2 → C be the Hermitian form defined byHµ(v1, v2) = Eµ(iv1, v2) for v1, v2 ∈ C2.





. ThenHµ is positive definite if and only if c > 0.
Proof. Assume that µ is a pure quaternion with a positive norm. The definiteness of the
Hermitian form Hµ is known (for instance, see the proof of [24, Theorem 4.3, Chapter
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We conclude that Hµ is positive definite if and only if c > 0. 
In view of this lemma, it is natural to introduce the following definition.
Definition 4. An element µ of trace 0 and positive norm in B is said to be positive (with
respect to φ) if the (2, 1)-entry of φ(µ) is positive. If µ is not positive, then we say it is
negative.
Notation 5. We let D(O) denote the set of all elements of trace 0 and norm D in O and
set D+(O) := {µ ∈ D(O) : µ positive}.
For µ ∈ D+(O), let ρµ denote the principal polarization of Az corresponding to Eµ,
and set
Xµ := {(Az, ρµ) : z ∈ XD0 (1)}.
Lemma 6. Let µ be an element of trace 0 and norm D in B. Assume that µ is positive.
Then for γ ∈ B×, the element γ−1µγ is positive if nr(γ) > 0 and negative if nr(γ) < 0.





and φ(γ) = ( x yz w ). We have
φ(γ−1µγ) =
( ∗ ∗
(cx2 − 2axz − bz2)/ nr(γ) ∗
)
.
The quadratic form cx2 − 2axz − bz2 has discriminant 4(a2 + bc) = −4D and hence is
positive definite. Then the lemma follows. 
Of course, two elements in D+(O) may define isomorphic principal polarizations.
Lemma 7 ([32, Theorem 2.2]). Let µ1 and µ2 be two elements in D
+(O). Then ρµ1 ≃ ρµ2
if and only if there exists an element α in the groupO× of units inO such that µ1 = αµ2α.
Following [32], we call αµα the Pollak conjugation of µ by α (cf. [30]).
Definition 8. We let the equivalence relation ∼p on D+(O) be defined by µ1 ∼p µ2 if
and only if there exists a unit α in O such that µ1 = αµ2α. Also, we let
D˜(O) := D+(O)/ ∼p
denote the set of equivalence classes under ∼p.
Corollary 9 ([32, Theorem 1.1 and Corollary 3.7]). Let A be an abelian surface such that
End(A) ≃ O. Then the number π(A) of isomorphism classes of principal polarizations
on A is equal to the cardinality of D˜(O). Consequently, we have
π(A) =
{
(h(−D) + h(−4D))/2, if D ≡ 3 mod 4,
h(−4D)/2, else.
Note that it is possible that two elements µ1 and µ2 in D
+(O) define two inequivalent
principal polarizations, but Xµ1 = Xµ2 . That is, it may happen that for each z1 ∈ XD0 (1),
there is another point z2 ∈ XD0 (1) such that (Az1 , ρµ1) and (Az2 , ρµ2) are the same point
inA2. For example, we can easily check that if ω ∈ N+B (O), the normalizer ofO in B with
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positive norm, then (Az, ρµ) and (Aφ(ω)z , ρωµω−1) are isomorphic principally polarized
abelian surfaces. In particular, we have Xµ = Xωµω−1 . In fact, the converse statement is
also true.
Proposition 10 ([34, Theorem 6.4]). Let µ1, µ2 ∈ D+(O). Then Xµ1 = Xµ2 if and only
if there exists ω ∈ N+B (O) such that the equivalence class of ωµ1ω−1 in D˜(O) is the same
as that of µ2.
It follows from the proposition that the number rD of irreducible components is equal
to the number of orbits of D˜+(O) under the action of the Atkin-Lehner group WD =
N+B (O)/Q×O1, where O1 denotes the norm-one group of O. Therefore, to obtain a for-
mula for rD , one would need to study the subgroup ofWD that fixes an equivalence class
in D˜(O).
Definition 11 ([33, Definition 4.2]). For µ ∈ D+(O), the stable group Wµ is defined to
be
Wµ := {ω ∈WD : ωµω−1 ∼p µ}.
It is clear thatWµ contains at least the identity and µ. Rotger [33, Corollary 4.5] showed
that |Wµ| can only be 2 or 4 and gave a complete description ofWµ.
Definition 12 ([33, Page 1542]). Let µ ∈ D+(O). We say µ is twisting if there exists a
positive divisorm ofD and an element χ in O such that
(4) χ2 = m, µχ = −χµ.











≃ B for some positive divisorm ofD,
then D+(O) contains a twisting element µ. In such a case, we say the quaternion algebra
B is twisting.
Proposition 13 ([33, Corollary 4.5]). Let µ ∈ D+(O). If there exists a positive divisor
m of D and an element χ in O with properties (4), then Wµ = 〈wm, wD〉; otherwise,
Wµ = 〈wD〉.
Then the result (1) of Rotger about rD follows immediately from this lemma. We
summarise the discussion in this section in the following proposition.





where µ runs through a set of representatives of the orbits of D˜(O) under the action of the
Atkin-Lehner groupWD.
3. QUADRATIC FORMS ASSOCIATED TO SHIMURA CURVES
Let all the notations, such asD, B,O, φ, D+(O), D˜ ,Eµ, ρµ, Xµ, and etc., be defined as
in the previous section. In order to prove Theorem 1, we shall introduce certain quadratic
forms associated to Shimura curves. We first review the notion of singular relations.
Let (A, ρ) be a principally polarized abelian surface over C. In terms of the Riemann
form E of (A, ρ), the Rosati involution † : End(A) → End(A) is defined by f 7→ f †,
where f † is the endomorphism characterized by the property E(fω1, ω2) = E(ω1, f
†ω2)
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for all periods ω1 and ω2 of A. An endomorphism f of A is said to be symmetric with
respect to the Rosati involution or Rosati invariant if f † = f .
Now suppose that the normalized period matrix of (A, ρ) is τ = ( τ1 τ2τ2 τ3 ) ∈ A2. An
endomorphism f of A can be represented by a matrix Rf ∈M(2,C) such that
Rf (τ, 1) = (τ, 1)Mf = (τα + β, τγ + δ)
for some Mf =
( α γ
β δ
) ∈ M(4,Z). Then f is symmetric with respect to the Rosati












that is, if and only ifMf is of the form
(5) Mf =

a1 a2 0 b
a3 a4 −b 0
0 c a1 a3
−c 0 a2 a4
 .
Furthermore, the relation (τγ + δ)τ = τα + β is equivalent to the relation
a2τ1 + (a4 − a1)τ2 − a3τ3 + b(τ22 − τ1τ3) + c = 0.
Clearly, the relation is nontrivial if and only if f is not a multiplication-by-n endomor-
phism.
Conversely, if the period matrix τ satisfies
(6) aτ1 + bτ2 + cτ3 + d(τ
2
2 − τ1τ3) + e = 0
for some integers a, b, c, d, e ∈ Z, then the corresponding abelian surface has an endomor-
phism f whose matrixMf is
(7)

0 a 0 d
−c b −d 0
0 e 0 −c
−e 0 a b

which is a matrix of the form (5). The relation in (6) is called a singular relation. It is
primitive if gcd(a, b, c, d, e) = 1. Note that the matrix in (7) satisfiesM2−bM+ac+de =
0. The discriminant ∆ = ∆(a, b, c, d, e) of the singular relation in (6) is defined to be
b2 − 4ac − 4de, the discriminant of the quadratic polynomial x2 − bx + ac + de. Using
the condition that Im τ is positive definite, we can deduce that ∆ > 0. In other words, if
we let L be the set of singular relations satisfied by a given τ ∈ H2, then ∆ : L → Z is
a positive definite quadratic form on L. In the following, we let 〈·, ·〉∆ denote the bilinear
form associated to this quadratic form, i.e.,
(8) 〈ℓ1, ℓ2〉∆ := 1
2
(∆(ℓ1) + ∆(ℓ2)−∆(ℓ1 + ℓ2)) .
Remark 15. From the definition of ∆, it is plain that ∆(ℓ) ≡ 0, 1 mod 4 for all ℓ. More-
over, we can check by explicit computation that
(9) 〈ℓ1, ℓ2〉2∆ ≡ ∆(ℓ1)∆(ℓ2) mod 4.
We now consider the case of a Shimura curve Xµ in QD.
Lemma 16 ([38, Page 113]). Let (Az , ρµ) be a principally polarized abelian surface in
Xµ. The Rosati involution † : End(Az) → End(Az) with respect to ρµ coincides with
α 7→ µ−1αµ onO, where α is the quaternionic conjugation of α.
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In other words, α ∈ O is Rosati-invariant with respect to ρµ if and only if α ∈ µ⊥,
where
µ⊥ := {β ∈ O : tr(βµ) = 0}.
Let L be the set of singular relations arising from elements in µ⊥. Note that since Z ⊂ µ⊥
yields trivial relations, we have L ≃ µ⊥/Z. To study properties of L, we shall identify L
with a certain subset of µ⊥.
For µ ∈ D+(O), let
〈1, µ〉⊥ := {α ∈ O : tr(α) = tr(αµ) = 0} = {α ∈ O : tr(α) = 0, αµ+ µα = 0}
be the set of elements orthogonal to 1 and µ in O, and let
(10) Lµ := (Z+ 2O) ∩ 〈1, µ〉⊥.
Under the negative trace form 〈·, ·〉 : (α, β) 7→ − tr(αβ), Lµ is a positive definite lattice
of rank 2.
Lemma 17. Let L and Lµ be given above. Then L ≃ Lµ as lattices.
Proof. Recall that if f is a Rosati-invariant endomorphism, then it satisfies f2−tf+n = 0
for some integers t, n and the discriminant of the corresponding singular relation is t2−4n.
Thus, the quadratic form on L ≃ µ⊥/Z is given by α+Z 7→ disc(α) = tr(α)2− 4 nr(α).
From the definition of Lµ it is easy to see that nr(α) ≡ 0, 3 mod 4. Also, we have




α/2 + Z, if nr(α) ≡ 0 mod 4,
(1 + α)/2 + Z, if nr(α) ≡ 3 mod 4.
It is straightforward to check that this is an isometry between the two lattices. 
We have the following properties of Lµ.
Lemma 18. (1) With respect to the negative trace form 〈·, ·〉 : (α, β) 7→ − tr(αβ),
Lµ is a positive definite lattice of discriminant 16D.




(3) Let {α′, β′} be a Z-basis of Lµ. Set
α =
{
α′/2, if nr(α) ≡ 0 mod 4,
(1 + α′)/2, if nr(α) ≡ 3 mod 4,
and similarly for β. Then O = Z + Zα + Zβ + Zαβ. Also, α′β′ − β′α′ is equal
to 4µ or −4µ.
Proof. Part (1) can be proved easily by local consideration. It can be checked that if p is a
prime not dividing 2D, then p does not divide the discriminant of Lµ.
If p is an odd prime dividingD, then
O ⊗Z Zp ≃ Zp + Zpµ+ Zpǫ + Zpµǫ
for some ǫ ∈ O with ǫ2 ∈ Z×p and µǫ = −ǫµ. Then Lµ ⊗Z Zp is spanned by ǫ and µǫ.
From this, we see that the p-adic valuation of the discriminant of Lµ is 1. We now consider
the case p = 2.
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If 2 ∤ D, then O ⊗Z Z2 ≃ M(2,Z2). Let ( c1 c2c3 −c1 ) be the image of µ under this
isomorphism. Then an element in Z2 + 2M(2,Z2) is orthogonal to 1 and µ if and only if





for some a, b, c ∈ Z2 and satisfies ac1 + bc3 + cc2 = 0. If c1 is







form a Z2-basis for Lµ ⊗Z Z2. The Gram matrix of Lµ ⊗Z Z2 with respect to this basis is( −2c23 −2c2c3 − 4c21
−2c2c3 − 4c21 −2c22
)
.
Its determinant is −16c21(c2c3+ c21) = 16c21D. Hence, the 2-adic valuation of the discrim-












Its determinant is 16c22(−c2c3 − c21) = 16c22D. Again, we find that the 2-adic valuation of
the discriminant of Lµ is 4.





and O ⊗Z Z2 ≃ Z2 + Z2I +
Z2J+Z2(1+I+J+IJ)/2, where I
2 = J2 = −1 and IJ = −JI . Let c1I+c2J+c3IJ
be the image of µ under the isomorphism. Since 2|D but 4 ∤ D, exactly two of c1, c2, c3
are odd. Without loss of generality, we assume that c1 and c2 are odd and c3 is even.
The Z2-module Z2 + 2O ⊗Z Z2 has a basis {1, 2I, 2J, I + J + IJ}. Then an element in
Z2+2O⊗ZZ2 is in Lµ⊗ZZ2 if and only if it is of the form a(2I)+b(2J)+c(I+J+IJ)
with
ac1 + bc2 + c




2c2I − 2c1J, (c2 + c3)I − c1J − c1IJ





1 + 4c2(c2 + c3)
4c21 + 4c2(c2 + c3) 4c
2












1D. We conclude that the 2-adic valuation
of the discriminant of Lµ is 5. This completes the proof of Part (1). We next consider Part
(2).
Assume that α is a nonzero element in Lµ. Then µ and α generate the quaternion




For Part (3), we first show that Z+ Zα + Zβ + Zαβ is an order in B. Let a = nr(α′),
b = tr(α′β′), and c = nr(β′). From Part (1), we know that b2 − 4ac = −16D. We check
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directly that
(11) αβ + βα =

−b/4, if a, c ≡ 0 mod 4,
β − b/4, if a ≡ 3 mod 4 and c ≡ 0 mod 4,
α− b/4, if a ≡ 0 mod 4 and c ≡ 3 mod 4,
α+ β − (2 + b)/4, if a, c ≡ 3 mod 4.
Note that in the last case, because 16|(b2 − 4ac), we must have b ≡ 2 mod 4. From this
identity, it is easy to see that Z + Zα + Zβ + Zαβ is an order and that its Gram matrix
with respect to the basis {1, α, β, αβ} is
2 0 0 −b/4
0 a/2 b/4 0
0 b/4 c/2 0
−b/4 0 0 ac/8
 ,

2 1 0 −b/4
1 (1 + a)/2 b/4 0
0 b/4 c/2 c/4
−b/4 0 c/4 (a+ 1)c/8


2 0 1 −b/4
0 a/2 b/4 a/4
1 b/4 (1 + c)/2 0
−b/4 a/4 0 a(c+ 1)/8
 ,

2 1 1 (2− b)/4
1 (1 + a)/2 (2 + b)/4 (1 + a)/4
1 (2 + b)/4 (1 + c)/2 (1 + c)/4
(2− b)/4 (1 + a)/4 (1 + c)/4 (1 + a)(1 + c)/8

in the four cases, respectively. The determinants of the four matrices above are all (b2 −
4ac)2/256 = D2. Therefore, Z+ Zα+ Zβ + Zαβ is a maximal order and equals to O.
For the last assertion, we check that α′β′−β′α′ commuteswith µ and hence is contained
in Q(µ). Moreover, using α′β′ + β′α′ = −b, we find
(α′β′ − β′α′)2 = b2 − 4ac = −16D.
Therefore, α′β′ − β′α′ = ±4µ. This completes the proof of the lemma. 
The lemma shows that to each µ in D+(O), we may associate a GL(2,Z)-equivalence
class of positive definite integral quadratic formQµ(x, y) of discriminant−16D given by
Qµ(x, y) = − nr(αx+ βy),
where {α, β} is a Z-basis of Lµ, with properties that
(1) the discriminant of Qµ is −16D, and
(2) if a is an integer represented by Qµ, then





Notation 19. We let QD denote the set of all positive definite binary integral quadratic
forms of discriminant −16D having the two properties above. Also, if Q is a binary
quadratic form, then we let [Q]GL and [Q]SL denote the GL(2,Z)-equivalence class and
the SL(2,Z)-equivalence class of Q, respectively.
The next lemma shows that Xµ 7→ [Qµ]GL is a well-defined map from the set of
Shimura curves in QD to the set QD/GL(2,Z).
Lemma 20. Let µ1 and µ2 be two elements in D
+(O). Then Xµ1 = Xµ2 if and only if
[Qµ1 ]GL = [Qµ2 ]GL.
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Proof. Assume that µ1 and µ2 are elements of D
+(O) such that Xµ1 = Xµ2 . By Proposi-
tion 10, we have µ2 = ǫω
−1µ1ωǫ for some ω ∈ N+B (O) and ǫ ∈ O×. We can easily check
that the function α 7→ ǫω−1αωǫ defines an isometry from the lattice Lµ1 onto the lattice
Lµ2 . Thus,Qµ1 is GL(2,Z)-equivalent to Qµ2 .
Conversely, assume that µ1 and µ2 are elements of D
+(O) such that Qµ1 and Qµ2
are GL(2,Z)-equivalent. There exist Z-bases {α′1, β′1} and {α′2, β′2} for Lµ1 and Lµ2 ,
respectively, such that












j) ≡ 0 mod 4,
(1 + α′j)/2, if nr(α
′
j) ≡ 3 mod 4,
and similarly for βj . By Lemma 18, {1, α1, β1, α1β1} and {1, α2, β2, α2β2} are both Z-
bases for O. Then (12) implies that the function f : a0 + a1α1 + a2β1 + a3α1β1 7→
a0 + a1α2 + a2β2 + a3α2β2, aj ∈ Q, is an isomorphism of the quaternion algebra that
leaves O invariant. By the Noether-Skolem theorem, there exists an element γ in NB(O)
such that f(α) = γ−1αγ for all α ∈ B. Then by Part (3) of Lemma 18, we have γ−1µ1γ =
f(µ1) = µ2 or γ
−1µ1γ = −µ2. By Lemma 6, in the first case, we have γ ∈ N+B (O).
In the second case, we have nr(γ) < 0 and we write γ = ωǫ for some ω ∈ N+B (O) and
ǫ ∈ O× with nr(ǫ) = −1. Then µ2 = ǫω−1µ1ωǫ. By Proposition 10, this implies that
Xµ1 = Xµ2 , and the proof of the lemma is complete. 
The next lemma shows that conversely each [Q]GL in QD/GL(2,Z) appears as the
quadratic form associated to some Shimura curve in QD.
Lemma 21. Let Q be an element in QD. Then there exists a Shimura curve X in QD
whose associatedGL(2,Z)-equivalence class of quadratic form is [Q]GL.
Proof. Let ax2 + bxy + cy2 be a quadratic form in QD. Define a quaternion algebra
B′ = Q+QI +QJ +QIJ with the multiplication rule
I2 = a, J2 = c, IJ + JI = b.
We check directly that (IJ − JI)2 = b2 − 4ac = −16D and I(IJ − JI) = −(IJ −





, which by assumption is
isomorphic to B. Set
α =
{
I/2, if a ≡ 0 mod 4,
(1 + I)/2, if a ≡ 1 mod 4, β =
{
J/2, if c ≡ 0 mod 4,
(1 + J)/2, if c ≡ 1 mod 4.
By Lemma 18, O′ = Z + Zα + Zβ + Zαβ is a maximal order in the quaternion algebra
B′ ≃ B. Set µ′ = (IJ − JI)/4 = αβ − βα, which is an element of trace 0 and norm D
in O′. Then Lµ′ = ZI + ZJ and − nr(xI + yJ) = ax2 + bxy + cy2. Since all maximal
orders in an indefinite quaternion algebra over Q are isomorphic, this means that there
exists an element µ of trace 0 and normD in O such that the quadratic form associated to
Xµ (replacing µ by −µ if necessary, we may assume that µ ∈ D+(O)) is in the class of
ax2 + bxy + cy2. This proves the lemma. 





is a positive definite matrix
inM(2,Z) satisfying a, c ≡ 0, 1 mod 4, 4|(b2 − ac), gcd(a, b, c) = 1, and (b2 − ac)/4 is
squarefree, then any pair of two primitive singular relations ℓ1, ℓ2 satisfying (〈ℓi, ℓj〉∆) =




defines the same locus in A2. In Lemma 23, we find that when D ≡ 1, 2 mod 4,
every quadratic form ax2+2bxy+ cy2 in QD satisfies Runge’s conditions and Lemma 20
would follows immediately from Runge’s theorem. However, when D ≡ 3 mod 4, there
are quadratic forms ax2 + 2bxy + cy2 in QD with gcd(a, b, c) = 2, which does not meet
the conditions in Runge’s theorem.
Summarizing the discussion, we have the following theorem.
Theorem 3. There are one-to-one correspondences between
(1) the set {Xµ : µ ∈ D+(O)} of irreducible components in QD,
(2) the set of orbits of D˜(O) under the action of the Atkin-Lehner group, and
(3) the set QD/GL(2,Z).
The correspondences between the three sets are given by
Xµ ←→ µ←→ [Qµ]GL.
In particular, we have rD = |QD/GL(2,Z)|.
Proof. The correspondence between the first set and the second set is the content of Propo-
sition 10, while the correspondence between the first set and the third set is proved in
Lemmas 20 and 21. 
In view of this theorem, the problem of determining the number of Shimura curves
reduces to that of counting certain classes of quadratic forms.
4. PROOF OF THEOREM 1
In this section, we shall prove Theorem 1. We first prove a lemma.
Lemma 23. If D ≡ 1, 2 mod 4, then every quadratic form in QD is primitive. If D ≡
3 mod 4, then every quadratic form in QD is either primitive or is equal to 4Q
′ for some
(primitive) quadratic form Q′ of discriminant −D.
Proof. If Q(x, y) = ax2 + bxy + cy2 ∈ QD is not primitive, then we have Q = 2Q′
for some quadratic form Q′ of discriminant −4D, i.e., 2|a, b, c. However, because every
integer represented by Q is congruent to 0 or 1 modulo 4, we must have 4|a, c and hence
4|b. IfD ≡ 1, 2 mod 4, this cannot happen and thereforeQ is primitive. IfD ≡ 3 mod 4,
then the argument above shows that either Q is primitive or is equal to 4Q′ for some
(primitive) quadratic form Q′ of discriminant−D. 
Now for a discriminant d, we let Cd denote the class group of primitive binary quadratic
forms of discriminant d and h(d) = |Cd| be the class number. Assume that the prime
factorization ofD is D = p1 . . . pk. We define characters χ−4, and χpj of C−16D by









, pj odd prime divisor ofD,
where a is any positive integer represented by Q with (a, 2D) = 1. For evenD, we define
additionally χ2 by






Then these characters generate the group of genus characters of C−16D with a single rela-
tion that the product of these characters is the trivial character (see [9, Theorem 3.15]). It
is not difficult to verify that the characters χpj can also be defined by
χpj (Q) = (−D, a)pj ,
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where (−D, a)pj is the Hilbert symbol and a is any positive integer represented by Q
(without the restriction that (a, 2D) = 1). For the case D ≡ 1, 2 mod 4, this means that
the set QD, which we recall is defined to be the set of positive definite binary quadratic
forms of discriminant−16D satisfying





actually forms a single genus in C−16D . Likewise, in the case D ≡ 3 mod 4, a similar
argument and Lemma 23 imply that QD is the disjoint union of one genus in C−16D and
{4Q : Q ∈ G} for some genus G in C−D. Now C−16D has 2k genera, while in the case
D ≡ 3 mod 4, C−D has 2k−1 genera. From this, we easily obtain the following formula
for |QD/SL(2,Z)|.
Lemma 24. Assume that the prime factorization ofD isD = p1 . . . pk. Let G be the genus
of C−16D characterized by the properties
χ−4(Q) = 1, χpj (Q) = −1,
for all pj and all Q ∈ G. IfD ≡ 1, 2 mod 4, then
QD/SL(2,Z) = G.






Also, assume thatD ≡ 3 mod 4. We let G′ be the genus of C−D such that
χpj (Q) = −1
for all pj and all Q ∈ G′. Then














form a complete set of coset representatives of SL(2,Z) in





acts on QD .
Recall that a quadratic form Q(x, y) is said to be ambiguous if Q(−x, y) is SL(2,Z)-
equivalent to itself. If a class contains an ambiguous form, then every form in the class is
ambiguous and we say the class is ambiguous. In fact, since Q(−x, y) is the inverse of
Q(x, y), the ambiguous classes in Cd are precisely the classes of order 1 or 2 in Cd. Thus,
the set Ad of ambiguous classes in Cd forms a subgroup of Cd of order 2
r, where 2r is the
number of genera of Cd. In terms of reduced forms, a class is ambiguous if and only if its
reduced form is ax2 + cy2, ax2 + ax+ cy2, or ax2 + bxy + ay2.
Notation 25. For a discriminant d, we let Ad denote the set of ambiguous classes in Cd.
Also, we let
S−16D = A−16D ∩QD/SL(2,Z) = {[Q]SL ∈ A−16D : Q ∈ QD}.
ForD ≡ 3 mod 4, also let
S−D = {[Q]SL ∈ A−D : 4Q ∈ QD}.
From Lemma 24, we easily obtain the following lemma.
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(h(−D) + h(−4D)) + 1
2
(|S−D|+ |S−16D|).
As the final preparation for our proof of Theorem 1, we shall prove the following propo-
sition, which relates the notion of twisting elements and that of ambiguous classes.
Proposition 27. Let µ be an element in D+(O). Then the quadratic formQµ is ambiguous
if and only if (O, µ) admits a twisting, that is, if and only if there exists an element χ in O
and a positive divisorm of D such that χ2 = m and µχ = −χµ.
Moreover, if Qµ is ambiguous andm is as above, then Qµ primitively representsm or
4m and alsoD/m or 4D/m.
Proof. Assume that there exists an element χ in O and a positive divisorm ofD such that
χ2 = m and µχ = −χµ. Such an element χ is in 〈1, µ〉⊥. Thus, the quadratic form Qµ
primitively represents {
4m, ifm ≡ 2, 3 mod 4,
m or 4m, ifm ≡ 1 mod 4.
In other words, the quadratic form Qµ is GL(2,Z)-equivalent to 4mx
2 + bxy + cy2 or
mx2+bxy+cy2 for some b, c ∈ Z. It is easy to see that (4m)|b in the first case and (2m)|b
in the second case. It follows thatQµ is equivalent to 4mx
2+(D/m)y2 or 4mx2+4mxy+
(D/m+m)y2 in the first case and equivalent tomx2 + (4D/m)y2 in the second case. In
either case, we find that Qµ is an ambiguous quadratic form primitively representingm or
4m and alsoD/m or 4D/m. (For the case Qµ(x, y) = 4mx
2 + 4mxy + (D/m+m)y2,
a solution ofQµ(x, y) = 4D/m is (x, y) = (1,−2).)
Conversely, assume that Qµ is an ambiguous quadratic form, i.e., it is equivalent to
ax2+cy2, ax2+axy+cy2, or ax2+bxy+ay2. Note that ax2+bx(x+y)+a(x+y)2 =
(2a + b)x2 + (2a + b)xy + ay2. Therefore, we may assume that Qµ is of the form
ax2 + cy2 or ax2 + axy+ cy2. In the first case, we find that a|4D. In the second case, we
have a(a − 4c) = −16D and it is easy to see that we also have a|4D. In other words, the
lattice Lµ = (Z + 2O) ∩ 〈1, µ〉⊥ contains an element α such that α2 = a with a|4D. If a
is odd, then we must have a|D and hence (O, µ) admits a twisting with χ = α andm = a.
If 4|a, then we must have α ∈ 2O and hence (O, µ) admits a twisting with χ = α/2 and
m = a/4. This completes the proof of the proposition. 
Finally, let us prove Theorem 1.
Proof of Theorem 1. According to Theorem 3 and the proof of Proposition 27, for each






≃ B such that [Q] = [Qµ] andQµ primitively represents{
4m, ifm ≡ 2, 3 mod 4,
m or 4m, ifm ≡ 1 mod 4.




≃ B, how many ambiguous classes in QD primitively representing 4m orm (for
the casem ≡ 1 mod 4) there are.
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Assume thatm ≡ 1mod 4 first. If a primitive ambiguous quadratic formQ of discriminant
−16D primitively representsm, then it must be equivalent to mx2 + (4D/m)y2 (see the
proof of Proposition 27), which is clearly in S−16D. IfQ primitively represents 4m, then it
is equivalent to 4mx2+(D/m)y2 or 4mx2+4mxy+(D/m+m)y2, but neither of them
satisfies the first condition in (13). For the casem ≡ 2 mod 4, ifQ primitively representing
4m, then it is equivalent to 4mx2+(D/m)y2 or 4mx2+4mxy+(D/m+m)y2, exactly
one of which is contained in S−16D since exactly one ofD/m andD/m+m is congruent
to 1 modulo 4. For the case m ≡ 3 mod 4, again, if Q primitively representing 4m, then
it is equivalent to 4mx2 + (D/m)y2 or 4mx2 + 4mxy + (D/m +m)y2. The first one
cannot be in S−16D since D/m ≡ 2 mod 4. The second one is in S−16D. In summary,





≃ B, there exists exactly
one element [Qm] in S−16D primitively representing 4m or m. Now observe that the
correspondencem → [Qm] is 2-to-1 as [Qm] = [QD/m], by Proposition 27, and no other
divisors m′ of D will satisfy [Qm′ ] = [Qm] (this can be explained in a purely algebraic



























This proves the theorem for the case 2|D.






m must be congruent to 1 modulo 4. For such an m, there are two elements [mx2 +
(4D/m)y2] and [4mx2 + (D/m)y2] in S−16D. For the case D ≡ 3 mod 4, if m ≡
1 mod 4, then [4mx2 + 4mxy + (D/m + m)y2] ∈ S−D and [mx2 + (4D/m)y2] ∈
S−16D, and if m ≡ 3 mod 4, then [4mx2 + 4mxy + (D/m + m)y2] ∈ S−D and






≃ B yields two elements [Qm] and [Q′m] in S−16D or S−D. Again, because
{[QD/m], [Q′D/m]} = {[Qm], [Q′m]} and no other divisors ofD has this property, we find















and the proof of the theorem is complete. 
5. MODULAR PARAMETERIZATION OF SHIMURA CURVES ON A2
In this section, we will describe our method for finding modular parameterizations of
Shimura curves X on A2 and then give some examples.
Let us first state our objective. Let all notations D, B, O, φ, D+(O), µ, Eµ, ρµ, Xµ,
etc. be the same as before. Let {α1, . . . , α4} be a symplectic basis of O with respect to µ.
Observe that if γ ∈ O1, then we have
Eµ(φ(αγ)vz , φ(βγ)vz) = tr(µ
−1αγγβ) = tr(µ−1αβ) = Eµ(φ(α)vz , φ(β)vz).
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Thus, if we letMγ be the matrix inM(4,Z) such that
(α1γ, . . . , α4γ) = (α1, . . . , α4)Mγ ,
then γ 7→M tγ defines an embedding of O1 into Sp(4,Z).
Now for z ∈ H1, set τ1 = (φ(α1)vz , φ(α2)vz), τ2 = (φ(α3)vz, φ(α4)vz), and let
τz = τ
−1
2 τ1 be a normalized period matrix for (Az , ρµ). Given a Siegel modular form f
of weight k on Sp(4,Z), define f˜ : H1 → C by
f˜(z) = f(τz).
For γ ∈ O1, write φ(γ) = ( a bc d ) andM tγ = (A BC D ). We may check that det(Cτz +D) =
(cz + d)2, and hence
f˜(φ(γ)z) = f(τφ(γ)z) = f(M
t
γτz) = det(Cτz +D)
kf(τz) = (cz + d)
2k f˜(z).
In other words, the restriction of a Siegel modular form of weight k along Xµ yields a
modular form of weight 2k onXD0 (1). In fact, we can further show that if wm ∈Wµ, then
f˜ |wm = f˜ .
Now recall that the Igusa invariants Jk, k = 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, are weighted projective in-
variants of a genus 2 curve introduced in [18] to study isomorphism classes of genus 2
curves. When we consider curves over a field of characteristic different from 2, the in-
variant J8 is redundant and we only need to consider J2, J4, J6, and J10. Furthermore,
in the case of genus 2 curves C over C, the values of Jk are equal to the values, in the
weighted projective space, of certain meromorphic Siegel modular forms at the moduli
point in A2 corresponding to the Jacobian of C (see [20]). Now if Xµ is a Shimura curve
in QD, then (Jm/2k /Jk/2m )|Xµ are modular functions on XD0 (1)/Wµ. When XD0 (1)/Wµ
has genus 0 and j is a Hauptmodul on XD0 (1)/Wµ, they are rational functions in j. Our
goal in this section is to find those rational functions. Equivalently, we wish to find polyno-
mials pk(j) such that [J2, J4, J6, J10]|X = [p2(j), p4(j), p6(j), p10(j)]. Such an expres-
sion will enable us to determine whether a curve of genus 2 has quaternionic multiplica-
tion by O just by computing its Igusa invariants and checking whether they are equal to
[p2(j), p4(j), p6(j), p10(j)] for some j. Note that J2, J4, and J6 are meromorphic Siegel
modular forms. In practice, it is more preferable to work with holomorphic Siegel mod-
ular forms because the degrees of the rational functions appearing in computation will be
smaller.
Recall that Igusa [20] showed that the ring of Siegel modular forms of even weights
on Sp(4,Z) is generated by four modular forms ψ4, ψ6, χ10, and χ12, where ψ4 and ψ6
are Eisenstein series, and χ10 and χ12 are certain cusp forms. The relations between these











(−J32 + 36J2J4 + ψ6),
J10 = −4χ10.
(14)
Moreover, from our computation, it appears that the following choice
(15) s2 = ψ4, s3 = ψ6, s5 = 2
1235χ10, s6 = 2
1236χ12,
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of modular forms will make the final results simpler. These will be the modular forms we
will be using.
Before we describe our method, let us mention some ideas and observations.
(1) In addition to Shimura curves, there are many curves on A2 that are isomorphic to
non-compactmodular curves Y0(N)/W for someN and some subgroupW of the
Atkin-Lehner group. For such curves, it is quite easy and straightforward to find
their modular parameterization using Fourier expansions of modular functions.
This will be explained in more details in Section 6.
(2) Suppose that X and X′ are two different Shimura curves (or modular curves) on
A2. The intersection points of X and X
′, being moduli points with endomorphism
algebras bigger than a quaternion algebra over Q, must be CM-points. In order to
determine which CM-points lie on the intersections, we shall study properties of
singular relations satisfied by CM-points. This is done in Section 7. We will see
that to each CM-point we may associate a positive definite ternary quadratic form
coming from its singular relations such that it is an intersection point of X and X′
if and only if the ternary quadratic form primitively represents the quadratic forms
associated to both X and X′.
(3) We employ two methods to find values of modular functions at CM-points. The
first one is the method of Borcherds forms, and the second one is the method of
explicit Shimizu liftings. We will describe the two methods in Section 8. Note that
the method of Borcherds forms only gives us the minimal polynomial of the value
of a modular function at a CM-point. The method of explicit Shimizu liftings
enables us to pin down the exact value.
(4) The divisor of χ10 is 2H1, where H1 is the Humbert surface of discriminant 1.
Thus, the divisor of s5|X is a sum over CM-points whose ternary quadratic forms
represent 1 and the numerator of (s5/s2s3)|X is a square.
(5) There is a Siegel modular form of weight 60 on Sp(4,Z) with divisor 2H4. This
modular form is given in [20, Page 849]. In terms of our sk, it is
27000s26s
3
5s3 − 97200s45s23s22 − 37125s6s45s22 − 71928s26s25s42





2 − 46656s35s33s32 + 23328s35s3s62 + 23328s46s23
+ 23328s46s
3
2 − 11664s36s43 − 11664s36s62 + 3888s45s52 + 23328s35s53
− 11664s56 − 3125s65 − 184680s6s35s3s32 + 34992s6s25s43s2
− 69984s6s25s23s42 + 46656s36s5s3s22 − 68040s26s25s23s2.
(16)
If we plug our formulas for [s2, s3, s5, s6]|X into this expression, the result should
be a square (except for factors corresponding to elliptic points). This provides a
test for the correctness of our computation.
Now let X be an irreducible component of genus zero in QD and j be a Hauptmodul
of its associated Shimura curve X . From the degree formula for the divisor of a modular
form on X , we can deduce an upperbound n for the degree of the rational function R(x)
such thatR(j) = (skm/s
m
k )|X. Assume that R(x) = (anxn+ · · ·+a0)/(bnxn+ · · ·+ b0).
Observe that any point where the values of j and (skm/s
m
k )|X are known will give rise to a
linear relation among the coefficients aj and bj . If we have sufficiently many such points,
there is a good chance that their corresponding linear relations will uniquely determine the
coefficients. To find such points, we consider intersection of X with other Shimura curves
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X′ whose modular parameterizations are already known. Here let us give a simple example
demonstrating how to determine intersection of two Shimura curves using quadratic forms.
Example 28. Let X6 be the unique Shimura curve in Q6. The quadratic form associated
to X6 is 5x
2 + 2xy + 5y2. Since 5x2 + 2xy + 5y2 is ambiguous, X6 is isomorphic to
X60 (1)/W6. Let Y1 be the image of the map Y0(1) 7→ A2 defined by z 7→ ( z 00 z ) as in
Example 33. The quadratic form associated toY is x2+4y2. If τ lies on the intersection of
X6 andY1, then it is necessarily a CM-point of some discriminant d and satisfies a singular
relation of discriminant 1, in addition to the singular relations satisfied by X6. Thus, the
lattice of singular relations for τ must have a sublattice whose Gram matrix is equivalent
to 5 1 u1 5 v
u v 1

for some integers u and v satisfying the conditions that u and v are odd, by (9), and the
determinant of the matrix, by Lemma 40, is 4r2|d| for some integers r. We find that the
only (u, v) satisfying these conditions are (u, v) = ±(1, 1) with (d, r) = (−4, 1) and
(u, v) = ±(1,−1) with (d, r) = (−3, 1). By Proposition 41 below, these are indeed the
Gram matrices for CM-points of discriminant −3 and −4. Furthermore, these matrices
presents the quadratic form x2 + 4y2. Thus, the CM-points of discriminant−3 and −4 lie
on the intersection of X6 and Y1. Note that the divisor of s5 is 2H1. Thus, the divisor of
s5|X6 should be a sum over CM-points of X6 whose ternary quadratic forms represent 1,
i.e., a sum over the CM-points of discriminant −3 and −4. Indeed, as a modular form of








where P−3 and P−4 denote the CM-points of discriminant−3 and −4, respectively.
In general, assume that X ∈ QD and X′ ∈ QD′ are two different Shimura curves (D
and D′ need not be different). Suppose that the quadratic forms associated to X and X′
are Q(x, y) = ax2 + 2bxy + cy2 and Q′(x, y) = a′x2 + 2b′xy + c′y2, respectively. To
determine the intersection of X and X′, we let n be the smallest integer represented by Q′,
but not byQ, and search for matrices of the form
M =




(1) u ≡ an, v ≡ cnmod 2 (due to (9)),
(2) M is positive definite (which limits u and v to a finite number of possibilities),
(3) M represents Q′, and
(4) detM = 4|d| for some negative discriminant d such thatQ(
√
d) can be embedded
in both BD and BD′ .
Then according to Proposition 41, some of the CM-points of discriminant d/r2 will lie
on the intersection of X and X′. Note that in practice we may need to work out explicit
optimal embeddings to see how CM-points on XD0 (1) and X
D′
0 (1) are mapped to points
on X and X′.
We now work out some examples of modular parameterizations of Shimura curves.
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Example 29. This example is a continuation of Example 28. LetX6 be the unique Shimura
curve of discriminant 6 in A2. Its associated quadratic form is 5x
2 + 2xy + 5y2. Let j6
be the Hauptmodul ofX = X60 (1)/W6 characterised by the properties that it takes values
0,∞ and −16/27 at the CM-points P−4, P−3, P−24 of discriminants −4, −3, and −24,
respectively.




P−3, div s3 =
1
2
















= c3j6 + c4
for some constants c1, . . . , c4. To determine the constants, we consider the intersection of
X with modular curves.
Let Y1 be the modular curve isomorphic to Y0(1) appearing in Example 28, in which
we find that X and Y1 intersect at the CM-points of discriminant −3 and −4. Its modular
parameterization is
[s2, s3, s5, s6]|Y1 = [j2, j2(j − 1728), 0, 21236j4],
computed in Example 36 below, where j is the elliptic j-function. From this, we see that
the value of (s6/s
3






Therefore, the constant c4 is 1. To determine the other constants, we consider the intersec-
tion of X with other modular curves.
Let Y′5 be the curve defined by the image of the map Y0(5)/w5 → A2 defined by
z 7→ ( 3z 5z5z 10z ) as described in Example 34. Its modular parameterization is given by





+ 22 + 125
η(5z)6
η(z)6
Now the quadratic form associated toY′ is 4x2 + 5y2. Considering matrices of the form
M =
5 1 u1 5 v
u v 4

satisfying the conditions that
(1) u, v ≡ 0 mod 2,
(2) M is positive definite, and






we find that X and Y′5 intersect at the CM-points of discriminant−4, −19, and −24. The
values of j5 at these CM-points are 0, 36, and −6± 6
√−3, respectively. Thus, the values
of (s23/s
3
2)|Y′5 , (s5/s2s3)|Y′5 , and (s6/s32)|Y′5 at the CM-point of discriminant −19 are
81/64, 1, and 145/64, respectively. Since the value of j6 at the CM-point of discriminant
−19 is 81/64, we find that c1 = c2 = c3 = 1. Hence along X, we have
[s2, s3, s5, s6]|X = [j6, j26 , j36 , j36(j6 + 1)].
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We can deduce from (14) and (15) that our result agrees with (2).
We now give an example where the Shimura curve X is not isomorphic to the quotient
ofXD0 (1) by the full Atkin-Lehner group.
Example 30. Let D = 14 and X be the unique Shimura curve in Q14. Its quadratic form
is 5x2 + 4xy + 12y2. Since the quadratic form is not ambiguous, X is isomorphic to
X = X140 (1)/w14.





and let O be the maximal
order spanned by






















and choose µ = I . In Example 48, we find that
√−11 7→ I + (J + IJ)/5 and√−11 7→
2I+3J define the two inequivalent optimal embeddings of discriminant−11 intoO mod-
uloO1+w14. We let z−11 and z′−11 be the CM-points corresponding to these two optimal
embeddings, respectively. Let j = j14 be the Hauptmodul ofX that takes values 0,∞, and
1 at the CM-point z−8 of discriminant −8, the CM-point of discriminant −4, and z−11,

























for some polynomial fk, k = 2, 3, 5, 6, with deg fk ≤ k and some constants c1, c2, and c3.
Following the proof of Proposition 41, we replace the quadratic form 5x2+4xy+12y2
by the equivalent form 5x2 + 224xy + 2520y2. Considering matrices of the form 5 112 u112 2520 v
u v n
 ,
we find the following intersection information.
n (u, v) d optimal embedding j = j14 curve j
′
1 (1, 20) −4 [1, 6/5, 1/5] ∞ Y1 1728
(1, 22) −11 [1, 1/5, 1/5] 1 Y1 −32768
(1, 24) −8 [1, 4/5,−1/5] 0 Y1 8000
4 (0, 2) −51 [2, 1, 0] (2 +√−3)/3 Y′5 −12− 48
√−3
[3, 1, 1] (2 −√−3)/3 −12 + 48√−3
(0, 4) −36 [2, 2, 0] 2√−3/3 Y′5 30 + 22
√−3
[3, 2, 1] −2√−3/3 30− 22√−3
5 (1, 18) −43 [3, 17/5,−3/5] −5/9 X6 214/106
(1, 22) −67 [4, 27/5, 2/5] −35/9 X6 2314/206
(1, 26) −51 [3, 19/5,−1/5] (−2 +√−3)/3 X6 −74/123
[4, 19/5,−6/5] (−2−√−3)/3
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Here, for a CM-point of discriminant d, we let [b1, b2, b3] denote the corresponding optimal
embedding
√
d 7→ b1I+b2J+b3IJ . The values of j at the CM-points are determined using
the method of Borcherds forms and the method of explicit Shimizu liftings (see Example
53). The second to the last column indicates which Shimura curve the CM-point lies on.
Here Y1, Y
′
5, and X6 are the modular curve or the Shimura curves in Examples 36, 37,
and 29, respectively. The Hauptmodul j′ for these curves are specified as in the examples.
Note that there is only one CM-point of discriminant −51 on X60 (1)/W6. Thus, X has a
self-intersection at this point.
Using modular parameterizations of Y1, Y
′
5, and X6, it is straightforward to deduce


























[s2, s3, s5, s6]|X = [(3j + 5)2, 7(27j2 + 36j + 14), 243j2(j − 1)2,
243(3j6 − 6j5 + 4j4 + 4j3 + j2 − 6j + 3)].
Here we remark that the polynomial f5 is easy to determine. Since div s5 = 2H1, we have
divXs5|X = z−4 + 2z−8 + 2z−11
(note that z−4 is an elliptic point of order 2) and hence
f5(j) = j
2(j − 1)2.
Note that if we substitute sk in (16) by the expressions above, we get
330j2(j − 1)2(j + 1)6(9j − 5)2(j2 − 5)2(3j2 + 4)2(9j2 − 12j + 7)2(16j4 − 13j2 + 8),
which is indeed a square, except for the factor 16j4 − 13j2 + 8 corresponding to the CM-
points of discriminant−56, which are elliptic points of order 2 onX .
We now give an application of our modular parameterization.
Example 31. In [13], Gonza´lez and Gua`rdia provided a method to determine all the
isomorphism classes of principal polarizations of the modular abelian surfaces Af with
quaternionic multiplication attached a newform f without complex multiplication. As an
example of Af with two principal polarizations, they considered the newform
f = q +
√
7q3 − 3q5 + 4q9 −
√
7q11 − 4q13 − 3
√
7q15 + · · ·
in S2(1568). They showed that the modular abelian surface Af has quaternionic multipli-
cation by a maximal order in B14 and has a principal polarization with which it becomes
the Jacobian of the curve
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The absolute Igusa invariants for C are
i1(C) =








(1 + i)12(−2 + 3i)(8 + 7i)2(28 + 5i)2(320 + 1383i)
(2 + i)8
.
To check that this curve indeed has quaternionic multiplication by a maximal order in B14,













By the previous example, these invariants along the unique Shimura curve X in Q14 are
i1|X = 2
13g(j)5
j12(j − 1)12 , i2|X =
29g(j)3(3j + 5)2
j8(j − 1)8 , i3|X =
27g(j)2h(j)
j8(j − 1)8 ,(17)
where g(j) = 3j6 − 6j5 + 4j4 + 4j3 + j2 − 6j + 3 and h(j) = 36j8 + 48j7 − 29j6 −
34j5 + 233j4 + 120j3 − 138j2 − 80j + 100. Indeed, the values of ik|X at j = −i/2 are
equal to ik(C). We conclude that C has quaternionic multiplication by a maximal order in
B14.





(see Appendix C). For





≃ M(2,Q(i)). This explains
why a curve of genus 2 over Q(i) with absolute Igusa invariants given by (17) exists.
Finally, let us give an example of a principally polarized abelian surface with quater-
nionic multiplication by a maximal order in BD, but not in the quaternionic locusQD.
Example 32. LetD = 15. There are two Shimura curves X15 and X
′
15 of discriminant 15
on A2 with quadratic forms 5x
2 + 12y2 and 8x2 + 4xy + 8y2, respectively.
Using the standard recipe, we find that the CM-point of discriminant −67 of X15 also
lies on X6, the unique Shimura curve in Q6. The Gram matrix of its lattice of singular
relations is 5 0 10 12 2
1 2 5
 .
This Gram matrix does not represent the quadratic form 8x2 + 4xy + 8y2. Thus, the
CM-point of discriminant −67 on X′15 is different from that on X15. However, as com-
plex tori (without considering polarizations), the CM-point of discriminant −67 on X15
is isomorphic to that on X′15. This means that the CM-point of discriminant −67 on X′15
has quaternionic multiplication by the maximal order in B6, but it does not belong to the
quaternionic locusQ6.
6. MODULAR CURVES ON A2
Let Y0(N) be the non-compact modular curve of levelN . We can map Y0(N) to A2 by






denote the standard Eichler order of levelN inM(2,Q). For z ∈ H,
let vz = (
z
1 ) and Λz = ONvz . Choose an element µ of trace 0 and determinant N with
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a positive (2, 1)-entry in ON . Then the Riemann form Eµ : (αvz , βvz) 7→ tr(µ−1αβ),
α, β ∈ ON gives rises to a principal polarization of C2/Λz . In this way, we may map
Y0(N) into A2 holomorphically. When N is large, there are many inequivalent choices of
µ. Here we only consider the following two types of µ. The resulting modular curves lie
on the Humbert surfaces of discriminant 1 and 4, respectively.



























Then the normalized period matrix is ( z 00 Nz ). The lattice of singular relations for non-CM-
points is spanned by (0, 1, 0, 0, 0) and (N, 0,−1, 0, 0). Thus, the quadratic form associated
to this curve is x2 + 4Ny2.














Thus the map Y0(N) → A2 defined by z 7→ τz = ( z 00 Nz ) factors through the Atkin-
Lehner involution wN .






A symplectic basis forON is(
























. The lattice of singular
relations for non-CM-points is spanned by (0, 2,−1, 0, 0) and (N,−(N + 1)/2, 0, 0, 0).
Thus, the quadratic form associated to this curve is 4x2 + 2(N − 1)xy + (N + 1)2y2/4,
which is equivalent to{
4x2 +Ny2, if N ≡ 1 mod 4,
4x2 + 4xy + (N + 1)y2, if N ≡ 3 mod 4.






−Nz (N + 1)z/2
)
∼Sp τz,





. Thus, the map Y0(N)→ A2
given by z 7→ τz factors through the Atkin-Lehner involution wN .
Notation 35. We let YN and Y
′
N denote the curves in the two examples above, respec-
tively.
Now if f is a Siegel modular form of weight k, then f |Y or f |Y′ is is a modular form
of weight 2k on X0(N)/wN . For the Siegel modular forms ψ4, ψ6, χ10 and χ12 that
generate the graded ring of Siegel modular forms of even weights on Sp(4,Z), one can
use Igusa’s formulas [20, Page 848] relating the four modular forms to theta functions with
characteristics to find q-expansions of the four modular forms along X0(N)/wN . (The
reader who has difficulty understanding the formula for ψ6 may find [39] helpful.) Then
from the q-expansions, it is straightforward to find the parameterization of the absolute
invariants in terms of modular functions onX0(N)/wN .
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[ψ4, ψ6, χ10, χ12] = [j
2, j2(j − 1728), 0, j4],
or equivalently,
[s2, s3, s5, s6] = [j
2, j2(j − 1728), 0, 21236j4]
in the weighted projective space of weight (2, 3, 5, 6), where j = j(z) is the elliptic j-
function.




ψ4|Y = (f1 − 12f2)2,










1 + 12f1f2 + 12f
2
2 ),
where f1(z) = (E2(z)− 5E2(5z))2, f2(z) = η(z)6η(5z)6, and E2(z) is Eisenstein series












[ψ4, ψ6, χ10, χ12]|Y = [(j5 − 12)2, j5(j25 − 36j5 − 432), −j5/4, j25/12 + j5 + 1],
or equivalently,
[s2, s3, s5, s6]|Y = [(j5 − 12)2, j5(j22 − 36j5 − 432),−21035j25 , 21035(j25 + 12j5 + 12)].
7. SINGULAR RELATIONS SATISFIED BY CM-POINTS
In this section, we shall study singular relations satisfied by CM-points on a Shimura
curve X. All the notations such as D, B, O, φ, D+(O), Eµ, ρµ, Xµ, etc. carry the same
meaning as before.
Lemma 38. Let Q(x, y) be a quadratic form in QD .
(1) Assume that Q is primitive. Let p ∤ D be a prime (congruent to 1 modulo 4)





≃ B. Let s be an even integer such that s2D +
1 ≡ 0 mod p and set t = (s2D + 1)/p. Then the Z-module spanned by
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. Moreover, with the choice µ = I , the quadratic
form Qµ is px
2 + 4sDxy + 4tDy2 (which is necessarily GL(2,Z)-equivalent to
Q since p is a prime).
(2) Assume that D ≡ 3 mod 4 and Q = 4Q′ for some quadratic form Q′ of discrim-




≃ B). Let s be an odd integer such that s2D + 1 ≡ 0 mod 4p and set
t = (s2 +D)/4p. Then the Z-module spanned by
e1 = 1, e2 =
1 + I
2
, e3 = J, e4 =
sDJ + IJ
2p





. Moreover, with the choice of µ = I , the quadratic
form Qµ is 4px
2 + 4sDxy + 4tDy2 (which is GL(2,Z)-equivalent to Q).
Proof. Part (1) is proved in [17, Theorems 2.2 and 5.1]. The proof of Part (2) is similar.
It is straight to verify that the Z-module O spanned by e1, . . . , e4 is a maximal order and








= 4px2 + 4sDxy + 4tDy2.
This proves the lemma. 
Example 39. Let D = 14. There is a unique Shimura curve X in Q14. The associated
quadratic form is 5x2 + 4xy + 12y2. The quadratic form clearly represents the prime 5.
The integer s = 4 is an even solution of the congruence s2D + 1 ≡ 0 mod 5. Thus, by





















Lemma 40. Let Xµ be a Shimura curve in QD. Let z be a CM-point of discriminant d
onXD0 (1) and (Az , ρµ) be the corresponding principally polarized abelian surface in Xµ.
Let Lz be the lattice of singular relations satisfied by (Az , ρµ). Then the rank of Lz is 3,
and
det(〈ℓi, ℓj〉∆) = 4|d|
for a basis {ℓ1, ℓ2, ℓ3} of Lz , where 〈·, ·〉∆ is the bilinear form in (8).
Proof. We first consider the case where the quadratic formQµ associated toXµ is primitive
of discriminant −16D. Let e1, . . . , e4 be given as in Part (1) of Lemma 38. By the same
lemma, we may assume that µ = I . Then a symplectic basis for O with respect to Eµ is
α1 = e3 − p− 1
2
e4, α2 = −sDe1 − e4, α3 = e1, α4 = e2
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−ǫ2 + (p−1)sD2 z +Dǫ2z2 ǫ− (p− 1)sDz −Dǫz2
ǫ− (p− 1)sDz −Dǫz2 −1− 2sDz +Dz2
)
,
where ǫ = (1 +
√











ǫ2 (p− 1)sD/2 ǫ2
−ǫ −(p− 1)sD −ǫ
1 −2sD 1







β1 = 2e2 − e1 = J, β2 = e3, β3 = e4,
which form a basis for the Z-module of elements of trace 0 in O. If z is a CM-point
of discriminant of d, then it is fixed by φ(α) for some α = b1β1 + b2β2 + b3β3 with
nr(α) = |d| and
gcd(b1, b2, b3) =
{
1, if d ≡ 1 mod 4,
2, if d ≡ 0 mod 4.
Write α as α = c1I + c2J + c3IJ . Changing α to −α if necessary, we may assume that
c1 + c3
√



























c1 − c3√p , δ =
−c2√p
c1 − c3√p .
Then from (19), we have that (a1, . . . , a5) is a singular relation for (
τ1 τ2
τ2 τ3 ) if and only if it





ǫ2 (p− 1)sD/2 ǫ2
−ǫ −(p− 1)sD −ǫ
1 −2sD 1




















we check directly that the nullspace of (20) contains
(1, 1, (1− p)/4, 0, 0), (0, 2sD, 0, 1, D(s2D − t)), (0, b2, b3 + b2(1− p)/2, 0, 2b1).
If d ≡ 1 mod 4, then we must have (1 + α)/2 ∈ O, i.e., 2|b2, b3 and 2 ∤ b1. As
gcd(b1, b2, b3) = 1, we find that
(21)
(1, 1, (1−p)/4, 0, 0), (0, 2sD, 0, 1, D(s2D− t)), (0, b2/2, b3/2+ b2(1−p)/4, 0, b1)
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form a basis for theZ-module of the singular relations. If d ≡ 0mod 4, then gcd(b1, b2, b3) =
2. Moreover, b2/2 and b3/2 cannot both be even. (If 4|b2, b3, then b1/2 is odd. This im-
plies that (1 + α/2)/2 ∈ O, and the CM-point has an odd discriminant.) Therefore, the
singular relations in (21) also form a Z-basis for the lattice of singular relations. The Gram
matrix with respect to this basis is
(22)
 p 2sD −b2p/2− b32sD 4tD 2b1 − b2sD
−b2p/2− b3 2b1 − b2sD b22/4
 .
We check that its determinant is
D((1− p)b22 − 4b2b3 − 4b23t− 8sb1b3)− 4pb21,
which is precisely 4 nr(α) = 4|d|. This proves the lemma for the case Qµ is primitive.
The case whereD ≡ 3 mod 4 and Qµ = 4Q′ can be proved in the same way. Here we
omit most of the details and only mention that if we let O be the maximal order in Part (2)




, α2 = −sDJ + IJ
2p
, α3 = 1, α4 = J.





Dz2 + 2z − 1 −Dz2/√p− 1/√p
−Dz2/√p− 1/√p Dz2/p− 2sDz/p− 1/p
)
.
For a non-CM-point z, the lattice of singular relations is spanned by
(1, 0,−p, 0,−(1 + sD)/2), (0, 0, (1− sD)/2, 1,−tD).
For a CM-point z of discriminant d whose corresponding optimal embedding is given by√
d 7→ b1J + b2I + b3(sDJ + IJ)/2p, the lattice is spanned by the two singular relations
above and an additional relation
(0,−b2, b3/2, 0,−b1/2)
(b1 and b3 are necessarily even and the parity of b2 depends on that of d). The Gram matrix
with respect to this basis is  4p 2sD −b32sD 4tD b1
−b3 b1 b22
 ,
whose determinant is precisely 4|d|. This completes the proof. 
Note that the proof of the lemma shows that if X is a Shimura curve with quadratic form
ax2+2bxy+cy2, then the Gram matrix for a CM-point onX will be equivalent to a matrix
of the form
(23)
a b ub c v
u v n

for some integers u, v, n. In the following discussion, we will consider the converse
problem. That is, given a matrix of the form (23), does there exist a CM-point whose
Gram matrix is equivalent to the given matrix?
We recall that by (9), the integers u, v, and n in (23) must satisfy u ≡ an, v ≡ cnmod 2
if it is the Gram matrix for some CM-point.
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Proposition 41. Let Xµ be a Shimura curve inQD with quadratic formQµ(x, y) = ax2+
2bxy + cy2. Suppose that
M =




(1) n ≡ 0, 1 mod 4, u ≡ an mod 2, v ≡ bnmod 2, and
(2) detM = 4|d| for some negative discriminant d such thatQ(
√
d) can be embedded
in BD.
Let d0 be the discriminant of the quadratic field Q(
√
d) and set f =
√
d/d0. Then for
each divisor positive r of f with (r,D) = 1, there exists a CM-point of discriminant r2d0
on Xµ such that its lattice of singular relations contains a sublattice of index f/r whose
Gram matrix is equivalent to M . Moreover, if a CM-point of discriminant r2d0 on Xµ
has this property, then any CM-point in the same Gal(L/K)-orbit also has this property,
where K = Q(
√
d) and L is the ring class field of the quadratic order of discriminant
r2d0.
In particular, whenM is the Gram matrix in (22) for the lattice of singular relations of
a CM-point, the proposition yields the following corollary.
Corollary 42. Let d be a negative discriminant such that CM-points of discriminant d
exist on a Shimura curve X ∈ QD. Let K = Q(
√
d) and L be the ring class field of the
quadratic order of discriminant d. Then all points in a Gal(L/K)-orbit of CM-points of
discriminant d have isomorphic lattices of singular relations.
Here we will prove Proposition 41 only for the case where Qµ is primitive; the proof
of the other case Qµ = 4Q is similar. Before we go into the proof, let us briefly discuss
CM-points and their corresponding optimal embeddings.
Let φ : B →֒ M(2,R) be a fixed embedding of B = BD into M(2,R). Suppose that
K is an imaginary quadratic field that can be embedded into B. Notice that if ψ : K →֒ B
is an embedding, then so is ψ : a → ψ(a), where ψ(a) is the quaternionic conjugate of
ψ(a). The two embeddings ψ and ψ have the same fixed point in the upper half-plane. To
remove the ambiguity when we talk about the embedding corresponding to a CM-point,
we observe that if a ∈ K\Q, then the eigenvalues of φ(ψ(a)) are a and a. I.e., if zψ is the






















Definition 43. We say ψ is normalized (with respect to φ) if the first case holds.
Remark 44. Suppose that ψ : Q(
√
d) →֒ B is a normalized embedding with respect to φ
















we see that the (2, 1)-entry of φ(ψ(
√
d)) is necessarily positive. In other words, normalized
embeddings ψ with respect to φ are characterized by the property that the (2, 1)-entry of
φ(ψ(
√
d)) is positive. We then can easily check that if ψ is a normalized embedding, then
for γ ∈ B×, γψγ−1 is a normalized embedding if and only if nr(γ) > 0 (cf. Lemma 6).
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Notation 45. Suppose that the normalized embedding for a CM-point z of discriminant d




Now assume that Qµ is a primitive quadratic form. Let p be an odd prime presented by






that the maximal order O is spanned by the four elements in (18), that µ = I , and that
Qµ = px
2 +4sDxy+ 4ty2, where s is an even integer such that s2D+ 1 ≡ 0 mod p and
t = (s2D + 1)/p.
Lemma 46. Let p, s, t, andO be as above. Let e1, . . . , e4 be the basis for O given in (18)
and
β1 = 2e2 − e1 = J, β2 = e3, β3 = e4.
Let z be a CM-point of discriminant d onXD0 (1) with βz = b1β1 + b2β2 + b3β3. We have
the following properties.
(1) We have
b21p ≡ d mod 4D.
(2) Let K = Q(
√
d) and L be the ring class field of the quadratic order of discrim-





3β3. Then z and z
′ lie in the same Gal(L/K)-orbit if and only if
b1 ≡ b′1 mod 2D.
(3) There is a one-to-one and onto correspondence between the set of Gal(L/K)-
orbits of CM-points of discriminant d onXD0 (1) and the set
{r mod 2D : pr2 ≡ d mod 4D}.
Proof. According to the definition βz , we have
d = − nr(βz) = b21p+D((p− 1)b22/4 + b2b3 + b23t+ 2b1b3s).
If d ≡ 1 mod 4, then (1 + βz)/2 must be contained in O. Thus, b1 is odd and b2 and b3
are even. If d ≡ 0 mod 4, then 2|bj for all j. In either case, we find that b21p ≡ dmod 4D.
This proves Part (1).
To prove Part (2), we let G be the class group of the quadratic order of discriminant
d, which acts on the set CM(d) of CM-points of discriminant d. Through the Shimura
reciprocity, we know that the G-orbits are the same as the Gal(L/K)-orbits. Now recall
that two CM-points are in the same G-orbit if and only if the local embeddings defined by
βz and βz′ areO×q -equivalent at each place q, whereOq = O⊗Zq (see [40, Chapter III]).
When q ∤ D, there is only one equivalence class of local optimal embeddings. Thus, we
only need to consider the places dividing 2D.
Consider the case of odd prime q|D first. In such a case, 1, I , J , and IJ form a Zq-
basis for Oq . A local optimal embedding is determined by the image of
√
d under the
embedding. Let c1I + c2J + c3IJ be the image of
√
d. Observe that
nr(c1I + c2J + c3IJ) = Dc
2
1 − pc22 − pDc23.
Thus, c2 is a solution of x
2p ≡ d mod q. Now a direct computation shows that if γ =
d1 + d2I + d3J + d4IJ ∈ Oq and c′1I + c′2J + c′3IJ = γ(c1I + c2J + c3IJ)γ−1, then
(24) c′2 − c2 =
2D(c1d0d3 − c3d0d1 + c1d1d2 − c2d21 − c3d2d3p+ c2d23p)
nr(γ)
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Therefore, if γ ∈ O×q , then c′2 ≡ c2 mod q. Since the number of local optimal embedding
is either 1 or 2 depending on whether q|d or not, which coincides with the number of solu-
tions of x2p ≡ dmod q, the equivalence class of a local optimal embedding is completely
determined by the residue class of c2 modulo q.
Now assume that z and z′ are two CM-points of discriminant d with βz and βz′ given
as in the statement. Notice that b1β1+ b2β2+ b3β3 = b2I/2+(b1+ b2sD/p)J +(b2/2+
b3/p)IJ . Therefore, for odd primes q|D, the local optimal embedding induced by βz and
βz′ are equivalent if and only if b1 ≡ b′1 mod q.
We next consider the case of q = 2. If 2 ∤ D, then from Part (1), we know that b1 ≡ d ≡
b′1mod 2 andwe are done. If 2|D, then 1, (1+J)/2, (I+IJ)/2, and IJ form aZ2-basis for
O2, and J , (I + IJ)/2, and IJ form a Z2-basis for the set of elements of trace zero inO2.
Assume that d ≡ 1mod 4 and β = c1J+c2(I+IJ)/2+c3IJ , cj ∈ Z2, is the image of
√
d
under an optimal embedding of discriminant d into O2. As before, c1 must be odd, c2, c3
must be even, and by considering the equality d = − nr(β), we deduce that c1 is a solution
of x2p ≡ dmod 8. Now let γ = d0+ d1(1+ J)/2+ d2(I + IJ)/2+ d3IJ be an element
ofO×2 . A direct computation shows that if we write γβγ−1 as c′1J+c′2(I+IJ)/2+c′3IJ ,
c′j ∈ Z2, then
c′1 − c1 =
D(p− 1)
4 nr(γ)






3 + c2d0d3 − c3d1d2 − c3d0d2 + 2c1d2d3 − c3d1d3)
Since 2|c2, c3, we must have c′1 ≡ c1 mod 4. Thus, the equivalence class of the optimal
embedding of z is determined completely by the residue class of c1 modulo 4.
When d ≡ 0 mod 4, there is only one equivalence class of optimal embedding of
discriminant d intoO2. Also, a direct computation shows that if c1J+c2(I+IJ)/2+c3IJ
is the image of
√
d under an optimal embedding, then 2|c1 and c1/2 ≡ d/4 mod 2.
Now assume that z and z′ are two CM-points of discriminant dwith βz and βz′ given as
in the statement. Notice that b1β1+b2β2+b3β3 = (b1+b3sD/p)J+b2(I+J)/2+b3IJ/p.
Therefore, the local optimal embedding into O2 defined by by βz and βz′ are equivalent if
and only if b′1 ≡ b1 mod 4. This proves Part (2).
Finally, to prove Part (3), we observe that



















which is the same as the number of Gal(L/K)-orbits. Therefore, from Parts (1) and (2),
we see that the map βz = b1β1 + b2β2 + b3β3 7→ b1 mod 2D defines a one-to-one and
onto correspondence between the two sets. This completes the proof of the lemma. 
We are now ready to prove Proposition 41 (for the case Qµ is a primitive quadratic
form).
Proof of Proposition 41. Let p, s, t, O, ej , and βj be given as in the above lemma. We
may assume that Qµ = px
2 + 4sDxy + 4tDy2, so that
M =
 p 2sD u2sD 4tD v
u v n
 ,
where u ≡ n, v ≡ 0 mod 2.
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Let z be a CM-point of discriminant r2d0 with βz = b1β1 + b2β2 + b3β3 and τz be the
corresponding point on Xµ. By (22), the Gram matrix of the lattice of singular relations of
τz is equivalent to
A =
 p 2sD −b2p/2− b32sD 4tD 2b1 − b2sD




1 0 00 1 0
x y r′
 , r′ = f/r,
with
x = t(u+ r′(b2p/2 + b3))− s
2
(v − r′(2b1 − b2sD)),
y = −s
2
(u+ r′(b2p/2 + b3)) +
p
4D
(v − r′(2b1 − b2sD)).
We have
UAU t =
 p 2tD u2tD 4sD v
u v n′

for some rational number n′. Since det(UAU t) = (r′)2(4r2|d0|) = detM , the number
n′ has to be n and we have UAU t = M . Thus, to prove the proposition, one only needs to
show that there exists a CM-point z with βz = b1β1 + b2β2 + b3β3 such that x and y are
integers. Since b2 and b3 are always even and s is assumed to be even, x is necessarily an
integer and y ≡ p(v− 2r′b1)/4D mod 1. The proof reduces to showing that there exists a
CM-point satisfying
b1r
′ ≡ (v/2) mod 2D.
Recall that by Lemma 46, b1 mod 2D runs through all possible solutions of the congru-
ence equation
(25) pb21 ≡ r2d0 mod 4D.
On the other hand, we observe that
(26) 4f2|d0| = detM = −pv2 + 4D(n+ suv − tu2).
Assume that q is an odd prime divisor of D. If q|r′, then q|f and q|v. Thus, any solution
b1 of pb
2
1 ≡ r2d0 mod 4D automatically satisfies b1r′ ≡ 0 ≡ (v/2) mod q. If q ∤ r′, then
q ∤ f , and v satisfies
p(v/2)2 ≡ f2d0 mod q.
On the other hand, by (25), we have
p(b1r
′)2 ≡ r2(r′)2d0 = f2d0 mod q
Thus, there are b1 such that b1r
′ ≡ v/2 mod q.
Now consider the case q = 2. Since t is odd, s is even, and n ≡ u mod 2, we have
2|(n+ suv − tu2). It follows that, by (26),{
4|v, if f2d0 is even,
2‖v, if f2d0 is odd.
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In fact, because p is congruent to 1 modulo 4, the relation s2D + 1 = tp implies that
t ≡ 1 mod 4 and we have
(27) 4|(n+ 4suv − tu2).
In the case f2d0 is odd, all d0, f , r, r
′, v/2, and b1 are odd. Regardless of whether 2 divides
D or not, we can always find b1 satisfying (25) such that b1r
′ ≡ (v/2) mod 21+v2(D),
where v2(D) is the 2-adic valuation of D. Finally, assume that f
2d0 is even. If D is odd,
we only need b1r
′ ≡ v/2 mod 2, which clearly holds since the condition f2d0 ≡ 0 mod 4
implies that b1r
′ and v/2 are both even. (If b1 is odd, then by (25), r
2d0 is odd, but then r
′
is even.) IfD is even, by (26) and (27), we have




0 mod 4, if 8|f2d0,
2 mod 4, if 4‖f2d0.
If 4‖f2d0, then either d0 ≡ 1 mod 4 and 2‖r′ or 4‖d0 and 2 ∤ r′. In either case, we find
that b1r
′ ≡ 2 ≡ v/2 mod 4. If 8|f2d0, there are three cases to consider, namely, either
8|d0, or 4|d0 and 2|r′, or d0 ≡ 1 mod 4 and 4|r′. In each case, we can also verify that
b1r
′ ≡ 0 ≡ v/2 mod 4. This completes the proof that there exists a CM-point such that
b1r
′ ≡ (v/2) mod 2D and the lemma follows. 
Remark 47. It can also be shown that if we identify the Galois orbits of CM-points of
discriminant d with the set {r mod 2D : pr2 ≡ d mod 4D} as described in the lemma,
then the action of the Atkin-Lehner involution wq for a prime divisor q of D on the set
maps r mod 2D to the r′ mod 2D with
r′ ≡
{
−r mod q′, if q′ = q,
r mod q′, if q′ 6= q,
for a prime divisor q′ ofD. In particular, the Atkin-Lehner involutionwD maps r mod 2D
to −r mod 2D.
Example 48. Let D = 14. Let X with quadratic form 5x2 + 4xy + 12y2 be the unique







β1 = 2e2 − e1 = J, β2 = e3, β3 = e4
be a basis for the set of elements of trace 0 in O. A quick search yields the following
elements of trace 0 and norm 11 in O:










, . . . .
With respect to the choice











the ones that define normalized embeddings of Q(
√−11) into B14 are those having a
positive coefficient for I . To determine which of them are equivalent to which of them,
we express them in terms of βj and apply Lemma 46. Writing [b1, b2, b3] for b1β1 +
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b2β2 + b3β3, we find that the normalized optimal embeddings for the four CM-points of
discriminant−11 onX140 (1) are




= [45, 2,−4], I − J + IJ
5
= [67, 2,−6].
Also, according to Remark 47, the actions of the Atkin-Lehner involutions w2 and w7 on
2I + 3J are
w2 : 2I + 3J 7−→ I + J + IJ
5
, w7 : 2I + 3J 7−→ I − J + IJ
5
.
Now consider the matrix
M =
5 2 12 12 0
1 0 1

of determinant 44. According to Proposition 41, there is a CM-point of discriminant −11
such that the Grammatrix of its lattice of singular relations is equivalent toM . To find such
a CM-point, we first replace the quadratic form 5x2+4xy+12y2 by 5x2+56sxy+56ty2
for some even integer s satisfying 14s2 + 1 ≡ 0 mod 5 and t = (14s2 + 1)/5. Here we
choose s = 4 and t = 45. Set
U =




M ′ = UMU t =
 5 112 1112 2520 22
1 22 1
 .
According to the proof of the proposition, the CM-point z that has a Gram matrix equiv-
alent to M ′ is the one with b1 ≡ 22/2 = 11 mod 28. In this case, it is the CM-point
corresponding to I − (J + IJ)/5 = 67β1 + 2β2 − 6β3. Indeed, by (22), the Gram matrix
for this CM-point is preciselyM ′.
8. EVALUATIONS OF MODULAR FUNCTIONS
In this work, we employ two methods to determine values of modular functions on
Shimura curves at CM-points. The first method uses the theory of Borcherds forms, and
the second method uses explicit Shimizu lifting. We briefly describe the two methods in
this section.
8.1. Method of Borcherds forms. In general, Borcherds forms are modular forms on
orthogonal groups of signature (n, 2), n ≥ 1, arising from singular theta correspondence.
For details, we refer the reader to [4, 5, 6] for the classical setting and [12, 22, 36] for the
adelic setting.
In the case of Shimura curve, the set L of trace-zero elements in an Eichler order O in
an indefinite quaternion algebra B overQ forms a lattice of signature (1, 2) under the trace
form, and the subgroupO+L of orientation-preserving elements in the orthogonal groupOL
is essentiallyN+B (O), the normalizer ofO in B with positive norm. Thus, Borcherds forms
in this setting become modular forms on some subgroups of N+B (O). See the exposition
in Section 2.2 of [15] for more details. (See also [12].)
Borcherds forms on Shimura curves, by themselves, are not easy to work with. What
makes them useful in practice is a formula of Schofer [36], which expresses the absolute
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value of the product of the values of a given Borcherds form at CM-points of the same
discriminant d as a sum involving derivatives of Fourier coefficients of certain incoherent
Eisenstein series. The sum is still very complicated, but nonetheless can be computed using
formulas of Kudla, Rapoport, and Yang [23]. We refer the reader to [12, 15] for strategies
and examples of the computation.
In [15], using Borcherds forms and Schofer’s formula, we determined equations of
all hyperelliptic Shimura curves XD0 (N), D > 1. In order to do so, we devised a sys-
tematic method to construct Borcherds forms on Shimura curves. See Section 3 of [15]
for details. Note that all Borcherds forms constructed using our method are modular on
XD0 (N)/WD,N , the quotient ofX
D
0 (N) by the full Atkin-Lehner group. However, in the
present work, we are often required to work with modular functions on XD0 (1)/wD. For
example, forD = 14, there is a unique Shimura curveX of discriminant 14 inA2 with qua-
dratic form 5x2+4xy+12y2. Since the quadratic form is not ambiguous, the curveX is iso-
morphic toX140 (1)/w14. Using the method in [15], we can construct a Borcherds form t on
X140 (1)/W14 that takes values 0,∞, and 1 at the CM-points of discriminant −8, −4, and
−11, respectively. From the ramification of the coveringX140 (1)/w14 → X140 (1)/W14, we
know that a Hauptmodul for X140 (1)/w14 can be taken to be s = t
1/2. Now X140 (1)/w14
has two CM-points of discriminant −11 and the values of s at these two points are ±1. In
practice, we need to know which CM-point of discriminant −11 takes value 1 and which
takes value −1. (For example, exactly one of the CM-points of discriminant −11 lies on
the intersection of X and the Humbert surfaceH1. To determine modular parameterization
of X, we need to know what the value of s at that point is.) Therefore, we will also need
the method of explicit Shimizu lifting described in the next section.
8.2. Method of explicit Shimizu lifting. To describe the method of explicit Shimizu lift-
ing, we first recall the Jacquet-Langlands correspondence.
Proposition 49 ([21, 37]). Let D be discriminant of an indefinite quaternion algebra B
over Q. Let N be a positive integer relatively prime toD. For an Eichler order O of level
N in B and a positive even integer k, let Sk(O) denote the space of modular forms on O.
Then







as Hecke modules. Here
Snewk (dD)
[m] = {f(mτ) : f(τ) ∈ Snewk (dD)}
and Snewk (dD) denotes the newform subspace of cusp forms of weight k on Γ0(dD). In
other words, for each Hecke eigenform f(τ) in SD-newk (DN), there corresponds a Hecke
eigenform fB(τ) in Sk(O) that shares the same Hecke eigenvalues. Moreover, for a prime
divisor p ofD, if the Atkin-Lehner involutionWp acts on f byWpf = ǫpf , then
Wpf˜B = −ǫpf˜B.
Building on earlier works of Shimizu [37] and Watson [41], Nelson [28] obtained an
explicit formula for values of modular forms on Shimura curves, which we describe now.
Definition 50 ([28, Definition 2.2]). Let D, N , B, and O be as above. Let f =∑n anqn
and fB be Hecke eigenform in Sk(DN) and Sk(O), respectively, that form a pair under the
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From now on we assume that the levelN is squarefree. Under this condition, it is known
[1] that the Fourier coefficient am in f =
∑
n anq
n has value±mk/2−1 for any divisorm




is meaningful, where µ(·) is the Mo¨bius function. In addition, let
O∨ = {α ∈ B : tr(αβ) ∈ Z for all β ∈ O}
be the dual lattice of O. For a positive divisorm ofDN , we let
O(m) := {α ∈ O∨ : α ∈ O ⊗ Zq for all primes q not dividingm}.
In particular, we have O(1) = O and O(DN) = O∨.
Remark 51. In the case ofN = 1, if we let O be the order given in Part (1) of Lemma 38,
and e1, . . . , e4 be given by (18), then
















form a basis for O∨ and hence a basis for O(m) is {e1, e2, e3/m, e4/m}.







a+ d+ i(b− c)
2
.






















Then Nelson’s formula states as follows.
Proposition 52 ([28, Theorem 3.1]). Let f(z) =
∑
n anq
n and fB be compatibly normal-
ized Jacquet-Langlands pair of Hecke eigenforms of weight k. For z1 = x1 + iy1, z2 =










σ−1z1 O(m)σz2 , n/m
)
,
where cm is defined by (28).
Note that in the definition of compatibly normalized Jacquet-Langlands pair, fB is de-
termined only up to a scalar of absolute value 1. Nelson’s formula is independent of this
scalar. We now give some examples demonstrating how to compute values of modular
functions at CM-points using Nelson’s formula.
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Example 53. Consider the case D = 14 and N = 1. Let X = X140 (1). Represent





and let O be the maximal order spanned by e1, . . . , e4 given in
Example 39. Let j be the Hauptmodul of X/w14 that takes values 0, ∞, and 1 at the
CM-point of discriminant −8, the CM-point of discriminant −4, and the CM-point of
discriminant −11 corresponding to I − (J + IJ)/5 in Example 48. Our goal here is to
evaluate j at CM-points using Nelson’s formula.
Let
f(z) = η(z)η(2z)η(7z)η(14z) = q − q2 − 2q3 + q4 + 2q6 + q7 − q8 + q9 + · · ·
be the unique newform in S2(14) and fB be a compatibly normalized eigenform on X
corresponding to f . We have
f |w2 = f, f |w7 = −f.
Hence, by Proposition 49,
fB|w2 = −fB, fB|w7 = fB.
In other words, fB is a modular form on X/w7. Being a modular form of weight 2 on
X/w7, fB has a zero at the elliptic point of order 2, which is the CM-point of discriminant
−4, on X/w7. Since a modular form of weight k on X/w7 has k/4 zeros, f has no other








where z−4 and z
′
−4 are the two CM-points of discriminant−4 onX .
We next let g be the Hecke eigenform in S6(14) with
g(z) = q + 4q2 + 8q3 + 16q4 + 10q5 + 32q6 − 49q7 + 64q8 + · · · ,
and gB be a compatibly normalized Hecke eigenform on X
14
0 (1) corresponding to g. We
have g|w2 = −g and g|w7 = g, and hence
gB|w2 = g, gB|w7 = −gB.
Therefore, gB is a modular form of weight 6 on X/w2, and hence has zeros at elliptic
points order 2 and 4 on X/w2, i.e., the CM-points of discriminant −8 and −4. Thus, as a







z′−4 + z−8 + z
′
−8,
where z−8 and z
′




= z−8 + z
′
−8 − z−4 − z′−4.
Note that gB/f
3




= z−8 − z−4.
Therefore, j = cgB/f
3
B for some constant c. To determine c, we use Nelson’s formula.
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We evaluateh at z−11 using Nelson’s formula. Then using the relation j(z) = h(z−11)
−1h(z),
we may obtain values of j at other CM-points. For instance, we choose z′ = (18
√
5 +√−74)/154, the fixed point of 11I + 18J , expand f and g for 200 terms, sums over
α ∈ σ−1z′ O(m)σz−11 satisfying |X(α)|2 ≤ 5000 in Vk, and cut off the sum inWk(x) when
the individual term becomes less thant 10−16. We get
h(z−11) = −117.75021053378+ 122.65507878410i.
Then evaluating at the CM-point z′−11 corresponding to 2I + 3J , we get
h(z−11)
−1h(z′−11) = −0.99999999999964− 1.1411319536611 · 10−12i,
which differs from the expected value −1 only by about 10−12. Also, there are two CM-
points z−43 and z
′
−43 of discriminant−43 onX140 (1)/w14 corresponding to 2I − 3J/5 +
2IJ/5 and 3I + 17J/5− 3IJ/5, respectively. We find that
h(z−11)
−1h(z−43) = 0.55555554974119+ 7.1800012303484 · 10−10i,
h(z−11)
−1h(z′−43) = −0.55555555732276− 2.5838571396425 · 10−9i.
Using Borcherds forms and Schofer’s formula, we know that j(z−43)
2 = 25/81 (see also
[10, Table 5]). Therefore, we have j(z−43) = 5/9 and j(z
′
−43) = −5/9.
We next give a more complicated example.
Example 54. Consider the case D = 39 and N = 1. Let X = X390 (1). According
to the arXiv version of [15] (arXiv:1510.06193), there is a Hauptmodul x on X/w39 that
takes values 0 and∞ at the two CM-points of discriminant −7 and values ±1 at the two
CM-points of −19. Also, an equation forX390 (1) is
y2 = −(x4 − x3 − x2 + x+ 1)(7x4 − 23x3 + 5x2 + 23x+ 7),
on which the Atkin-Lehner involutions are given by








, w39 : (x, y) 7−→ (x,−y).
(The same equation also appeared in [14], which in turn was obtained from an earlier work
of Molina [26] by a simple change of variables.) Since the coveringX → X/w13 ramifies
at CM-points of discriminant−52, we find that x takes values ±i at the two CM-points of
discriminant −52. Here in this example we shall indicate how to use Nelson’s formula to
evaluate the modular function x.
Let f and g be Hecke eigenforms in S2(39) with
f(z) = q + q2 − q3 − q4 + · · ·+ q12 + q13 + · · · ,
g(z) = q + (
√
2− 1)q2 + q3 + · · ·+ (1− 2
√
2)q12 − q13 + · · · ,
and g′ be the Galois conjugate of g. Let fB, gB, and g
′
B be the corresponding Hecke










Here we assume that the action of the Atkin-Lehner involution w3 on the CM-points of
discriminant −52 is given by w3z(1)−52 = z(3)−52 and w3z(2)−52 = z(4)−52. Now there are con-
stants c and c′, not both 0, such that hB = cgB + c
′g′B vanishes at z
(1)
−52. We claim that hB
actually has a double zero at z
(1)
−52.
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Here we first consider hB as a modular form onX/w3. Assume that z is another zero of
hB different from z
(1)
−52. Then since hB|w13 = −hB, w13z is also a zero of hB. However,
as a modular form on X/w3, hB can have only two zeros. Therefore, z must be a fixed
point of w13, i.e., z = z
(2)











which coincides with that of fB, and consequently, hB/fB is a constant function, but this














If we assume that x(z
(1)
−52) = i and x(z
(2)






for some constant c0. In practice, we use Nelson’s formula to determine the ratio between
c and c′ in hB = cgB + c
′g′B and evaluate hB/fB at a particular point to determine c0. We
then can apply Nelson’s formula to find values of x at other points.
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APPENDIX A. LIST OF SHIMURA CURVES AND THEIR QUADRATIC FORMS
Here we list all Shimura curves of discriminant < 100 or of genus 0 on A2, charac-
terized by their quadratic forms. Here D is the discriminant of the quaternion algebra, k
is the numbering of the curves, W is the stable group of the Shimura curve, as defined
in Definition 11, and g is the genus of the Shimura curve. We let [a, b, c] represent the
quadratic form ax2+bxy+cy2. The quadratic forms are enumerated first in the ascending
order of b and then in the ascending order of a. For convenience of the reader, we also list
the smallest p and s satisfying the assumptions of Lemma 38.
D k Q p, s |W | g
6 1 [5, 2, 5] 5, 2 4 0
10 1 [5, 0, 8] 13, 10 4 0
14 1 [5, 4, 12] 5, 4 2 0
15 1 [5, 0, 12] 17, 14 4 0
2 [8, 4, 8] 17, 3 4 0
21 1 [5, 2, 17] 5, 2 2 0
22 1 [8, 8, 13] 13, 6 4 0
26 1 [8, 0, 13] 149, 130 4 0
2 [5, 2, 21] 5, 2 2 0
33 1 [8, 4, 17] 17, 16 2 0
34 1 [5, 4, 28] 5, 4 2 0
35 1 [5, 0, 28] 73, 68 4 0
2 [12, 4, 12] 13, 7 4 0
3 [12, 8, 13] 13, 6 2 0
38 1 [12, 4, 13] 13, 12 2 0
2 [8, 8, 21] 37, 6 4 0
39 1 [5, 4, 32] 5, 4 2 0
2 [8, 4, 20] 5, 1 2 0
46 1 [5, 2, 37] 5, 2 2 0
51 1 [12, 0, 17] 29, 24 4 0
2 [5, 2, 41] 5, 2 2 0
3 [12, 12, 20] 5, 3 4 0
55 1 [13, 2, 17] 13, 2 2 0
2 [8, 4, 28] 13, 11 2 0
57 1 [8, 4, 29] 29, 28 2 1
58 1 [8, 0, 29] 37, 28 4 0
62 1 [12, 4, 21] 29, 6 2 0
2 [13, 10, 21] 13, 10 2 0
D k Q p, s |W | g
65 1 [5, 0, 52] 97, 26 4 0
2 [13, 0, 20] 137, 14 4 0
3 [8, 4, 33] 37, 12 2 1
69 1 [5, 4, 56] 5, 4 2 0
2 [17, 16, 20] 17, 4 2 0
74 1 [8, 0, 37] 109, 100 4 0
2 [5, 4, 60] 5, 4 2 0
3 [13, 8, 24] 13, 6 2 0
77 1 [13, 4, 24] 13, 12 2 1
2 [17, 14, 21] 17, 10 2 1
82 1 [13, 12, 28] 13, 4 2 1
85 1 [5, 0, 68] 73, 58 4 0
2 [17, 0, 20] 37, 26 4 0
86 1 [5, 2, 69] 5, 2 2 0
2 [12, 4, 29] 29, 28 2 0
3 [8, 8, 45] 61, 10 4 0
87 1 [12, 0, 29] 41, 34 4 0
2 [8, 4, 44] 17, 5 2 0
3 [17, 6, 21] 17, 12 2 0
4 [12, 12, 32] 41, 7 4 0
91 1 [13, 0, 28] 41, 38 4 1
2 [5, 2, 73] 5, 2 2 2
3 [20, 12, 20] 5, 3 4 1
93 1 [17, 12, 24] 17, 6 2 2
94 1 [13, 2, 29] 13, 2 2 0
2 [5, 4, 76] 5, 4 2 0
95 1 [8, 4, 48] 13, 9 2 0
2 [12, 4, 32] 37, 9 2 0
3 [12, 8, 33] 37, 28 2 0
4 [13, 12, 32] 13, 4 2 0
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D k Q p, s |W | g
106 1 [8, 0, 53] 61, 46 4 0
111 1 [5, 2, 89] 5, 2 2 0
2 [8, 4, 56] 17, 7 2 0
3 [20, 12, 24] 5, 3 2 0
4 [17, 14, 29] 17, 10 2 0
115 1 [5, 0, 92] 97, 78 4 0
2 [20, 20, 28] 17, 9 4 0
118 1 [8, 8, 61] 61, 30 4 0
119 1 [17, 0, 28] 181, 142 4 0
2 [5, 4, 96] 5, 4 2 0
3 [12, 4, 40] 41, 21 2 0
4 [20, 4, 24] 5, 1 2 0
5 [12, 8, 41] 41, 20 2 0
6 [24, 20, 24] 181, 39 4 0
122 1 [8, 0, 61] 349, 160 4 0
134 1 [5, 4, 108] 5, 4 2 0
2 [12, 4, 45] 53, 32 2 0
3 [8, 8, 69] 229, 140 4 0
4 [13, 12, 44] 13, 4 2 0
143 1 [13, 0, 44] 293, 60 4 0
2 [24, 4, 24] 293, 233 4 0
146 1 [5, 2, 117] 5, 2 2 0
2 [13, 2, 45] 13, 2 2 0
3 [21, 4, 28] 53, 46 2 0
4 [21, 10, 29] 29, 12 2 0
D k Q p, s |W | g
159 1 [12, 0, 53] 101, 42 4 0
2 [5, 4, 128] 5, 4 2 0
3 [8, 4, 80] 41, 19 2 0
4 [20, 4, 32] 5, 1 2 0
5 [12, 12, 56] 101, 59 4 0
6 [21, 12, 32] 41, 22 2 0
166 1 [8, 8, 85] 101, 84 4 0
194 1 [21, 2, 37] 37, 2 2 0
2 [5, 4, 156] 5, 4 2 0
3 [13, 4, 60] 13, 12 2 0
4 [28, 12, 29] 29, 10 2 0
5 [21, 16, 40] 149, 120 2 0
202 1 [8, 0, 101] 109, 82 4 0
206 1 [5, 2, 165] 5, 2 2 0
2 [12, 4, 69] 109, 10 2 0
3 [21, 8, 40] 53, 50 2 0
4 [24, 16, 37] 37, 28 2 0
5 [21, 20, 44] 157, 4 2 0
215 1 [5, 0, 172] 577, 436 4 0
2 [20, 20, 48] 577, 141 4 0
314 1 [8, 0, 157] 229, 210 4 0
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APPENDIX B. PARAMETERIZATIONS OF SHIMURA CURVES
In this section, we list modular parameterizations for all Shimura curves of genus zero
on A2. In addition, we also give parameterizations for YN and Y
′
N for the first few N ,
whereYN andY
′
N are the modular curves introduced in Notation 35. Note that the curves
YN lie on the Humber surface of discriminant 1 and hence vanish on s5. The choice
of Hauptmoduls for X0(N)/wN is given in Tabel 3, while those for X
D
0 (1)/WD and
XD0 (1)/wD are given in 5 and 6, respectively. Note that the description of Hauptmoduls
in the case of Shimura curves is given by specifying the values of the Hauptmodul at three
certain CM-points zd1 , zd2 , and zd3 . In the case of X
D
0 (1)/WD, this uniquely determines
the Hauptmodul since for each di, there is only one CM-point of discriminant di. In the
case of XD0 (1)/wD , we have two different CM-points of discriminant d3. Thus, there are
two possible choices of Hauptmoduls. In the table, we also describe how these two choices
are related.
N YN











3 s2 = j(j + 192)
s3 = j(j
2 − 576j − 1728)
s6 = 2
1236j2
4 s2 = j
2 + 208j + 16
s3 = (j + 8)(j
2 − 560j − 8)
s6 = 2
1236j
5 s2 = j
2 + 216j + 144
s3 = j(j
2 − 540j − 6480)
s6 = 2
1236
6 s2 = (j + 1)(j
3 + 219j2 − 21j + 1)
s3 = (j
2 + 14j + 1)(j4 − 548j3 + 198j2 − 44j + 1)
s6 = 2
1236j5
7 s2 = (j − 1)2(j2 + 222j + 225)
s3 = (j − 1)2(j4 − 532j3 − 7434j2 + 11340j − 5103)
s6 = 2
1236(j − 1)4
TABLE 1. Modular parameterization forYN .
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N Y′N
3 s2 = j(j − 48)
s3 = j(j




5 s2 = (j − 12)2
s3 = j(j
2 − 36j − 432)
s5 = −21035j
s6 = 2
1035(j2 + 12j + 12)
7 s2 = (j − 1)2(j2 − 18j + 225)
s3 = (j − 1)2(j4 − 28j3 − 378j2 + 3780j − 5103)
s5 = −21035j(j − 1)4
s6 = 2
1035(j − 1)4(j3 + 14j2 − 15j + 12)

































+ 14 + 49
η(7z)4
η(z)4
TABLE 3. Hauptmoduls for forX0(N)/wN .














s2 52(j − 1)2
s3 21(j − 1)2(49j + 5)
s5 2235(j − 1)4




s2 (3j + 5)2
s3 71(27j2 + 36j + 14)
s5 35(j − 1)2j2





s3 4j2 + 64j + 121
s5 26(j − 1)2j




s2 51(4j + 1)
s3 4j2 + 190j − 5
s5 24(j − 1)2(j + 3)




s2 (5j2 − 16j − 5)2
s3 71(j − 1)(j + 1)(27j4 − 144j3 + 394j2 − 624j + 603)
s5 212(j − 1)(j + 1)(j + 3)2(j2 − 5)2





s2 (j − 1)2(9j + 64)
s3 (j − 1)2(351j2 − 782j + 539)
s5 35(j − 1)4j(j + 1)2




s2 25j2 − 306j + 1305
s3 21(49j3 + 27j2 − 5913j + 23085)
s5 2235(j − 1)2(j + 3)2




s2 (5j2 + 12j + 15)2
s3 21(7j2 + 12j + 9)(7j4 + 60j3 + 144j2 + 108j + 297)
s5 2235(j − 3)2(j − 1)2(j2 − 5)2
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s6 35(3j12 − 24j11 + 22j10 + 280j9 − 651j8 − 880j7 + 3348j6 − 848j5 − 2819j4 + 3336j3




s2 288j6 − 360j5 − 295j4 + 240j3 + 238j2 + 120j + 25
s3 (j − 1)(j + 1)(324j8 − 4536j7 + 9216j6 + 4284j5 + 3373j4 + 4704j3 + 3350j2 + 924j + 121)
s5 26(j − 1)j2(j + 1)(3j − 1)2(3j2 + 1)2(3j3 + 7j2 − 3j + 1)2
s6 24(6561j20 + 26244j19 + 275562j18 + 26244j17 + 279693j16 + 863136j15 − 190440j14
−779904j13 + 700018j12 − 123384j11 − 72484j10 + 20328j9 + 35570j8 − 28416j7





2(11j2 − 20j + 1)2
s3 j
2(27j8 − 926j7 + 9096j6 − 10998j5 + 8186j4 − 4122j3 + 1032j2 − 82j + 27)
s5 35j4(j + 1)2(j + 3)2(j2 + 2j − 1)2(j2 + 4j − 1)2
s6 35j4(3j16 + 68j15 + 683j14 + 3836j13 + 12666j12 + 23708j11 + 21565j10 + 6724j9




s2 52(3j2 + 10j + 51)2
s3 71(27j2 + 178j + 243)(27j4 − 36j3 − 502j2 − 1044j + 9747)
s5 21435(j − 1)2j(j3 + 13j2 + 51j − 1)2
s6 21235(3j12 + 96j11 + 2014j10 + 35808j9 + 389869j8 + 2509312j7 + 9837156j6




s2 51(45j4 + 876j3 − 2002j2 − 3924j + 909)
s3 71(729j6 − 9126j5 + 34119j4 + 490604j3 + 124119j2 + 642330j + 27945)
s5 21235(j + 3)2(j + 7)(j3 + 13j2 + 51j − 1)2
s6 21235(3j12 + 141j11 + 3019j10 + 39267j9 + 339240j8 + 1967522j7 + 7421414j6




s2 51(45j8 + 288j7 + 1356j6 + 1824j5 + 5390j4 + 1632j3 + 13644j2 − 3744j + 45)
s3 71(729j12 + 3888j11 + 18090j10 + 79056j9 + 277623j8 + 649440j7 + 1230476j6
+819360j5 + 1037367j4 − 1563408j3 + 1089450j2 + 11664j + 16281)
s5 21235(j − 1)2(j + 1)2(j2 − 2j + 5)2(j2 + 3)2(j3 − j2 + 7j + 1)2
s6 21235(3j24 − 18j23 + 147j22 − 576j21 + 2635j20 − 7266j19 + 23897j18 − 48084j17
+132420j16 − 194660j15 + 536174j14 − 563952j13 + 1917622j12 − 1570836j11
+6456226j10 − 4274680j9 + 15283435j8 − 4052682j7 + 16219183j6 + 6354768j5




s2 9j6 − 60j5 + 346j4 − 240j3 + 153j2 − 180j + 36
s3 675j8 − 2016j7 + 2600j6 − 8064j5 + 11610j4 − 6048j3 + 3240j2 + 243
s5 35(j + 1)2(j2 + 1)2(j2 + 3)2(j2 + j + 2)2
s6 35(3j18 + 12j17 + 61j16 + 160j15 + 525j14 + 1068j13 + 2612j12 + 4032j11 + 7533j10




s2 9j3 + 46j2 + 393j + 576
s3 81j4 − 836j3 − 6822j2 − 13068j − 13851
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s5 −35(j − 1)2j(j + 1)2(3j + 1)2




s2 (5j4 + 4j3 − 10j2 + 4j + 5)2
s3 189j12 − 180j11 + 514j10 − 708j9 − 45j8 + 24j7 − 68j6 + 2328j5 − 45j4 − 2148j3 − 158j2
+684j + 189
s5 210(j − 2)2j2(j2 − 2j − 1)2(j2 − j − 1)2(j3 − j2 − 2j − 1)2
s6 210(4j24 − 60j23 + 363j22 − 1056j21 + 1088j20 + 1680j19 − 4884j18 + 210j17 + 8824j16
−3396j15 − 10122j14 + 3522j13 + 8843j12 − 348j11 − 5640j10 − 2082j9 + 2134j8 + 1632j7




s2 25j8 − 40j7 − 4j6 − 200j5 − 58j4 + 520j3 + 556j2 + 200j + 25
s3 189j12 − 684j11 − 998j10 + 5340j9 + 2139j8 − 13752j7 − 9308j6 + 9384j5 + 17931j4
+14148j3 + 6562j2 + 1692j + 189
s5 210(j − 1)2j2(j2 − j − 1)2(j3 − 2j2 + j + 1)2(j4 − j3 − j2 + j + 1)
s6 210(4j24 − 48j23 + 243j22 − 639j21 + 773j20 + 219j19 − 1875j18 + 1560j17 + 1642j16
−3300j15 − 255j14 + 3855j13 − 1018j12 − 3420j11 + 1593j10 + 2352j9 − 1301j8 − 1260j7




s2 (j − 1)2(j + 1)2(6j3 + 5j2 − 9j + 5)2
s3 (j − 1)2(j + 1)2(324j10 − 504j9 + 226j8 + 252j7 − 7j6 + 1260j5 − 2214j4 − 252j3
+1681j2 − 756j + 98)
s5 35(j − 1)4j2(j + 1)4(2j + 1)2(j2 − j − 1)2(2j2 − 1)2(3j2 − 1)2
s6 35(j − 1)4(j + 1)4(192j22 − 192j21 + 1152j20 + 2304j19 − 12j18 − 7164j17 − 13633j16
+8806j15 + 33381j14 − 2310j13 − 38998j12 − 6064j11 + 26610j10 + 8116j9 − 10904j8




s2 −(144j5 − 5705j4 + 2612j3 − 4070j2 + 644j − 25)
s3 −(324j8 + 33840j7 − 242579j6 + 1012090j5 + 186435j4 − 273604j3 + 62259j2 − 4742j + 121)
s5 −28(j − 1)2j(j + 1)2(3j + 1)2(9j3 + 29j2 + 27j − 1)2
s6 24(6561j16 + 1679616j15 + 19247544j14 + 108873792j13 + 369688444j12
+795544832j11 + 1115612104j10 + 1028754752j9 + 609268390j8 + 212236544j7




s2 (24j5 − 45j4 − 30j2 − 24j − 5)2
s3 324j16 − 9072j15 + 80712j14 − 121464j13 + 190189j12 − 102480j11 + 193426j10
+12264j9 + 120579j8 + 77616j7 + 106244j6 + 107352j5 + 71667j4 + 33936j3 + 10882j2
+1848j + 121
s5 26(j − 1)2j2(j + 1)2(3j − 1)2(j2 + 4j − 1)2(3j3 + j2 + 5j − 1)2(3j4 + 14j2 − 1)2
s6 24(6561j32 + 52488j31 + 673596j30 + 1417176j29 + 13176432j28 + 37315080j27
+123751764j26 + 257595480j25 + 522756652j24 + 740124840j23 + 1113785372j22
+749627064j21 + 1242625168j20 − 476025816j19 + 722163284j18 − 973321032j17
+318617158j16 − 304926696j15 + 256489940j14 − 37150584j13 − 15650480j12
+3932184j11 − 4076644j10 + 1803528j9 + 619372j8 − 472008j7 + 35540j6 + 28392j5
−6608j4 − 72j3 + 188j2 − 24j + 1)




s2 756j5 + 7525j4 − 3212j3 + 1310j2 + 16j + 5
s3 324j8 + 175590j7 − 12629j6 + 808600j5 − 198999j4 + 446j3 + 141j2 + 676j − 5
s5 24(j − 1)2(j + 3)(3j2 + 14j − 1)2(9j3 + 29j2 + 27j − 1)2
s6 24(6561j16 + 159651j15 + 2359287j14 + 20593107j13 + 111201451j12 + 388751951j11
+886832803j10 + 1282535759j9 + 1101478273j8 + 485319401j7 + 45568837j6




s2 51j2(512j12 − 7488j11 + 33581j10 − 49032j9 − 12900j8 + 63816j7 + 107086j6
+88680j5 + 71196j4 + 42360j3 + 10829j2 − 96j − 64)
s3 j
2(1728j20 − 131968j19 + 2822688j18 − 22742016j17 + 86078511j16 − 133802340j15
−9118890j14 + 160317388j13 + 48852945j12 − 96263544j11 + 207706356j10
+678196056j9 + 751335201j8 + 441511532j7 + 143607222j6 + 27712860j5 + 10074303j4
+3349104j3 + 449856j2 + 11008j + 1728)
s5 21035j4(j + 2)2(2j − 1)2(j2 − 2j + 2)2(j2 − j − 1)2(j2 + 1)2(j3 − 2j2 + 5j + 1)2(j5
+6j4 − 6j3 + 5j2 + 4j + 1)2
s6 21035j4(12j40 + 16j39 + 1676j38 − 24092j37 + 150833j36 − 323946j35 − 381659j34
+2972938j33 − 942426j32 − 31777818j31 + 145650797j30 − 381907004j29 + 687583012j28
−791910174j27 + 337530635j26 + 615061330j25 − 1061298743j24 − 72591684j23
+2345445743j22 − 3517263096j21 + 2506914592j20 − 881718444j19 + 801997838j18
−1489450776j17 + 1190147302j16 + 22411910j15 − 442928940j14 + 72935456j13
+199082333j12 − 24746388j11 − 30605294j10 + 26548916j9 + 29079793j8 + 17415264j7




s2 51j2(656j12 + 4656j11 + 13709j10 − 10200j9 + 24876j8 + 29880j7 − 16994j6 + 1224j5
+15420j4 + 3192j3 + 3821j2 + 1488j + 272)
s3 j
2(1728j20 + 109952j19 + 2916936j18 + 5881656j17 + 10401903j16 + 39530820j15
−23987898j14 + 4974508j13 + 131800761j12 − 16905216j11 + 17020476j10 + 31159344j9
+23035545j8 − 11849068j7 − 21786930j6 − 6937140j5 − 1773729j4 − 293304j3 + 300168j2
+51328j + 1728)
s5 21035(j − 3)2j4(j2 − j − 1)2(j3 − 5j2 − 2j − 1)2(j3 − 2j2 + 5j + 1)2(j4 − 5j3 + 7j2
+5j + 1)(j5 − 4j4 + 5j3 + 6j2 + 6j − 1)2
s6 21035j4(12j40 − 464j39 + 8545j38 − 97775j37 + 774304j36 − 4518818j35
+20372857j34 − 74092574j33 + 226014318j32 − 589422181j31 + 1284305556j30
−2169382987j29 + 2471569603j28 − 1403596821j27 + 367319255j26 − 2756548450j25
+7415580077j24 − 6779558489j23 + 825002623j22 − 583690961j21 + 5091178197j20
−2719620054j19 − 2005933052j18 − 75505936j17 + 3326883767j16 + 936935135j15
−353030195j14 + 1779692189j13 + 3948171207j12 + 3140266394j11 + 1268181492j10
+322516208j9 + 124436749j8 + 74723807j7 + 30495526j6 + 7546906j5 + 1184958j4




s2 (j + 27)2(25j4 + 2236j3 + 90006j2 + 1629244j + 10689625)
s3 21(j + 27)2(49j7 + 2553j6 − 186987j5 − 20039347j4 − 724012077j3 − 13182510261j2
−122847387737j − 469226805201)
s5 −2335(j − 5)2(j + 3)2(j + 11)2(j + 27)4(j2 + 22j − 7)2
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s6 35(j + 27)4(3j14 + 382j13 + 20569j12 + 614444j11 + 11682731j10 + 172489474j9
+2509347785j8 + 32632825960j7 + 275862030289j6 + 1190599936674j5





s2 36j10 + 180j9 + 61j8 + 150j7 + 125j6 − 150j5 + 312j4 − 150j3 + 17j2 − 30j + 25
s3 1620j14 + 1512j13 + 3014j12 − 1764j11 + 8025j10 − 2268j9 + 822j8 + 2520j7 − 70j6
+1008j5 + 498j4 − 756j3 + 1545j2 − 252j + 98
s5 35j2(j2 + 1)2(2j2 + 1)2(2j2 + j + 1)2(3j2 + 1)2(j3 − 2j2 − 1)2
s6 35(192j30 − 576j29 + 3456j28 + 1536j27 + 29076j26 + 972j25 + 98023j24 − 20022j23
+202425j22 − 53122j21 + 300592j20 − 59244j19 + 345944j18 − 20556j17 + 321223j16
+31078j15 + 242223j14 + 53034j13 + 144712j12 + 40746j11 + 65899j10 + 19138j9




s2 36j10 − 300j9 + 1261j8 − 1410j7 + 1985j6 − 1770j5 + 1272j4 − 750j3 + 317j2 − 90j + 25
s3 4644j14 − 17640j13 + 41066j12 − 92988j11 + 135033j10 − 153972j9 + 156306j8
−115416j7 + 85862j6 − 45360j5 + 24690j4 − 9324j3 + 3309j2 − 756j + 98
s5 35j2(j + 1)2(j2 + 1)2(j2 + j + 1)2(2j2 + j + 1)2(2j4 + j2 + 1)2
s6 35(192j30 + 960j29 + 3328j28 + 8192j27 + 17652j26 + 31980j25 + 53655j24 + 78626j23
+108005j22 + 132210j21 + 154424j20 + 164140j19 + 169296j18 + 161140j17 + 150431j16
+130894j15 + 112323j14 + 90198j13 + 71024j12 + 52018j11 + 36791j10 + 23910j9




s2 52(3j4 − 18j3 − 8j2 − 38j − 3)2
s3 (27j4 − 54j3 − 212j2 − 146j − 63)(189j8 − 1296j7 + 9792j6 − 26280j5 + 78554j4 + 13120j3
−21352j2 + 2808j + 1809)
s5 21235(j − 1)2(j2 + 4j − 9)(j2 + 6j + 1)2(j5 + j4 − 22j3 + 26j2 + 21j + 5)2
s6 21235(3j24 + 54j23 + 123j22 − 2640j21 − 10949j20 + 62534j19 + 267809j18
−1024084j17 − 2972796j16 + 11890604j15 + 11430334j14 − 75899216j13 + 36814166j12
+138513404j11 − 140940046j10 − 18063416j9 + 44534059j8 − 63046434j7 + 12127479j6




s2 51(45j8 + 612j7 + 2148j6 − 3156j5 − 5218j4 + 27004j3 + 548j2 − 1548j + 45)
s3 5103j12 + 63666j11 + 294300j10 + 859518j9 + 3318795j8 − 2123820j7 − 43684336j6
+20527260j5 + 2462325j4 − 825382j3 − 4931820j2 − 1541754j − 113967
s5 21235(j − 3)2(j − 1)2(j + 1)2(j2 − 4j − 1)(j5 + j4 − 22j3 + 26j2 + 21j + 5)2
s6 21235(3j24 − 18j23 − 213j22 + 1776j21 + 2827j20 − 57250j19 + 96961j18 + 590876j17
−2407740j16 + 996764j15 + 8550622j14 − 13357968j13 + 5688758j12 − 22415508j11
+36988402j10 + 34903144j9 − 43319445j8 − 68321994j7 + 2352551j6 + 53227200j5




s2 (12j7 + 45j6 + 172j5 + 225j4 − 252j3 + 135j2 + 324j − 405)2
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s3 (j − 1)(j + 1)(324j20 − 4536j19 + 21744j18 + 125244j17 + 936289j16 + 3680880j15
+6312080j14 + 10965696j13 + 29930140j12 + 32824512j11 + 5191488j10 + 46870488j9
+38695806j8 − 92833776j7 + 57165264j6 + 127860768j5 − 164864808j4 + 56214648j3
+142662384j2 − 163683828j + 64304361)
s5 28(j − 3)2(j − 1)j2(j + 1)(j2 − 3)2(3j2 − 4j − 3)2(3j3 + j2 − 3j − 9)2(j4 + 6j3 − 8j2
−6j − 9)2(3j4 − 10j2 − 9)2
s6 24(6561j44 + 26244j43 + 4702050j42 − 14355468j41 − 65241369j40 + 93776616j39
+461753100j38 + 2071294056j37 − 5816799149j36 − 35512227804j35 + 89401438394j34
+196985590260j33 − 727015595179j32 − 271033205664j31 + 3050863305360j30
−1472344743072j29 − 6323749928230j28 + 5796331005192j27 + 3177375762788j26
−2652347015832j25 + 14611402055542j24 − 15736675013136j23 − 45603866823480j22
+5681488344048j21 + 84115902527478j20 + 84256583925096j19 − 87193065410460j18
−169732039503096j17 − 15473164937382j16 + 117325429337952j15
+113828544723600j14 + 1890314379360j13 − 32562841435371j12 − 17049620011788j11
−27164767210182j10 − 56850426929628j9 − 40505802199533j8 + 20644863017832j7
+41523728011020j6 + 26248512970728j5 + 10903174821927j4 + 627621192180j3




s2 864j14 + 9000j13 + 17353j12 − 44400j11 − 156134j10 − 41640j9 + 403703j8 + 407520j7
−311220j6 − 417960j5 + 9639j4 − 174960j3 − 62694j2 + 262440j + 164025
s3 (j − 1)(j + 1)(324j20 + 22680j19 + 401256j18 + 1805076j17 + 750481j16 − 15298080j15
−31979488j14 + 22603728j13 + 128475916j12 + 101903760j11 − 104785344j10
−353349864j9 − 289501938j8 + 311078880j7 + 630089280j6 − 6613488j5 − 497743704j4
−115736040j3 + 192263544j2 + 163683828j + 64304361)
s5 26(j − 3)2(j − 1)j2(j + 1)(j2 + 3)2(3j2 − 2j + 3)2(3j3 − j2 − 3j + 9)2(j4 − 6j3 − 8j2
+6j − 9)2(3j4 − 10j2 − 9)2
s6 24(6561j44 − 131220j43 + 1596510j42 − 5275044j41 − 15276681j40 + 59842152j39
+314615412j38 − 1020048696j37 − 2537923421j36 + 13064878812j35 − 4458156058j34
−70553324724j33 + 140491726997j32 + 78761964000j31 − 612928568208j30
+721906381920j29 + 514155972122j28 − 2721128452584j27 + 3055342129820j26
+949426743288j25 − 7186897049258j24 + 9691987873392j23 − 2636262154440j22
−11249615017296j21 + 20089907887446j20 − 14084776682280j19 − 7403972819364j18
+28056215332152j17 − 27654374644326j16 + 5754095467488j15 + 28386646555248j14
−38916463584672j13 + 29126387685717j12 + 4712085399420j11 − 23993256993786j10
+32020389509292j9 − 17407276084701j8 + 4181041917288j7 + 8710762274676j6





s2 25j6 − 694j5 + 7671j4 − 44212j3 + 230647j2 − 945846j + 3111705
s3 21(49j9 − 2427j8 + 47076j7 − 446300j6 + 2282046j5 − 2043258j4 − 61316780j3
+381766068j2 − 1249312167j + 2744503965)
s5 2235(j − 1)2(j + 3)2(3j + 1)2(j2 − 18j + 1)2(j2 − 10j − 7)2
50 YI-HSUAN LIN AND YIFAN YANG
s6 35(3j18 − 198j17 + 11499j16 − 331280j15 + 4985820j14 − 46503720j13 + 325525004j12
−1704531568j11 + 4566552266j10 − 1836897316j9 + 3945589898j8 + 55380735888j7





s2 (5j6 + 24j5 + 65j4 − 48j3 + 95j2 + 408j − 165)2
s3 21(7j6 + 12j5 + 43j4 + 120j3 + 85j2 − 132j + 441)(7j12 + 132j11 + 752j10 + 1236j9
+1095j8 + 936j7 + 1880j6 + 28776j5 + 66565j4 − 79788j3 − 36360j2 + 48708j + 21357)
s5 2235(j − 3)2(j2 − 4j − 1)2(j2 − 13)2(j2 − 5)2(j3 − j2 − 5j − 11)2(j4 − 10j2 − 7)2
s6 35(3j36 − 48j35 + 58j34 + 2864j33 − 12757j32 − 65920j31 + 482800j30 + 636800j29
−9315876j28 + 403904j27 + 111231192j26 − 72396736j25 − 903905012j24 + 825083776j23
+5212431760j22 − 5328767360j21 − 20036601654j20 + 21738494432j19 + 38999084508j18
−40447695328j17 − 2143935478j16 − 34830333568j15 − 1946829936j14
+377459538048j13 − 1359472627828j12 − 1816959291456j11 + 10542584109784j10
−14690150848j9 − 19646073420452j8 − 9718164617088j7 + 22515463572464j6





s2 25j12 + 120j11 − 574j10 − 1080j9 + 9471j8 − 19920j7 − 137092j6 + 126480j5 + 773767j4
+639960j3 + 542754j2 + 360360j + 65025
s3 21(49j18 + 504j17 + 1857j16 − 16128j15 − 132348j14 + 114912j13 + 2516212j12
+1620864j11 − 18900066j10 − 25297776j9 + 28057134j8 + 36771840j7 + 128624692j6
+482156640j5 + 598190724j4 + 355598208j3 + 169457913j2 + 40864824j + 15848217)
s5 2235(j − 1)2(j2 − 4j + 7)2(j2 − 5)2(j2 + 3)2(j3 + j2 − 5j + 11)2(j4 − 2j2 + 17)2
s6 35(3j36 − 24j35 − 14j34 + 760j33 − 2221j32 − 5824j31 + 42416j30 − 28480j29
−293348j28 + 422624j27 + 1873272j26 − 2052448j25 − 22640660j24 + 43134400j23
+155855568j22 − 532230592j21 − 438980214j20 + 3873061616j19 − 2090980692j18
−17595790512j17 + 31682907002j16 + 28642849472j15 − 117996619824j14
−52240552128j13 + 570872873804j12 − 705203674656j11 − 228749691784j10
+979960492448j9 + 618685799740j8 − 3684695358912j7 + 4654723606192j6





s2 52(20j5 + 3j4 + 74j3 − 72j2 + 26j − 3)2
s3 67500j16 − 350000j15 − 2466000j14 + 10271100j13 + 38375055j12 − 54254730j11
+21303900j10 + 83342950j9 − 183513357j8 + 203227116j7 − 152144064j6 + 79824360j5
−28653867j4 + 6807790j3 − 1019916j2 + 87318j − 3267
s5 2835(j − 1)2j2(j2 − 4j + 1)2(5j3 + j2 + 3j − 1)2(5j4 + 34j3 + 12j2 − 2j − 1)2(25j4
−50j3 + 48j2 − 6j − 1)
QUATERNIONIC LOCI IN SIEGEL’S MODULAR THREEFOLD 51
s6 2435(1171875j32 + 3125000j31 + 475000000j30 − 474125000j29 + 5779025000j28
−5742175000j27 − 95391440000j26 + 350930536600j25 − 281328352460j24
−962556109080j23 + 2982091336640j22 − 3507330305320j21 + 1521095605400j20
+788056060360j19 − 1153308662400j18 + 248480443960j17 + 271162702898j16
−175343002728j15 + 13552752704j14 + 17339705384j13 − 4268145832j12 − 501653448j11
+56553600j10 + 145104712j9 − 40121228j8 − 2435976j7 + 2742080j6 − 450104j5 + 9768j4




s2 51(5600j10 − 54600j9 + 178141j8 − 297780j7 + 291924j6 − 154956j5 + 59182j4
−20652j3 + 5396j2 − 780j + 45)
s3 67500j16 − 4130000j15 + 69442200j14 − 389048100j13 + 1199005407j12 − 2283366090j11
+2944179828j10 − 2653219802j9 + 1670619987j8 − 637281588j7 + 79742808j6
+46167240j5 − 27368667j4 + 7049710j3 − 1042596j2 + 87318j − 3267
s5 2635(j − 1)2j2(j + 1)2(j2 + 4j − 1)(5j2 − 1)2(5j3 + j2 + 3j − 1)2(5j4 + 34j3 + 12j2
−2j − 1)2
s6 2435(1171875j32 + 21875000j31 + 199312500j30 + 586375000j29 − 766230000j28
−1739045000j27 + 14458975100j26 + 10126416600j25 − 34541419452j24
−14585806440j23 + 78465819284j22 + 7482871224j21 − 72833841296j20 − 1114511528j19
+37389917436j18 − 1865141832j17 − 11383257838j16 + 1499308712j15 + 2121034940j14
−489736696j13 − 244547536j12 + 86403688j11 + 19245140j10 − 9845368j9 − 1342076j8




s2 (3j7 + 50j6 + 99j5 + 190j4 + 33j3 + 110j2 + 57j − 30)2
s3 (61j6 + 120j5 + 101j4 + 96j3 + 31j2 − 24j + 63)(27j14 + 360j13 + 2687j12 + 10848j11
+28547j10 + 37416j9 + 73695j8 + 48960j7 + 70409j6 + 2424j5 + 45029j4 − 16800j3
+8793j2 + 2808j + 189)
s5 35(j − 3)2(j − 1)2(j2 − 4j − 1)2(j2 − 5)2(j3 − 2j2 − j − 2)2(j4 − 10j2 − 7)2(j4 − 8j2
−1)2
s6 35(3j42 − 60j41 + 337j40 + 1072j39 − 18001j38 + 34668j37 + 306534j36 − 1391296j35
−1521376j34 + 19254384j33 − 16509505j32 − 125514304j31 + 263516636j30
+311390320j29 − 1352269832j28 + 516959488j27 + 2537472090j26 − 4738022280j25
+2483438378j24 + 11781795744j23 − 25939774526j22 + 4372342632j21 + 34197209076j20
−84801102208j19 + 171012625284j18 − 169210958832j17 + 139339708670j16
−169530704192j15 + 75738494572j14 − 107289542352j13 + 125075437848j12
−36025564416j11 + 139933075739j10 + 1162580196j9 + 71726019061j8 + 3419576240j7





s2 9j14 − 180j13 + 454j12 + 1920j11 − 7721j10 + 3180j9 + 42936j8 − 28320j7 − 99065j6
−58140j5 + 190942j4 − 35040j3 + 10809j2 − 6300j + 900
s3 891j20 − 6048j19 + 926j18 + 124992j17 − 205305j16 − 689472j15 + 1111080j14
−407232j13 + 5070310j12 + 10233216j11 − 47108364j10 − 5431104j9 + 109587126j8
−37275840j7 − 14441176j6 − 27316800j5 + 19450719j4 − 5292000j3 + 1757214j2 + 11907
s5 35(j + 1)2(j2 + 1)2(j2 + 3)2(3j2 + 1)2(j3 − 2j2 − j − 2)2(j3 + 7j2 + 3j + 5)2(j4
−10j2 − 7)2
52 YI-HSUAN LIN AND YIFAN YANG
s6 35(3j42 + 36j41 + 153j40 − 2256j39 − 3945j38 + 89676j37 + 119950j36 − 1404192j35
−2383032j34 + 7508560j33 + 22613599j32 + 8283840j31 − 68774916j30 − 159748368j29
−273874536j28 + 120946816j27 + 943496954j26 + 1066628664j25 + 3722087962j24
−1912993632j23 + 7195328626j22 − 5606464856j21 + 27529259172j20 + 18915647040j19
+89498935604j18 + 87156343248j17 + 169258399262j16 + 150778256832j15
+197442778380j14 + 150265902000j13 + 150291756088j12 + 95606264448j11
+76731518779j10 + 40124067524j9 + 26470916605j8 + 11138352048j7 + 6130361839j6




s2 9j7 − 86j6 + 3079j5 − 14964j4 + 4615j3 + 81322j2 + 130569j + 57600
s3 891j10 − 26290j9 + 240735j8 − 489624j7 − 774074j6 + 3249300j5 + 1435782j4
+20423528j3 + 56418111j2 + 46993230j + 13824027
s5 35(j − 1)2j(3j + 1)2(j2 − 18j + 1)2(j2 − 8j − 1)2(j2 + 14j + 1)2
s6 35(3j21 + 45j20 + 18951j19 − 529046j18 + 6762552j17 − 67652897j16 + 460275772j15
−820631736j14 − 5848681414j13 + 7583640754j12 + 68986311186j11 + 82922066860j10
+42419621588j9 + 9105370702j8 + 1095969612j7 + 243148968j6 + 64031867j5




s2 1152j9 + 4217j8 + 80376j7 − 508164j6 − 1019064j5 + 621014j4 + 2337480j3 + 1819260j2
+694008j + 164025
s3 324j14 + 523728j13 − 8763887j12 + 40131268j11 + 37843950j10 − 147001276j9
+866275383j8 + 3124808200j7 + 2932924984j6 + 225491832j5 − 450831825j4
+1023880500j3 + 1389816630j2 + 564272244j + 64304361
s5 26j(j + 3)2(3j + 1)2(j2 + 22j + 9)2(j3 − 27j2 − 29j − 9)2(9j4 + 20j3 + 334j2 + 324j
+81)2
s6 24(6561j28 + 944784j27 + 127181826j26 + 2661440400j25 + 51641861947j24
+436700837024j23 + 3010458122932j22 + 34560960879776j21 + 316955649718729j20
+1429861521535856j19 + 4126571901905950j18 + 12491026009004144j17
+56272637181931483j16 + 227582510102654144j15 + 643839573360949336j14
+1283151839974685888j13 + 1879269165182570011j12 + 2095475191718844528j11
+1824535352518621470j10 + 1261300013126654832j9 + 698610568995256329j8
+310683290865775776j7 + 110388577398068916j6 + 30941964841254048j5





s2 1332j18 − 25920j17 + 201477j16 − 722880j15 + 1938056j14 − 3904320j13 + 6098476j12
−8571840j11 + 10032416j10 − 9854400j9 + 9580094j8 − 6200640j7 + 5517720j6
−1944000j5 + 1890540j4 − 233280j3 + 358668j2 + 32805
s3 324j28 − 36288j27 + 1510686j26 − 18121824j25 + 120961387j24 − 555505440j23
+1828550824j22 − 4703885088j21 + 10305249546j20 − 18988411680j19 + 31107204350j18
−44165661120j17 + 57304916901j16 − 65413588800j15 + 69368857120j14
−64907734080j13 + 57880857184j12 − 44025149952j11 + 34054788186j10
−20362956768j9 + 13948551621j8 − 6216188832j7 + 3739145976j6 − 1133110944j5
+562579506j4 − 92588832j3 + 26099658j2 − 2657205
QUATERNIONIC LOCI IN SIEGEL’S MODULAR THREEFOLD 53
s5 24(j + 1)2(j + 3)2(j2 + 3)2(j3 + 5j2 − j + 3)2(3j4 − 10j2 − 9)2(3j4 + 10j3 + 20j2 + 6j
+9)2(3j5 + 11j4 + 14j3 − 2j2 + 15j − 9)2(j6 − 7j4 + 43j2 + 27)
s6 24(6561j56 + 209952j55 + 3107727j54 + 27083808j53 + 151649253j52 + 575672832j51
+1672925121j50 + 5317158528j49 + 22409317552j48 + 83947238976j47
+201055419218j46 + 220206640704j45 + 90128014654j44 + 2406305458560j43
+18279605142134j42 + 69732828903552j41 + 176393932898071j40 + 342939555574752j39
+626334259234949j38 + 1375037361108960j37 + 3638108496924127j36
+9599672165937024j35 + 22729530724785827j34 + 47249650224708864j33
+86849574452888314j32 + 143189621473132416j31 + 214831000098652556j30
+297035905149329280j29 + 383049186843532852j28 + 466361521652939520j27
+541887496385996228j26 + 606565222375716096j25 + 661218747321310063j24
+704259005192568288j23 + 735604527684740265j22 + 755164307580970464j21
+753448394590452819j20 + 734561623451043072j19 + 690121927217458935j18
+618825504194722944j17 + 541160175394010988j16 + 430319100282449472j15
+348842535025366530j14 + 236860626493781568j13 + 178814497336975278j12
+99162649343691648j11 + 70834008413753190j10 + 30148700172776064j9
+21069621586926585j8 + 6230576887559712j7 + 4543646961706083j6





s2 432j18 + 720j17 + 6937j16 + 32160j15 + 192856j14 + 372960j13 + 218396j12 + 87840j11
+2371336j10 − 5274240j9 + 9929654j8 − 11999520j7 + 13236840j6 − 10303200j5
+7612380j4 − 3849120j3 + 1918728j2 − 524880j + 164025
s3 324j28 − 9072j27 − 6984j26 + 386568j25 + 2988385j24 + 13833456j23 + 23665924j22
+31601472j21 + 125699550j20 + 153685728j19 + 595927148j18 + 1290920904j17
+1407744087j16 − 1461770016j15 + 14416046536j14 − 27590031168j13 + 52629310744j12
−72146645424j11 + 86299858224j10 − 87322186728j9 + 75610403775j8 − 57697294032j7
+37424518452j6 − 21374793216j5 + 10258504038j4 − 4153270464j3 + 1387651500j2
−327367656j + 64304361
s5 28j2(j + 1)2(j2 + 1)2(j2 + 3)2(3j2 + 2j + 3)2(j3 − 5j2 − j − 3)2(j3 + 11j2 + 3j + 9)2
(3j4 − 10j2 − 9)2(3j5 − 11j4 + 14j3 + 2j2 + 15j + 9)2
54 YI-HSUAN LIN AND YIFAN YANG
s6 24(6561j56 + 52488j55 + 8039412j54 − 18528264j53 + 298131354j52 + 717336j51
−4459857660j50 − 2766012696j49 + 114341029531j48 − 249826493712j47
−90414992776j46 + 117762669840j45 + 2477236048612j44 − 3307030846320j43
+17570787209528j42 − 52974498085008j41 + 85981469676457j40 − 127493963548968j39
+353500740375068j38 + 59751119619624j37 + 875675100692230j36
+1160973488294088j35 + 2755345462028396j34 + 6874101522279480j33
+14409011308121755j32 + 30002705428157088j31 + 56385633506364368j30
+92060854455600480j29 + 153246555369358072j28 + 215939758436124000j27
+324209156948718032j26 + 421364194288908960j25 + 573604371029023963j24
+696813304535733816j23 + 849647685733824492j22 + 945985856018974920j21
+1018882795186679814j20 + 1016387698976020008j19 + 959412095764592796j18
+844755131650987224j17 + 696446170276338153j16 + 536344342824987504j15
+385355496038428728j14 + 257740262161450128j13 + 160921960467390180j12
+92768263420632336j11 + 50099308697156472j10 + 24651331540907760j9
+11425077528956379j8 + 4733413653048552j7 + 1853805490183044j6





s2 −(108j9 − 35077j8 − 156296j7 − 780076j6 − 1865696j5 − 1720894j4 − 322200j3
+494100j2 + 224532j − 32805)
s3 −(324j14 + 134766j13 + 540331j12 + 69979912j11 + 425482698j10 + 904775534j9
+723067941j8 + 226052704j7 + 1021052896j6 + 2305446282j5 + 2143012869j4
+1202995800j3 + 518489586j2 + 125301978j − 2657205)
s5 −24(5j + 3)2(3j2 − 10j − 9)2(j3 − 27j2 − 29j − 9)2(j3 − 7j2 + 43j + 27)(9j4 + 20j3
+334j2 + 324j + 81)2
s6 24(6561j28 + 9318807j27 + 45771237j26 + 1771093017j25 − 38894597840j24
+546015924674j23 − 2680842163778j22 + 4466403052550j21 + 74519767285399j20
+12539832841949j19 + 515158504157023j18 + 8224015569569963j17
+35995386564370426j16 + 100582360698283820j15 + 253938469557148468j14
+604994859774148388j13 + 1195315219079260783j12 + 1818038199980395233j11
+2105385911890922835j10 + 1875227226696771039j9 + 1300617592310240748j8
+708808961133259506j7 + 304637896071245358j6 + 102901741739922294j5





s2 (j − 1)2(j + 1)2(36j14 + 540j13 + 2989j12 + 1530j11 − 13837j10 − 13710j9 + 22725j8
+20580j7 − 18332j6 + 1680j5 + 13824j4 − 22080j3 − 13504j2 + 11520j + 6400)
s3 (j − 1)2(j + 1)2(7236j22 + 49896j21 + 94474j20 − 49140j19 − 517651j18 − 1520820j17
−943098j16 + 7330428j15 + 11898805j14 − 14905044j13 − 36582478j12 + 13991544j11
+60450084j10 − 397152j9 − 60603104j8 − 13660416j7 + 36657536j6 + 15224832j5
−11564544j4 − 7612416j3 + 701440j2 + 1548288j + 401408)
s5 35(j − 2)2(j − 1)4j2(j + 1)4(j2 − 2)2(j3 − j2 − j + 2)2(2j3 − 3j2 − 2j + 4)2(j4 − 3j2
+4)2(2j4 − 5j2 + 4)2
QUATERNIONIC LOCI IN SIEGEL’S MODULAR THREEFOLD 55
s6 35(j − 1)4(j + 1)4(192j46 − 1728j45 + 1664j44 + 31104j43 − 93516j42 − 218844j41
+1245087j40 + 374158j39 − 9450619j38 + 6055486j37 + 48471934j36 − 64951060j35
−178127634j34 + 372491412j33 + 465823816j32 − 1518266156j31 − 751944434j30
+4775193508j29 − 6239914j28 − 11974226954j27 + 4697529653j26 + 24169622966j25
−18235172777j24 − 38945443140j23 + 45020268788j22 + 48483389296j21
−83287639424j20 − 42418083712j19 + 120682974208j18 + 16526768640j17
−138392494336j16 + 19791160320j15 + 124700978176j14 − 47549837312j13
−86241902592j12 + 53196341248j11 + 43562024960j10 − 39506345984j9 − 14288748544j8
+20410531840j7 + 1843396608j6 − 7126122496j5 + 666894336j4 + 1522532352j3




s2 (j − 1)2(j + 1)2(6j7 − 25j6 − 33j5 + 95j4 + 42j3 − 160j2 − 24j + 80)2
s3 (j − 1)2(j + 1)2(4212j22 − 12600j21 − 46394j20 + 177660j19 + 207605j18 − 1123164j17
−399282j16 + 4260060j15 − 142511j14 − 10724364j13 + 2682650j12 + 18689832j11
−7146396j10 − 22766688j9 + 10771360j8 + 19111680j7 − 10436224j6 − 10579968j5
+6498816j4 + 3483648j3 − 2395136j2 − 516096j + 401408)
s5 35(j − 1)4j2(j + 1)4(j2 − 2)2(j2 + 2j − 4)2(2j2 − j − 2)2(2j2 − 3)2(3j2 − 4)2(j3
+j2 − j − 2)2(j4 + j2 − 4)2
s6 35(j − 1)4(j + 1)4(192j46 + 960j45 − 1152j44 − 29568j43 + 29268j42 + 574380j41
−703753j40 − 7655342j39 + 7225557j38 + 70819186j37 − 38146586j36 − 472466476j35
+87299606j34 + 2364739148j33 + 204458368j32 − 9161457812j31 − 2601632818j30
+28106389724j29 + 11933643878j28 − 69381107638j27 − 36434852963j26
+139305546794j25 + 83718300735j24 − 229086656764j23 − 152515862716j22
+309819566576j21 + 226608119296j20 − 345320008576j19 − 278837569536j18
+317557859840j17 + 285604648704j16 − 241208812544j15 − 242488042496j14
+151614164992j13 + 168551088128j12 − 79005597696j11 − 94117773312j10
+34020065280j9 + 41231253504j8 − 11858345984j7 − 13780385792j6 + 3158310912j5




s2 51(45j24 + 288j23 + 720j22 + 264j21 − 1744j20 − 2176j19 + 2396j18 + 4416j17
−3056j16 − 9976j15 + 6240j14 + 12064j13 − 1474j12 − 16672j11 + 16272j10 − 5576j9
+11440j8 − 29856j7 + 38444j6 − 33344j5 + 21200j4 − 9576j3 + 3072j2 − 576j + 45)
s3 5103j36 + 42768j35 + 117288j34 − 1404j33 − 735048j32 − 1492704j31 + 274166j30
+5104416j29 + 5719128j28 − 5015492j27 − 13725408j26 + 1004496j25 + 23092809j24
+6063072j23 − 26500896j22 − 12942408j21 + 31604496j20 + 4603152j19 − 27088660j18
−10865856j17 + 50344224j16 − 37990824j15 + 15663744j14 − 33947376j13 + 71667321j12
−99310704j11 + 117559032j10 − 128627164j9 + 124036152j8 − 97444272j7 + 60039998j6
−28380384j5 + 10138248j4 − 2717172j3 + 533088j2 − 69984j + 5103
s5 21035j2(j + 1)2(j2 − j − 1)2(j3 − j + 1)2(j3 + j2 − 1)2(3j4 + 3j3 + 1)2(j5 + 2j4
+3j3 − j2 − j + 1)2(j6 + 2j4 + 2j3 − 2j2 − j + 1)2(j8 + j7 − j6 − 4j5 + j4 + 4j3 − j2 − j + 1)
56 YI-HSUAN LIN AND YIFAN YANG
s6 21035(12j72 + 144j71 + 801j70 + 2577j69 + 5481j68 + 12222j67 + 52500j66
+230301j65 + 659958j64 + 1010439j63 + 44550j62 − 2788296j61 − 3274811j60
+5472903j59 + 15453684j58 − 4792677j57 − 59488926j56 − 57205071j55 + 98169964j54
+255403272j53 + 59727178j52 − 434867477j51 − 479916765j50 + 295817358j49
+824532459j48 + 48479037j47 − 838398304j46 − 111909442j45 + 847823514j44
−211963573j43 − 1248242808j42 + 575755135j41 + 1966503137j40 − 701753232j39
−2621895701j38 + 604437851j37 + 2914517348j36 − 407999189j35 − 2753248863j34
+224233121j33 + 2270291570j32 − 84775418j31 − 1676650494j30 − 1492531j29
+1147140642j28 + 32911448j27 − 748544742j26 − 16456050j25 + 468282468j24
−19808921j23 − 271212221j22 + 44957305j21 + 136625669j20 − 46260069j19
−55241897j18 + 31865680j17 + 15729137j16 − 15821579j15 − 1887643j14 + 5680121j13
−796316j12 − 1401574j11 + 542679j10 + 198456j9 − 161452j8 − 571j7 + 27351j6 − 5825j5




s2 51(45j24 + 96j22 + 1896j21 + 2432j20 − 5152j19 − 2500j18 + 17472j17 + 4384j16
−17464j15 + 12000j14 + 13696j13 − 23170j12 − 256j11 + 14496j10 − 7400j9 − 704j8
+2016j7 + 140j6 − 896j5 + 224j4 + 408j3 − 288j2 + 45)
s3 5103j36 + 15552j35 − 38448j34 − 331020j33 − 167040j32 + 1901232j31 + 1823462j30
−2882976j29 + 5374896j28 + 18172540j27 − 12651888j26 − 29768736j25 + 35672649j24
+23531712j23 − 64615392j22 + 10408920j21 + 70135296j20 − 40479648j19 − 31429108j18
+44205216j17 − 6285216j16 − 22197480j15 + 19068768j14 − 2821344j13 − 9779079j12
+10993728j11 − 2934768j10 − 3359980j9 + 3168384j8 − 908112j7 − 100306j6 + 99648j5
+19440j4 − 31860j3 + 22032j2 − 15552j + 5103
s5 21035j2(j3 + j2 − 1)2(j3 + 2j2 + 2j − 1)2(j4 − 3j + 3)2(j4 + j3 + j2 − j + 1)2(j5
+j4 − j3 − 3j2 + 2j − 1)2(j5 + 2j4 + 3j3 − j2 − j + 1)2(j8 + j7 − j6 − 4j5 + j4 + 4j3 − j2 − j
+1)
s6 21035(12j72 + 216j71 + 1893j70 + 10359j69 + 37882j68 + 89171j67 + 95300j66
−175100j65 − 960790j64 − 1712975j63 − 200730j62 + 5785305j61 + 12030844j60
+3963417j59 − 27460384j58 − 51829557j57 − 3888406j56 + 115994732j55 + 145338007j54
−85498324j53 − 378445027j52 − 193735461j51 + 521321367j50 + 766878191j49
−274578512j48 − 1397940157j47 − 502161471j46 + 1669706217j45 + 1557590171j44
−1386524182j43 − 2458621767j42 + 739118098j41 + 2978132389j40 − 42229638j39
−3124643624j38 − 493835562j37 + 2987733573j36 + 763783192j35 − 2659013389j34
−756391932j33 + 2221821299j32 + 535983027j31 − 1727414391j30 − 224258971j29
+1222022487j28 − 61031344j27 − 735876792j26 + 218274859j25 + 334003599j24
−231578793j23 − 61041954j22 + 143502788j21 − 65154041j20 − 26534583j19
+61892706j18 − 36499404j17 − 6653427j16 + 23842189j15 − 13493898j14 − 536649j13
+5043868j12 − 3107403j11 + 713961j10 + 202233j9 − 215481j8 + 42867j7 + 47481j6




s2 51(45j24 + 144j23 + 480j22 + 1656j21 − 1552j20 − 13744j19 − 6484j18 + 30672j17
+24784j16 − 24568j15 − 20592j14 + 3184j13 + 6542j12 + 10352j11 − 9024j10 − 11960j9
+17296j8 + 1008j7 − 10900j6 + 6448j5 + 656j4 − 2760j3 + 1584j2 − 432j + 45)
QUATERNIONIC LOCI IN SIEGEL’S MODULAR THREEFOLD 57
s3 5103j36 + 29160j35 − 38448j34 − 571428j33 − 593928j32 + 3258504j31 + 7488926j30
−531816j29 − 16165560j28 − 22856084j27 − 9515496j26 + 56894568j25 + 94441569j24
−73392528j23 − 186291072j22 + 78725112j21 + 197095920j20 − 108171888j19
−129726748j18 + 131740944j17 + 49266672j16 − 110375304j15 + 14941008j14
+63203664j13 − 43577823j12 − 12583896j11 + 32355312j10 − 14384980j9 − 6393000j8
+10660200j7 − 4578850j6 − 603432j5 + 1735560j4 − 984420j3 + 307800j2 − 56376j + 5103
s5 21035j2(j2 + 1)2(j3 − j + 1)2(j3 + j2 − 1)2(j3 + 2j2 + 3j + 1)2(j4 − 3j + 3)2(j4
+j2 − 2j + 1)2(j4 + j3 + j2 − j + 1)2(j5 + 2j4 + 3j3 − j2 − j + 1)2
s6 21035(12j72 + 180j71 + 1401j70 + 7176j69 + 26398j68 + 71606j67 + 140589j66
+178864j65 + 69917j64 − 253554j63 − 584400j62 − 419772j61 + 455421j60 + 1192746j59
+491768j58 − 916924j57 + 474458j56 + 5485880j55 + 5975253j54 − 7029946j53
−21554476j52 − 6127436j51 + 40432221j50 + 52423724j49 − 26608198j48 − 116304772j47
−51968337j46 + 144428680j45 + 185658038j44 − 80105266j43 − 304255292j42
−72673472j41 + 348053458j40 + 262523010j39 − 285830300j38 − 417853590j37
+155147888j36 + 495452812j35 − 3351745j34 − 488300720j33 − 117530206j32
+428222268j31 + 178853260j30 − 339151660j29 − 189422745j28 + 255371578j27
+164896002j26 − 192617828j25 − 111625470j24 + 131761020j23 + 70912476j22
−93094600j21 − 33733652j20 + 63774408j19 + 3389519j18 − 32808924j17 + 7388067j16
+10265656j15 − 3166440j14 − 4727130j13 + 2920507j12 + 972990j11 − 1580067j10




s2 51(45j24 − 144j23 − 48j22 − 24j21 + 3200j20 + 3104j19 + 4124j18 − 1104j17 + 2560j16
−7144j15 − 6528j14 + 6112j13 + 23726j12 − 3184j11 − 34800j10 + 14296j9 + 25984j8
−21216j7 − 4324j6 + 10576j5 − 3424j4 − 984j3 + 960j2 − 288j + 45)
s3 5103j36 + 1944j35 + 56808j34 − 4428j33 + 322848j32 + 816624j31 + 2586518j30
−510648j29 − 5398608j28 − 8523836j27 + 16010592j26 + 33427824j25 + 9763521j24
−56238384j23 − 40134096j22 + 67172424j21 + 81501504j20 − 69542304j19
−118637740j18 + 65714928j17 + 143013696j16 − 77253432j15 − 134074656j14
+104050848j13 + 70985409j12 − 95779176j11 − 1662168j10 + 45275012j9 − 16933152j8
−8133456j7 + 7249526j6 − 666936j5 − 913968j4 + 235764j3 + 79488j2 − 42768j + 5103
s5 21035j2(j + 2)2(j2 + 1)2(j3 − j + 1)2(j3 + j2 − 1)2(j4 + 2j3 − 2j + 1)2(j4 + 2j3
+j2 + 1)2(j5 + j4 − j3 − 3j2 + 2j − 1)2(j6 + j5 − 2j4 − 2j3 + 2j2 + 1)2
s6 21035(12j72 + 252j71 + 2397j70 + 13338j69 + 45919j68 + 88160j67 + 18581j66
−391124j65 − 1027777j64 − 707446j63 + 2097909j62 + 5731304j61 + 3538784j60
−8032096j59 − 17278878j58 − 5870886j57 + 19408812j56 + 23604000j55 − 1156932j54
−8907736j53 + 14695414j52 − 7859100j51 − 95617006j50 − 74303084j49 + 146258378j48
+246188780j47 − 63551087j46 − 356022008j45 − 62909748j44 + 360333336j43
+100159271j42 − 367343502j41 − 75033950j40 + 407374874j39 + 52004132j38
−408070626j37 − 10364287j36 + 342945284j35 − 60469471j34 − 234223558j33
+114041832j32 + 106191550j31 − 109596953j30 − 167462j29 + 52616759j28
−38772168j27 + 10473006j26 + 13581368j25 − 28721076j24 + 23405612j23 + 3522670j22
−25874058j21 + 20370433j20 + 2696788j19 − 15726756j18 + 9939886j17 + 1314289j16
−5425708j15 + 2858499j14 + 179422j13 − 837811j12 + 178456j11 + 323145j10 − 354204j9




s2 409j8 − 5546j7 + 31413j6 − 93020j5 + 157340j4 − 157840j3 + 95056j2 − 34176j + 6400
58 YI-HSUAN LIN AND YIFAN YANG
s3 108j13 − 6866j12 + 165921j11 − 1559442j10 + 8042330j9 − 26507148j8 + 60030444j7
−96017120j6 + 107800368j5 − 81597888j4 + 37802112j3 − 8047104j2 − 506880j + 401408
s5 35j(j + 2)2(j2 − 2)2(j2 + j − 4)2(j2 + 2j − 4)2(2j3 − j2 − 8j + 8)2
s6 35(48j26 + 368j25 − 533j24 − 10286j23 − 3096j22 + 143428j21 + 92165j20 − 1315962j19
−665489j18 + 8615204j17 + 1337836j16 − 40567600j15 + 10590160j14 + 133734208j13
−91268288j12 − 292190464j11 + 330882304j10 + 379026432j9 − 677893120j8





s2 (8j12 + 16j11 − 16j10 + 40j9 − 51j8 − 76j7 + 70j6 + 124j5 − 59j4 − 160j3 + 16j2 + 96j
+32)2
s3 576j36 + 768j35 + 17152j34 − 33024j33 + 51168j32 − 72320j31 − 165536j30 + 579456j29
−130504j28 − 1200368j27 + 360976j26 + 1971544j25 + 839429j24 − 3701252j23
−3683246j22 + 6207028j21 + 7764155j20 − 7651096j19 − 13380644j18 + 5275744j17
+20193131j16 + 2342828j15 − 24826382j14 − 12543340j13 + 23199389j12 + 19672736j11
−15086288j10 − 19791232j9 + 4903616j8 + 13517760j7 + 1656928j6 − 5556352j5
−2649600j4 + 686208j3 + 931072j2 + 294912j + 32832
s5 210j2(j2 − 2j − 1)2(j2 − j − 1)2(j2 + j − 1)2(2j2 − 4j + 1)2(j3 − j2 − 1)2(j3 − 2j
−2)2(j4 − 2j3 + j − 1)2(3j5 − j4 − 5j3 − 2j2 − j − 1)2(j6 − 5j3 − 1)2
s6 210(580j72 − 7584j71 + 35040j70 − 46624j69 − 78148j68 − 207936j67 + 2942852j66
−6229184j65 − 3029993j64 + 22911780j63 − 3959978j62 − 51683740j61 + 19407013j60
+34774590j59 + 80008484j58 + 110772536j57 − 567053929j56 − 496779948j55
+1425221243j54 + 2017253224j53 − 2164807793j52 − 7094263350j51 + 2104895077j50
+19122853712j49 − 534732051j48 − 41831819118j47 − 713933770j46 + 77123737438j45
−6341912564j44 − 118873769112j43 + 30886193222j42 + 149858951350j41
−70686298888j40 − 150404629366j39 + 108256825551j38 + 113751192704j37
−122859347328j36 − 54633044486j35 + 106495087614j34 + 961681600j33
−69362685037j32 + 26697064028j31 + 31036206788j30 − 28064142684j29
−5961770993j28 + 16963711382j27 − 3738569146j26 − 6485584248j25 + 4180114305j24
+1218303718j23 − 2031450404j22 + 259947918j21 + 555554620j20 − 284003296j19
−58604863j18 + 93057918j17 − 19553533j16 − 9242990j15 + 11082686j14 − 2030268j13
−801785j12 + 1540768j11 − 302624j10 − 279060j9 + 115924j8 + 4424j7 − 23356j6




s2 64j24 − 64j23 + 80j22 − 4032j21 + 8800j20 + 12272j19 − 39520j18 + 1536j17 + 54585j16
−44264j15 − 21940j14 + 53480j13 − 19098j12 − 15560j11 + 52220j10 + 22664j9 − 4455j8
+15264j7 + 16160j6 + 6928j5 + 4960j4 + 2112j3 + 80j2 + 64j + 64
s3 576j36 − 9984j35 + 38656j34 + 34176j33 − 395040j32 + 413536j31 + 876568j30
−2294016j29 + 2041568j28 + 1029832j27 − 9297176j26 + 12186448j25 + 10893725j24
−31692740j23 + 2368450j22 + 35804260j21 − 22425109j20 − 22292128j19 + 26220148j18
+6464512j17 − 12294037j16 + 5553980j15 + 8780842j14 + 2563220j13 + 3428141j12
+4829600j11 + 4070248j10 + 2727992j9 + 1637024j8 + 792768j7 + 293272j6 + 218144j5
+164064j4 + 41088j3 − 4352j2 − 768j + 576
s5 210(j − 1)2(j2 + j − 1)2(2j2 − j − 2)2(j3 − j2 − 1)2(j4 − j3 − j2 + j + 1)2(j4 + j3 − 2j
−1)2(j5 − j4 + 2j3 − 5j2 + j + 3)2(3j5 − 2j4 − 4j3 − j2 + 4j + 1)2(j8 − 3j5 − j4 + 3j3 + 1)
QUATERNIONIC LOCI IN SIEGEL’S MODULAR THREEFOLD 59
s6 210(580j72 − 5088j71 + 19872j70 − 65488j69 + 214508j68 − 409380j67 + 257771j66
−690236j65 + 3746764j64 − 2753337j63 − 7997501j62 − 3864637j61 + 34853110j60
+32014242j59 − 94397332j58 − 139122304j57 + 164450219j56 + 412919403j55
−90421462j54 − 870189638j53 − 427299749j52 + 1178195640j51 + 1390336207j50
−256705225j49 − 1652462283j48 − 3227365923j47 − 1938223411j46 + 8853522631j45
+13996434451j44 − 12170378145j43 − 37409527603j42 + 5173097872j41
+69167410202j40 + 18389414156j39 − 99446150565j38 − 56079801316j37
+116681751516j36 + 95204159674j35 − 115368806298j34 − 119843551709j33
+99349260155j32 + 121242332678j31 − 77616520465j30 − 102472989174j29
+57368967010j28 + 74199282248j27 − 40928782801j26 − 46882357956j25
+27707894811j24 + 26150224735j23 − 17128104014j22 − 12920968044j21
+9322514083j20 + 5640417368j19 − 4336541806j18 − 2160037983j17 + 1668452069j16
+704183104j15 − 511051870j14 − 173761458j13 + 125867746j12 + 21080065j11
−31706885j10 + 2356857j9 + 10350100j8 − 34612j7 − 2621989j6 − 689580j5 + 182636j4




s2 64j24 − 704j23 + 1360j22 + 5248j21 − 15520j20 − 14928j19 + 70720j18 + 10816j17
−170375j16 + 7576j15 + 279980j14 − 20280j13 − 320298j12 + 11480j11 + 256460j10
−9496j9 − 147655j8 + 14464j7 + 74640j6 − 5392j5 − 36720j4 − 7328j3 + 10320j2 + 6144j
+1024
s3 576j36 + 768j35 − 15104j34 − 51840j33 + 524256j32 − 593120j31 − 2988776j30
+6339168j29 + 8418848j28 − 27491864j27 − 14170856j26 + 76162192j25 + 12589853j24
−153829412j23 + 3739330j22 + 240540820j21 − 28237741j20 − 305445040j19
+40609516j18 + 319398784j17 − 21619885j16 − 268814212j15 − 19105814j14
+169188980j13 + 45176981j12 − 66995776j11 − 37448768j10 + 6500264j9 + 14745224j8
+9106416j7 − 452648j6 − 5233792j5 − 2453376j4 + 680832j3 + 925696j2 + 294912j + 32832
s5 210j2(j2 + j − 1)2(2j2 − j + 1)2(j3 − j2 − 1)2(j3 + j + 1)2(j4 − 2j3 + j − 1)2(3j5
−j4 − 5j3 − 2j2 − j − 1)2(j6 − 5j3 − 1)2(j8 − 3j5 − j4 + 3j3 + 1)
s6 210(580j72 − 5280j71 + 20832j70 − 55504j69 + 150092j68 − 433740j67 + 1011275j66
−1518968j65 + 1453228j64 − 2310765j63 + 4199893j62 + 1678073j61 − 11305400j60
−1847502j59 + 6795965j58 + 43417628j57 − 37733500j56 − 58806204j55 + 26558096j54
+61275724j53 + 77191789j52 − 197265348j51 + 12004405j50 + 206501753j49
−234582669j48 + 191680170j47 − 5205442j46 − 474318749j45 + 636545653j44
+114291027j43 − 924531700j42 + 561712831j41 + 670216502j40 − 1067389498j39
−73886385j38 + 1170755024j37 − 719164137j36 − 650785514j35 + 1169516268j34
−267470201j33 − 773715427j32 + 780687707j31 − 7455853j30 − 530977296j29
+377298736j28 + 50809709j27 − 248545855j26 + 135190776j25 + 30470973j24
−82643261j23 + 37613863j22 + 11397090j21 − 18308681j20 + 9184796j19 + 3656987j18
−2117238j17 + 2102849j16 + 987433j15 + 53198j14 + 395142j13 + 192859j12 + 52924j11




s2 1024j24 + 256j23 − 6400j22 − 8832j21 + 12640j20 + 43392j19 + 15440j18 − 80784j17
−99495j16 + 34456j15 + 146620j14 + 65240j13 − 50298j12 − 83720j11 − 51540j10
+24824j9 + 45945j8 − 2256j7 − 21760j6 − 832j5 + 11920j4 + 7872j3 + 2240j2 + 384j + 64
60 YI-HSUAN LIN AND YIFAN YANG
s3 32832j36 + 11520j35 − 302720j34 − 471168j33 + 1042368j32 + 3448960j31 + 288736j30
−10821696j29 − 13156048j28 + 12477856j27 + 41935768j26 + 15583240j25 − 54678019j24
−70800284j23 + 11621554j22 + 91215700j21 + 49680155j20 − 44469808j19 − 47537564j18
+2057200j17 − 240709j16 − 17322748j15 + 11036578j14 + 35742548j13 + 13262693j12
−16800568j11 − 18306512j10 − 4268704j9 + 4080920j8 + 3871200j7 + 1460032j6
+372032j5 + 231264j4 + 164736j3 + 60160j2 + 9984j + 576
s5 210(j2 − 2j − 1)2(j2 − 2j + 2)2(j2 + j − 1)2(j3 + j + 1)2(2j3 − 2j2 + 1)2(j4 − 2j3 + j
−1)2(j4 − j3 − j2 + j + 1)2(j4 + 1)2(j5 − 4j4 − j3 + 4j2 − 2j − 3)2
s6 210(4j72 − 96j71 + 1008j70 − 5968j69 + 23240j68 − 83664j67 + 400100j66 − 1888232j65
+6282352j64 − 12649164j63 + 9926992j62 + 18840392j61 − 61791353j60 + 53679780j59
+46942358j58 − 138324010j57 + 73962089j56 + 76211886j55 − 148706839j54
+235875556j53 − 201891209j52 − 716112870j51 + 1782285958j50 + 394835690j49
−5283701676j48 + 3305100876j47 + 9273725771j46 − 13194285524j45 − 8584587818j44
+28119911880j43 − 2993631118j42 − 40183395068j41 + 25786740776j40
+39103685066j39 − 50573298744j38 − 21394769608j37 + 64151499138j36
−5294344970j35 − 59561617506j34 + 27678055348j33 + 41007054194j32
−36762941206j31 − 19325619892j30 + 32862110436j29 + 3458163139j28
−22474212742j27 + 3990691400j26 + 12134440722j25 − 5222562426j24 − 5089645388j23
+3688223455j22 + 1546673388j21 − 1849327421j20 − 284578480j19 + 688314536j18
+20095194j17 − 193183996j16 − 12465386j15 + 45019529j14 + 17646456j13
−11862128j12 − 10530662j11 + 4154656j10 + 3889860j9 − 1339061j8 − 997324j7




s2 52(40j7 − 203j6 + 90j5 − 141j4 − 12j3 − 37j2 + 10j − 3)2
s3 67500j22 − 5705000j21 + 143143500j20 − 613858200j19 + 1628442955j18
−2711796750j17 + 3018247755j16 − 2290835280j15 + 1575661908j14 + 462322632j13
−250462332j12 + 706048032j11 − 277328262j10 + 284514828j9 − 47749398j8 + 9137808j7
+19450952j6 − 7927152j5 + 3629112j4 − 1001672j3 + 198387j2 − 37422j + 3267
s5 2635(j − 1)2j2(j2 + 10j + 1)2(j3 + 7j2 − j + 1)(25j3 − 25j2 + 7j + 1)(5j5 + 13j4 + 18j3
−14j2 + 9j + 1)2(5j6 + 32j5 + 45j4 − 24j3 + 15j2 − 8j − 1)2
s6 2435(1171875j44 + 54687500j43 + 1172656250j42 + 14124187500j41
+100940353125j40 + 442333425000j39 + 1335854077500j38 + 3955348141800j37
+12261191822665j36 + 19503113818300j35 − 18367509923470j34 − 62099159570340j33
+110939005894175j32 + 173776915694560j31 − 353025227196720j30
+50123408596960j29 + 516898734410318j28 − 879219938455976j27
+747788235677204j26 − 298801355442152j25 − 41823403393150j24
+111106127488624j23 − 31557920034328j22 − 45064282617488j21 + 63412689238594j20
−45786120041320j19 + 24950939908628j18 − 11499733592616j17 + 4634028894734j16
−1576447751712j15 + 402105595600j14 − 44445845024j13 − 10498567617j12
+7760972188j11 − 1464353934j10 − 114278020j9 + 101665257j8 − 10131864j7




s2 51(8900j14 − 57200j13 + 410561j12 − 216252j11 − 1373154j10 + 2092196j9 − 1203273j8
+273544j7 + 14616j6 − 28296j5 + 11999j4 + 308j3 + 422j2 + 84j + 9)
QUATERNIONIC LOCI IN SIEGEL’S MODULAR THREEFOLD 61
s3 67500j22 − 3815000j21 + 184178550j20 − 502278900j19 + 124999867j18 − 5015148066j17
+26147456025j16 − 42620924352j15 + 27428803572j14 + 1850252952j13
−14419666584j12 + 10855282008j11 − 4431223686j10 + 1138054452j9 − 157885242j8
+2729952j7 + 2913704j6 + 3064080j5 + 160458j4 + 155260j3 + 28035j2 − 1890j − 135
s5 2435(j + 1)2(j + 3)(j3 + 7j2 − j + 1)(5j4 + 10j3 − 4j2 + 6j − 1)2(5j5 + 13j4 + 18j3
−14j2 + 9j + 1)2(5j6 + 32j5 + 45j4 − 24j3 + 15j2 − 8j − 1)2
s6 2435(1171875j44 + 45312500j43 + 798109375j42 + 8449250000j41 + 60123932500j40
+306396430000j39 + 1169899059150j38 + 3464705101800j37 + 8073799986103j36
+14354833627372j35 + 17416245680447j34 + 10509134420424j33 − 1276494702546j32
−499751459712j31 + 7537690462088j30 + 191544784544j29 − 2367656093098j28
+13194865243848j27 + 8229783678238j26 − 2447327905536j25 + 5663731430016j24
+6109602440800j23 − 4170357664268j22 − 2154345657808j21 + 11604415808246j20
−15173198907496j19 + 13657569226390j18 − 8682826633552j17 + 4390068183620j16
−1573146235648j15 + 403101736264j14 − 28325444064j13 − 21866361337j12
+11632446724j11 − 2278318397j10 − 78856080j9 + 171744668j8 − 24127120j7




s2 j(5392j9 + 53592j8 + 228064j7 + 538502j6 + 764573j5 + 663676j4 + 350244j3 + 120928j2
+37696j + 9216)
s3 21j2(6912j14 + 86144j13 + 908784j12 + 7879008j11 + 45559320j10 + 174395232j9
+458475459j8 + 851030680j7 + 1128598527j6 + 1064413344j5 + 697290704j4
+301333056j3 + 77281728j2 + 9094144j + 110592)
s5 2135j3(j + 1)2(3j + 4)2(4j + 5)2(2j2 + j − 2)2(2j2 + 9j + 8)2(2j3 + 7j2 + 12j + 8)2
(4j3 + 18j2 + 29j + 16)
s6 35j3(786432j29 + 27525120j28 + 486223872j27 + 5723330560j26 + 50148945920j25
+347263883264j24 + 1972025035520j23 + 9405541358720j22 + 38250316702208j21
+133846532902944j20 + 405056611440368j19 + 1062981682500576j18
+2422152382131328j17 + 4794626692308934j16 + 8244120100132751j15
+12304865347282412j14 + 15920301742772928j13 + 17814112655999072j12
+17178432790665680j11 + 14203146523347136j10 + 9996145884247232j9
+5929048863571456j8 + 2923238444708864j7 + 1175472508157952j6





s2 225j16 − 9264j15 + 140056j14 − 780752j13 + 15834556j12 − 126040240j11
+440042344j10 − 2026222544j9 − 4835835610j8 − 12552903440j7 + 14565927208j6
+155766389264j5 + 536502477820j4 + 1050531135472j3 + 1313583085528j2
+971327085456j + 374856185025
s3 71(729j24 − 35208j23 + 691812j22 − 4525528j21 − 9172446j20 + 1084121448j19
−19589705036j18 + 130519550328j17 − 355661819865j16 + 3136964745264j15
−3766701813432j14 + 19765086987792j13 + 120192921358364j12 + 652486051213392j11
+2144539641722376j10 + 5922412073967984j9 + 14902026332792247j8
+39269242866149592j7 + 96331686219319636j6 + 192825010766455368j5
+293415244038555618j4 + 326327567733438152j3 + 254974405868045892j2
+127421599625468568j + 32783379402599721)
62 YI-HSUAN LIN AND YIFAN YANG
s5 21635(j − 1)2j(j + 1)2(j2 − 10j − 7)2(j3 − 19j2 − 61j − 49)2(j4 + 12j3 + 86j2 + 108j
+49)2(j8 − 8j7 − 68j6 + 72j5 − 2202j4 − 20024j3 − 32772j2 − 12936j + 2401)2
s6 21235(3j48 − 192j47 + 15064j46 − 221760j45 − 8476868j44 + 272558272j43
−2049791576j42 − 19022839488j41 + 427148929350j40 − 1325955093568j39
−30004596433336j38 + 222586485951808j37 + 1152456051118540j36
−10548683847579584j35 − 28604431828938952j34 + 13664386221900736j33



















s2 (15j16 + 144j15 + 200j14 + 1872j13 + 2500j12 − 4272j11 + 49080j10 − 45552j9
+219770j8 − 186192j7 + 374520j6 − 286992j5 + 383620j4 − 248976j3 + 245000j2 − 16464j
+36015)2
s3 71(27j16 + 108j15 + 4j14 + 2028j13 + 3728j12 − 2148j11 + 54372j10 − 51876j9
+164782j8 − 205500j7 + 239532j6 − 349116j5 + 219464j4 − 151116j3 + 215404j2 − 28812j
+151263)(27j32 + 324j31 + 4068j30 + 21060j29 + 107612j28 + 196068j27 + 426212j26
+2714724j25 + 647816j24 + 27856788j23 + 21199348j22 + 40094100j21 + 450743516j20
−797347980j19 + 3900991412j18 − 6115504908j17 + 16838360518j16 − 22289483700j15
+46373657516j14 − 48881309364j13 + 89439238964j12 − 66750741588j11
+123824599084j10 − 55253443284j9 + 125028054704j8 − 21755934756j7 + 88528394108j6
+4205534172j5 + 42348485396j4 + 8194276860j3 + 11511114300j2 + 3214641276j
+1489789287)
s5 21235(j + 1)2(j2 − 2j − 7)2(j3 − 5j2 + 3j − 7)2(j3 − 3j2 − j − 5)2(j3 − j2 − j − 7)2(j3
+j2 − j + 7)2(j4 − 10j2 − 7)2(j5 − j4 − 6j3 − 10j2 + 5j − 21)2(j7 + j6 − 11j5 − 35j4
+3j3 − 45j2 + 7j − 49)2(j8 − 4j6 − 16j5 − 42j4 − 128j3 − 4j2 − 112j + 49)2
QUATERNIONIC LOCI IN SIEGEL’S MODULAR THREEFOLD 63
s6 21235(3j96 − 54j95 + 87j94 + 3528j93 − 14399j92 − 117306j91 + 596211j90
+2742708j89 − 13972303j88 − 51170598j87 + 212136771j86 + 756066080j85
−2050721099j84 − 7899070074j83 + 9282395999j82 + 44675853020j81 + 43298131135j80
+66930930038j79 − 926074010239j78 − 3097529528632j77 + 6100591582183j76
+16023087388506j75 − 33567004955163j74 + 41791468939260j73 + 289770285256095j72
−546165196097962j71 − 1066045014962851j70 + 441690264745968j69
−11007668340857237j68 − 9046801052949590j67 + 77435831867824353j66
+103677730362616564j65 + 270748634398526004j64 + 1205258580962063908j63
−1029215233361367962j62 − 12100932244162725488j61 − 22278831948427368566j60


































s2 225j32 − 2880j31 + 7056j30 + 22080j29 − 148904j28 + 530880j27 − 1244432j26
−1548480j25 + 13544956j24 − 16610880j23 + 140929040j22 − 140871360j21
−324095576j20 − 290498880j19 − 4440944144j18 − 1214692800j17 − 1425835930j16
−842888640j15 + 71931400240j14 + 9554247360j13 + 211703302888j12 + 8018944320j11
+285345444944j10 + 166231888320j9 + 454026217660j8 + 638996662080j7
+670129521712j6 + 797068009920j5 + 477336682648j4 + 384926015040j3
+145826406096j2 + 59295096000j + 26201020545
s3 71(729j48 − 7776j47 + 43416j46 − 57888j45 − 825660j44 + 5282208j43 − 11704504j42
+4644576j41 + 147776898j40 − 811391904j39 + 1085669448j38 − 956636640j37
−5932038572j36 + 33713105760j35 − 17703163560j34 + 203410439712j33
−175677015609j32 + 101608229952j31 − 3658259131536j30 − 3996659292480j29
+6215764893960j28 − 21164282361792j27 + 195623737233744j26 − 89526020311872j25
+757087102415324j24 − 231498251894592j23 + 674643861870096j22
−113953474468800j21 − 3417466741101240j20 + 27779355603648j19
−12128476855001808j18 + 3670754840594496j17 − 1753932943325961j16
+36232740878909472j15 + 70416028831862904j14 + 112589441539786080j13
+173476593904288564j12 + 169648711520760864j11 + 205580479391219688j10
+152170512464027232j9 + 157283553918211266j8 + 100420695320587488j7
+94780025500146728j6 + 53601253335969696j5 + 42541671462467940j4
+18181774113852384j3 + 9795353533137144j2 + 2434484685981600j + 386794770831945)
s5 21235(j − 1)2(j3 + j2 − j + 7)2(j3 + 5j2 − 5j + 7)2(j4 + 2j3 + 8j2 − 2j + 7)2(3j4 + 6j2
+7)2(j5 − j4 − 6j3 − 10j2 + 5j − 21)2(j7 − j6 − 11j5 + 35j4 + 3j3 + 45j2 + 7j + 49)2(j7
+j6 − 11j5 − 35j4 + 3j3 − 45j2 + 7j − 49)2(j10 + 3j8 + 26j6 + 278j4 + 373j2 + 343)
QUATERNIONIC LOCI IN SIEGEL’S MODULAR THREEFOLD 65
s6 21235(3j96 + 36j95 − 63j94 − 2184j93 − 63j92 + 48132j91 − 119679j90 − 394200j89
+8727477j88 + 10507764j87 − 213157203j86 − 352574376j85 + 2353538173j84
+1834302036j83 − 17988192579j82 + 54848498056j81 + 224586924603j80
−611659340292j79 − 1798477486729j78 + 634665656520j77 − 3288351640553j76
+7613628298268j75 + 118635729719255j74 − 100497482592744j73 − 977192469675093j72
+482950732530700j71 + 4230185731420355j70 + 8599757329733416j69
+26898717327422227j68 + 13360413165239980j67 − 146827390882419373j66
−140588212516832136j65 + 121149776402410728j64 − 1353031088558056600j63
+972712286074595402j62 − 12416489847139915600j61 − 3604248497503558198j60


































s2 225j32 + 2880j31 + 14736j30 − 68160j29 − 471464j28 + 221760j27 + 8056048j26
+5204160j25 − 60951044j24 − 211976640j23 − 189671920j22 + 473000640j21
+2936233384j20 + 8951987520j19 + 22439386096j18 + 46776937920j17 + 89236072550j16
+155913823680j15 + 247910513200j14 + 335515817280j13 + 512974665448j12
+414143021760j11 + 807523336784j10 + 158205195840j9 + 991342334140j8
−299972984640j7 + 917475249712j6 − 481680991680j5 + 575693935768j4
−278824096320j3 + 204556786896j2 − 59295096000j + 26201020545
s3 71(729j48 + 7776j47 + 8856j46 + 44064j45 + 2045124j44 + 1615968j43 − 81656248j42
−390011616j41 + 396876162j40 + 6779903904j39 + 15856823112j38 − 14000392224j37
−134034572204j36 − 283885955424j35 − 318936959400j34 − 471142501920j33
−742116890169j32 − 1923501464640j31 + 6295883914608j30 + 57484405157184j29
+246860870409480j28 + 797978209844160j27 + 2065424410179408j26
+4684177555940160j25 + 9259360044902876j24 + 16702624889001792j23
+27300963501538320j22 + 41049657201811392j21 + 58543458268866888j20
+74153073573880128j19 + 99155203369805616j18 + 100145330204944320j17
+145124550986003703j16 + 93647422782205920j15 + 196532847092981112j14
+36256449333140640j13 + 242596587336022324j12 − 53631345290050080j11
+250880460592491240j10 − 117476722017311328j9 + 198480635850213570j8
−112732126441597152j7 + 110498051137878824j6 − 62281406464839072j5
+38902136572544868j4 − 18935427117392352j3 + 7130233455852024j2
−2434484685981600j + 386794770831945)
s5 21235(j − 1)2(j + 1)2(j2 − 4j + 7)2(j3 − j2 − j − 7)2(j3 + j2 − j + 7)2(j4 − 2j3 + 8j2
+2j + 7)2(j5 + j4 − 6j3 + 10j2 + 5j + 21)2(j7 − j6 − 11j5 + 35j4 + 3j3 + 45j2 + 7j + 49)2
(j8 − 4j6 + 16j5 − 42j4 + 128j3 − 4j2 + 112j + 49)2(j10 + 3j8 + 26j6 + 278j4 + 373j2
+343)
QUATERNIONIC LOCI IN SIEGEL’S MODULAR THREEFOLD 67
s6 21235(3j96 − 36j95 + 57j94 + 1512j93 − 11039j92 + 11676j91 + 231161j90
−1391976j89 + 1974581j88 + 15893324j87 − 102841851j86 + 205416008j85
+536941853j84 − 4582626804j83 + 11265506325j82 + 4622891768j81 − 115426920901j80
+340426263940j79 − 200165940289j78 − 1781170542760j77 + 6141545123063j76
−3592288893756j75 − 33989639511521j74 + 113834533924264j73 − 54489765697493j72
−699210894905292j71 + 2519762500974187j70 − 3045943689525576j69
−5060869674391181j68 + 21139998148080756j67 + 17911638340098811j66
−295189829685782136j65 + 879127861205181672j64 − 416938591081795944j63
−6921716626733918982j62 + 34751840654912834320j61 − 99889537327322100470j60


































s2 225j32 + 1440j31 − 144j30 − 54240j29 − 98504j28 + 500640j27 + 633808j26 − 845280j25
+2132956j24 − 19238880j23 + 44946800j22 + 113746080j21 + 284343304j20
+911746080j19 − 1835298224j18 + 3508935840j17 + 2128193990j16 − 20801675040j15
+81618915280j14 − 155127131040j13 + 239889284488j12 − 504583760160j11
+335951681264j10 − 769379636640j9 + 489545251420j8 − 473562959520j7
+659357150032j6 − 75410553120j5 + 431199450808j4 − 35214026400j3 + 96978541296j2
−32019351840j + 1297080225
s3 71(729j48 + 3888j47 − 38232j46 − 170640j45 + 613332j44 + 2973168j43 + 823064j42
−8716752j41 − 62591406j40 − 399615408j39 + 16196280j38 + 3781646352j37
+1320826564j36 − 5170200048j35 + 34823413896j34 − 169365414960j33
+51610397175j32 + 1502889783264j31 − 3166334834160j30 + 7117372761696j29
−1587159517272j28 − 25264845300384j27 + 91350961752432j26 − 98717045592096j25
+309810167983100j24 − 134364064376160j23 + 1579816645380336j22
−1750675846724064j21 + 8698060305769512j20 − 14746094231465952j19
+31092874837027728j18 − 53852011225752672j17 + 82583847109643607j16
−104556710462491152j15 + 164971250301151176j14 − 128655912368646864j13
+214796974272632452j12 − 131051879002367568j11 + 159226517179016952j10
−120326066150604048j9 + 58948704221460690j8 − 73815396829817328j7
+10796848589297624j6 − 20031351693967152j5 + 3775629320385300j4
+28188770048208j3 + 1497970765050984j2 + 489459552655248j + 225349996919481)
s5 21235(j + 1)2(j3 − 5j2 + 3j − 7)2(j3 − j2 − j − 7)2(j3 + j2 − j + 7)2(j3 + 3j2 − j + 5)2
(j4 + 2j3 + 8j2 − 2j + 7)2(3j4 + 6j2 + 7)2(j5 − j4 − 6j3 − 10j2 + 5j − 21)2(j6 − 2j5
+15j4 + 20j3 + 31j2 + 14j + 49)2(j7 − j6 − 11j5 + 35j4 + 3j3 + 45j2 + 7j + 49)2
QUATERNIONIC LOCI IN SIEGEL’S MODULAR THREEFOLD 69
s6 21235(3j96 − 18j95 − 81j94 + 840j93 + 1953j92 − 9198j91 + 50379j90 − 527652j89
−3657423j88 + 34872702j87 + 46659963j86 − 824174736j85 + 541913365j84
+6409773426j83 − 18975643881j82 + 37721374132j81 + 150053014719j80
−682911644142j79 + 73829825769j78 + 2326580457768j77 − 4317817695737j76
−28513353882354j75 − 20537749504819j74 + 45481526577012j73 + 381938972402463j72
+3242074587512530j71 + 2091133185961253j70 + 2951504100805120j69
−34372002246253301j68 − 67305684975813410j67 − 120815691395131607j66
−274936025062707204j65 − 205603411102825932j64 − 3412374678592066292j63
+170103153147845078j62 − 24579671028583278832j61 + 66107388060777865802j60

































s2 225j16 + 5136j15 − 767144j14 + 15784048j13 − 69621764j12 − 518523760j11
+2436346024j10 + 9489479536j9 + 13217850470j8 − 15509629520j7 − 49151211032j6
−42640154416j5 + 33441792700j4 + 98338847152j3 + 122695537048j2 + 76931151696j
+26201020545
70 YI-HSUAN LIN AND YIFAN YANG
s3 71(729j24 − 100008j23 + 5776452j22 − 127088248j21 + 451004034j20 + 22158037896j19
−289167727148j18 + 538365671448j17 + 6008497964487j16 − 858178335504j15
−95627649919992j14 − 153054295716912j13 + 374492117817308j12
+2490216562698384j11 + 6439869188898888j10 + 11183702877720240j9
+14185264236892407j8 + 14537973766611768j7 + 12914207968121524j6
+10904434660312872j5 + 8016773124634050j4 + 4996764411370088j3
+2580204489377508j2 + 1304554312555704j + 386794770831945)
s5 21235(j + 3)2(j + 7)2(j3 − 3j2 − 13j − 49)2(j4 + 12j3 + 86j2 + 108j + 49)2(j5 + 3j4
+26j3 + 278j2 + 373j + 343)(j8 − 8j7 − 68j6 + 72j5 − 2202j4 − 20024j3 − 32772j2 − 12936j
+2401)2
s6 21235(3j48 + 33j47 − 791j46 − 15015j45 − 142363j44 + 309981j43 + 54664309j42
+632353989j41 − 912451877j40 − 56033031817j39 − 440241663281j38
−3730650392033j37 − 36984683449189j36 − 172703765580941j35 + 783912234003003j34
+25430157047623979j33 + 393964891309090920j32 + 4954383711239704714j31


















s2 100j10 − 556j9 + 1365j8 − 2062j7 + 2645j6 − 2402j5 + 2488j4 − 1482j3 + 961j2 − 186j + 153
s3 784j15 − 2076j14 + 4884j13 − 16274j12 + 51978j11 − 102603j10 + 166024j9 − 207114j8
+225054j7 − 187134j6 + 142446j5 − 79326j4 + 44864j3 − 11547j2 + 3294j + 1242
s5 35(j − 1)2j2(2j − 1)2(3j − 1)2(j2 + 2j − 1)2(j3 + 2j − 1)2(2j3 − 2j2 + 3j − 1)2
s6 35(192j30 − 576j29 + 7296j28 − 19168j27 + 119124j26 − 460620j25 + 1391359j24
−3153134j23 + 5740305j22 − 8858046j21 + 12331456j20 − 16634108j19 + 22598240j18
−30488488j17 + 39121591j16 − 46065614j15 + 48934351j14 − 46660002j13 + 39916960j12
−30592530j11 + 20868531j10 − 12507818j9 + 6468291j8 − 2824028j7 + 1015792j6




s2 (3j11 − 10j10 − 75j9 − 450j8 − 1074j7 + 620j6 + 570j5 + 7980j4 − 7617j3 + 7070j2 − 1023j
+150)2
QUATERNIONIC LOCI IN SIEGEL’S MODULAR THREEFOLD 71
s3 (13j10 + 72j9 + 891j8 + 528j7 + 3010j6 − 3360j5 + 6678j4 − 5136j3 + 7777j2 − 1320j + 63)
(27j22 − 72j21 + 1811j20 − 1152j19 + 7641j18 − 68088j17 − 228335j16 − 321600j15
+539262j14 + 4311792j13 + 14781486j12 + 1727424j11 − 5174622j10 − 1061424j9
+5457682j8 − 112745664j7 + 202388823j6 − 130310952j5 + 61890479j4 − 16060992j3
+3405717j2 − 273240j + 45549)
s5 35(j + 1)2(j2 − 4j − 1)2(j2 + 8j + 3)2(5j2 − 1)2(j3 − 2j2 + 3j + 2)2(j3 − j2 + 11j + 5)2
(j4 + 8j2 − 1)2(j4 + 22j2 − 7)2(j6 + j4 + 75j2 − 13)2
s6 35(3j66 + 12j65 + 1213j64 − 1856j63 + 240633j62 − 121572j61 + 12684416j60
−679008j59 + 413945479j58 + 2087180j57 + 9810562254j56 + 2100688800j55
+166350310221j54 + 118959079228j53 + 2095171094444j52 + 2544621923008j51
+22734642246967j50 + 25781031155100j49 + 247781061482462j48 + 96051666554112j47
+2537735781393445j46 − 469673823750068j45 + 20860899695910648j44
−6823032457525792j43 + 133993329879560347j42 − 43621630939822404j41
+712138268926569166j40 − 201367201448393120j39 + 2903351691830498745j38
−11947278875756244j37 + 7795025199989520660j36 + 4224826190071375488j35
+12741522644587895673j34 + 21997198983199734852j33 + 7061731703931398816j32
+41542068474169059776j31 + 77431181980531439515j30 + 113381444641316663508j29
+208441023892783613712j28 + 244610987212471285088j27 + 95188076266779750821j26
−204842294554291959772j25 − 336430701180113221478j24 − 53273848982081499040j23
+253313466959332551799j22 + 156427051612391474100j21 − 85045436130130476780j20
−105312739918010519360j19 + 2112236440609121421j18 + 37072488982494766900j17
+9071861532349365970j16 − 7123922800639759232j15 − 3577041231632184057j14
+553408320420931780j13 + 680632262306227192j12 + 54439988436782368j11
−70099192886555655j10 − 17681940812491500j9 + 3099306270423370j8
+1803551860413856j7 + 90090681474499j6 − 80933581828892j5 − 16274061252692j4




s2 9j22 + 120j21 + 4870j20 + 6240j19 − 77019j18 + 107400j17 + 1201880j16 + 583680j15
−4197726j14 − 1805520j13 + 13047972j12 − 21771840j11 − 28934334j10 − 18645360j9
+67032104j8 + 59600640j7 − 9148971j6 − 18502440j5 − 1705658j4 + 288480j3 + 522009j2
+138600j + 3600
s3 2619j32 + 16128j31 − 67204j30 + 645120j29 + 13169232j28 + 5112576j27 − 140614572j26
−57157632j25 + 1140788916j24 − 569947392j23 − 7622044836j22 + 2749243392j21
+50791261392j20 + 17099308800j19 − 57549689260j18 − 79999782912j17
+103629513042j16 − 44382143232j15 + 563539793556j14 + 475557304320j13
−514820014416j12 − 658104088320j11 + 2597532828j10 + 351021791232j9
+160184666196j8 − 63637620480j7 − 44219724652j6 − 148377600j5 + 3337874352j4
+465696000j3 + 35375292j2 + 1440747
s5 35(j2 + 3)2(j2 + 11)2(j3 − 3j2 + 11j − 1)2(j3 − j2 + 11j + 5)2(j4 + 8j2 − 1)2(j4
+14j2 + 1)2(j4 + 22j2 − 7)2(j5 + 10j3 + 12j2 − 11j + 4)2
72 YI-HSUAN LIN AND YIFAN YANG
s6 35(3j66 − 24j65 + 649j64 − 4352j63 + 64225j62 − 367416j61 + 3857036j60
−18905664j59 + 156649839j58 − 654691928j57 + 4542119562j56 − 15955290816j55
+97041093333j54 − 278443484664j53 + 1562481397016j52 − 3466156456064j51
+19418556770687j50 − 29800233827832j49 + 193513181528810j48 − 159755429976960j47
+1647766434723949j46 − 313041784813208j45 + 12873481916396916j44
+2453094741963072j43 + 93878175147916387j42 + 25134645303512136j41
+603409688801515386j40 + 120405216460641728j39 + 3187953664928511393j38
+347249434708561704j37 + 13328026258623636912j36 + 7138012550191104j35
+43202469895882551969j34 − 5700904113629766472j33 + 101848342431863342356j32
−19253491769136241152j31 + 138423399210525848787j30 + 16707444985763396952j29
+23762171324025313204j28 + 157791278792399705152j27 − 48461803624497830947j26
+24480912294479506680j25 + 299762877070952840654j24 − 334946178188153649984j23
−91154113680192184177j22 + 208484720535573873688j21 + 30921775782310709848j20
−61979698419510076032j19 − 16593752770795452443j18 + 18939541551866471256j17
+1580724791391356246j16 − 6268324619743711616j15 + 1504076633580106399j14
+1406416738758981240j13 − 598228642232927796j12 − 170034095096865600j11
+104213215487262993j10 + 5614426415405848j9 − 9710754713586002j8
+902532929300544j7 + 412494273772603j6 − 74975884693320j5 − 2641773272736j4




s2 9j11 + 1510j10 + 23061j9 − 81400j8 − 1255326j7 + 5629092j6 + 60583266j5 − 12199096j4
−67235691j3 + 70668262j2 − 20127351j + 1742400
s3 1863j16 − 38728j15 − 878004j14 + 9692592j13 + 323876736j12 + 2980479432j11
+13134729276j10 + 13494613664j9 − 238647825018j8 − 426281099064j7
+1049560827300j6 − 487618576464j5 + 837848006424j4 − 721363354696j3
+255031061076j2 − 39852221184j + 2299968027
s5 35j(3j + 1)2(j2 − 18j + 1)2(j2 + 14j + 1)2(j2 + 46j + 1)2(j3 − j2 + 31j + 1)2(j3 + 13j2
+115j − 1)2
s6 35(3j33 + 513j32 + 98601j31 + 7270804j30 + 324243399j29 + 9825796738j28
+206265905853j27 + 3100469912832j26 + 36616095337335j25 + 365545025982114j24
+3006661794821397j23 + 19892560492236380j22 + 112971642014080347j21
+530764708627421586j20 + 1982241094539029481j19 + 7841369985212140664j18
+27982021939843514937j17 + 96522004925224230172j16 + 213348448590600194859j15
+44202228789252450124j14 + 99431563268364029541j13 + 10714510800263596342j12
−1063738118210079033j11 − 132127288962707568j10 + 22301795544317517j9
+2892003350129086j8 + 95726846463831j7 − 29145237436j6 − 30572578503j5




s2 9j22 − 420j21 + 7570j20 − 52080j19 + 382341j18 − 1702620j17 + 7298300j16
−21091200j15 + 60733794j14 − 105474600j13 + 203842332j12 − 181644000j11
+62156226j10 − 17954040j9 − 8641936j8 + 59120640j7 − 9253611j6 − 16384500j5
+4789762j4 + 2108880j3 − 473031j2 − 41580j + 22500
QUATERNIONIC LOCI IN SIEGEL’S MODULAR THREEFOLD 73
s3 2619j32 − 56448j31 + 794636j30 − 8227296j29 + 63883224j28 − 390273408j27
+2100991956j26 − 8951920992j25 + 35681977836j24 − 113035966848j23
+334312050828j22 − 791850070368j21 + 1662902925912j20 − 2810798605440j19
+3859458414644j18 − 3894323346144j17 + 3318430357962j16 − 198617811840j15
−1985646547068j14 + 774942297696j13 + 519657212808j12 − 458205277824j11
−221300519844j10 + 256043356128j9 + 36564821820j8 − 71061024384j7 + 5294568932j6
+11265651936j5 − 884598840j4 − 760669056j3 + 19426716j2 + 12573792j + 2869587
s5 35(j + 1)2(j2 − 5)2(j2 + 3)2(j2 + 4j − 1)2(j2 + 4j + 7)2(j3 + 2j2 + 3j − 2)2(j3 + 3j2
+11j + 1)2(j6 − j4 + 31j2 + 1)2(j6 + j4 + 75j2 − 13)2
s6 35(3j66 + 84j65 + 1189j64 + 11200j63 + 79777j62 + 464004j61 + 2345144j60
+10792192j59 + 46528031j58 + 190311604j57 + 749767894j56 + 2917138336j55
+11411695189j54 + 44421323044j53 + 167413474820j52 + 600035758240j51
+2047062638383j50 + 6713860431460j49 + 21308743588262j48 + 65437093483264j47
+194072871619885j46 + 555713506907476j45 + 1535686263681616j44
+4088213219288768j43 + 10485998190607187j42 + 26026274991346052j41
+62723066971751606j40 + 145929129372346208j39 + 323702160158327585j38
+681045329418538036j37 + 1374573395603154316j36 + 2699189455258235360j35
+5102447893717307025j34 + 8948988025040503548j33 + 14227238885790579672j32
+21314597054695657664j31 + 33111575665245813523j30 + 53912363477167130892j29
+79173344764077707576j28 + 86582532451322044800j27 + 56995650250109649133j26
+17852538665443170844j25 + 31388623629419710770j24 + 95256412561730679392j23
+104624019823809711375j22 + 1501745709515095660j21 − 98991822045186851172j20
−70803913837439425952j19 + 21273096383652160501j18 + 39998756965802431692j17
+7311978480996751850j16 − 10536382649937281920j15 − 4114376607412139297j14
+1582643980698756636j13 + 639912490110311488j12 − 146108535208530240j11
−23315398584841119j10 + 10810550145921708j9 − 1762069571030846j8
−887429234042208j7 − 55834441990469j6 + 41062196036412j5 + 14848280235348j4




s2 1024j20 − 43520j19 + 647872j18 − 3575328j17 + 3233361j16 − 48368328j15
+975838668j14 − 5417643576j13 + 29521822326j12 − 122085619160j11
+432117005500j10 − 1117234294952j9 + 3941848556241j8 − 4779919256736j7
+22743319520688j6 − 8657284616448j5 + 76734729482736j4 − 4191678164544j3
+130890394533184j2 − 3285010361984j + 84627167919424
s3 34496j30 − 2856192j29 + 116765952j28 − 2960807264j27 + 50068695456j26
−590365697616j25 + 5109650547399j24 − 34770170893428j23 + 198901746381798j22
−985280667039636j21 + 4260267604699425j20 − 16536675068056152j19
+58678211300762940j18 − 185887560545750232j17 + 561745730442899889j16
−1509737624570932452j15 + 3897915301784089494j14 − 9379836401800663044j13
+19695751438128738639j12 − 46958286552512117328j11 + 69864080274919379592j10
−193041074946611164416j9 + 161224153684913830680j8 − 620972436034470697632j7
+211558432140926919360j6 − 1408791502848679485120j5 + 133891996049667651744j4
−1926687433372766949248j3 + 147106771786539621888j2 − 1150368086179865349888j
+284120334453336774848
74 YI-HSUAN LIN AND YIFAN YANG
s5 21036(j2 − 5j + 13)2(j2 − 2j − 26)2(j2 + 4j + 13)2(j3 − 6j2 − 9j − 13)2(4j3 − 24j2
−169)(j4 − 10j3 + 24j2 − 22j + 169)2(j10 + 5j9 − 27j8 − 894j7 + 3711j6 − 5535j5
+45174j4 − 29523j3 + 118638j2 − 101062j + 28561)2
s6 21036(4j60 − 224j59 + 7456j58 − 150604j57 + 639224j56 + 54582656j55
−1743555417j54 + 28623550536j53 − 295026572448j52 + 1836788957994j51
−3985018461690j50 − 47334134155074j49 + 706134905469483j48 − 6520008677154618j47
+49895911778668485j46 − 311109851182011732j45 + 1679719424833977507j44

























s2 1024j20 − 47120j19 + 986272j18 − 12608448j17 + 109170561j16 − 679645608j15
+3400868508j14 − 15019165416j13 + 56760264726j12 − 189923378360j11
+565480732780j10 − 1450983807752j9 + 4283744417601j8 − 4665753193296j7
+25350315467568j6 − 2218472915568j5 + 63283519824096j4 − 40043967872064j3
−73509520828016j2 − 205325195339264j − 312405288605696
s3 34496j30 − 2614272j29 + 88340352j28 − 1773181160j27 + 24125887152j26
−243568321488j25 + 1964581004511j24 − 13358994498540j23 + 78508628580366j22
−403490701520412j21 + 1852507569967065j20 − 7723587754872936j19
+29114785168481724j18 − 100583715689751456j17 + 326860600577385033j16
−954889236018242892j15 + 2628467235679920606j14 − 7115690762779149468j13
+15357202110815551359j12 − 41133132241284027672j11 + 71189870955482616480j10
−184558539993045843768j9 + 231839161323850967328j8 − 820817120523888948096j7
+103317977189293020648j6 − 3577723439405053326336j5 − 1914923022185327409216j4
−9140160160781895190400j3 − 3182493008830743513984j2 − 8152873354296607163136j
+2189180524910080764608
QUATERNIONIC LOCI IN SIEGEL’S MODULAR THREEFOLD 75
s5 21038(j − 1)2j2(j2 − 5j + 13)2(j3 − 6j2 − 9j − 13)2(j5 − 20j4 + 7j3 − 127j2 + 65j
−169)2(j5 − 20j4 + 115j3 − 100j2 + 416j − 169)(j10 + 5j9 − 27j8 − 894j7 + 3711j6
−5535j5 + 45174j4 − 29523j3 + 118638j2 − 101062j + 28561)2
s6 21036(4j60 − 384j59 + 28176j58 − 1132631j57 + 22693650j56 − 86300484j55
−8119428422j54 + 275013854721j53 − 5217877391751j52 + 68894985466830j51
−660617034960609j50 + 4531407918925095j49 − 19664599117084224j48



























s2 (8j12 + 5j11 − 8j10 − 65j9 − 92j8 − 115j7 + 70j6 + 115j5 − 8j4 − 55j3 + 28j2 − 5j + 2)2
s3 (7j12 + 4j11 + 26j10 + 86j9 + 170j8 + 52j7 − 58j6 − 76j5 + 50j4 − 38j3 + 50j2 − 28j + 7)
(77j24 + 178j23 + 277j22 + 334j21 + 2610j20 + 6130j19 + 4779j18 − 13406j17 − 28584j16
−14834j15 + 29585j14 + 38146j13 − 3304j12 − 19834j11 − 4783j10 − 1990j9 + 7128j8
+7622j7 − 8997j6 − 346j5 + 3762j4 − 1942j3 + 469j2 − 58j + 5)
s5 35(j2 + j − 1)2(j2 + 2j − 1)2(j2 + 3j − 1)2(j2 + 3j + 1)2(j3 + j2 − 3j + 2)2(j3 + 2j2 − 2j
+1)2(j3 + 2j2 + 1)2(j6 + 2j5 − 2j4 + 2j2 + 2j − 1)2(j6 + 3j5 + 2j4 + j3 − 2j2 + 3j − 1)2
76 YI-HSUAN LIN AND YIFAN YANG
s6 35(3j72 + 132j71 + 2710j70 + 34380j69 + 300607j68 + 1910428j67 + 9047397j66
+32065924j65 + 83428484j64 + 149487084j63 + 148691309j62 − 17715096j61
−212079861j60 + 91104728j59 + 1100674336j58 + 1539111176j57 − 217340254j56
−2076823036j55 + 1121265442j54 + 7052781256j53 + 2917009283j52 − 11505766128j51
−9462617967j50 + 19362459684j49 + 27950213847j48 − 18126057268j47
−50313941103j46 + 8521187544j45 + 77091027126j44 + 17276460628j43
−96528581839j42 − 50686333296j41 + 111474674726j40 + 88856088300j39
−120844840493j38 − 118730514656j37 + 130939773850j36 + 132460366428j35
−139598901605j34 − 123879404152j33 + 142383360654j32 + 96938710348j31
−134455400567j30 − 61433340048j29 + 115835318534j28 + 28679502876j27
−93222992567j26 − 1075657744j25 + 69555285599j24 − 23925244944j23
−35190898599j22 + 28156533388j21 + 8592831839j20 − 20455156528j19 + 8025306474j18
+2968306684j17 − 3599160478j16 + 548876072j15 + 740611072j14 − 457352472j13
+123680879j12 − 108616180j11 + 153962853j10 − 127626176j9 + 69432028j8




s2 4j24 + 20j23 + 137j22 + 1220j21 + 6342j20 + 18620j19 + 27387j18 + 5360j17 − 34524j16
−16360j15 + 48061j14 + 41960j13 − 22034j12 − 47660j11 + 20941j10 + 3700j9 + 87396j8
−218900j7 + 254547j6 − 186200j5 + 93702j4 − 32720j3 + 7577j2 − 1040j + 64
s3 35j36 + 546j35 + 5157j34 + 33596j33 + 145926j32 + 405636j31 + 659533j30 + 459378j29
+53862j28 + 1749682j27 + 7666581j26 + 12833484j25 + 5014981j24 − 15698142j23
−19609410j22 + 13452734j21 + 29585028j20 − 16209978j19 − 32903666j18 + 24828378j17
+25378644j16 − 37195166j15 + 8471454j14 + 4297662j13 + 33762637j12 − 109413996j11
+177551373j10 − 196525522j9 + 160779462j8 − 100017522j7 + 47748757j6 − 17458980j5
+4830102j4 − 985148j3 + 140733j2 − 12642j + 539
s5 35j2(j + 1)2(j2 − j − 1)2(j2 + j − 1)2(j2 + j + 1)2(2j3 + 3j2 + j − 1)2(j4 − j2 + 1)2
(j4 + j3 − j + 1)2(j5 + 5j4 + 3j3 − j2 − j + 1)2(j6 + 2j5 − 2j4 + 2j2 + 2j − 1)2
s6 35(19j72 + 516j71 + 6790j70 + 56948j69 + 335771j68 + 1447400j67 + 4597269j66
+10540408j65 + 16322028j64 + 14179608j63 + 4208021j62 + 16845540j61 + 91015407j60
+162379248j59 + 17062848j58 − 377127912j57 − 394999598j56 + 692067828j55
+1894617274j54 + 500087864j53 − 3411164785j52 − 3818778700j51 + 3385423561j50
+9284085544j49 + 1032655327j48 − 13370405848j47 − 9210975783j46 + 13204006396j45
+18544360422j44 − 7098092840j43 − 24068011943j42 − 1986725732j41 + 23849476782j40
+10454520032j39 − 18112172917j38 − 14582320148j37 + 10376377946j36
+14095694648j35 − 3555155101j34 − 10357238964j33 − 402406778j32 + 5972805032j31
+1751405281j30 − 2569685052j29 − 1549190698j28 + 690550320j27 + 930833409j26
+53094844j25 − 434738345j24 − 209268924j23 + 167470401j22 + 162834448j21
−55972397j20 − 89300912j19 + 17855218j18 + 39539244j17 − 6256014j16 − 14625864j15
+2499648j14 + 4507632j13 − 996917j12 − 1123864j11 + 342237j10 + 211868j9 − 91724j8




s2 64j24 + 560j23 + 1817j22 + 2360j21 − 3018j20 − 21400j19 − 23613j18 + 62300j17
+114516j16 − 93940j15 − 213779j14 + 100100j13 + 257806j12 − 78440j11 − 214499j10
+78880j9 + 114516j8 − 70880j7 − 17493j6 + 23260j5 − 3018j4 − 2660j3 + 1097j2 − 140j + 4
QUATERNIONIC LOCI IN SIEGEL’S MODULAR THREEFOLD 77
s3 539j36 + 7098j35 + 33885j34 + 49220j33 − 90450j32 − 62580j31 + 1571773j30
+3043386j29 − 4797138j28 − 17318150j27 + 855021j26 + 47255172j25 + 29209501j24
−81884430j23 − 95704338j22 + 106887278j21 + 175449684j20 − 121512714j19
−214035218j18 + 130875018j17 + 179396004j16 − 123797486j15 − 96629682j14
+86347854j13 + 30470005j12 − 42435924j11 − 3011163j10 + 15569270j9 − 3718578j8
−2737962j7 + 1821253j6 − 315420j5 − 55170j4 + 30412j3 − 3915j2 − 42j + 35
s5 35(j2 + j + 1)2(j3 + 2j − 1)2(j3 + j2 + j − 2)2(j3 + 2j2 + 2j − 1)2(j4 + j3 − j + 1)2(j4
+j3 + 2j2 − j + 1)2(j4 + 2j3 + 3j2 − 2j + 1)2(j6 + 3j5 + 2j4 + j3 − 2j2 + 3j − 1)2
s6 35(3j72 + 84j71 + 1174j70 + 10868j69 + 74623j68 + 403588j67 + 1783045j66
+6588972j65 + 20690404j64 + 55785404j63 + 129927693j62 + 261917400j61
+455709803j60 + 677790800j59 + 843636672j58 + 839999768j57 + 600448994j56
+208452916j55 − 61658302j54 + 121683488j53 + 834631395j52 + 1643804280j51
+1796520625j50 + 939146220j49 − 266140905j48 − 556274484j47 + 532491409j46
+1844425360j45 + 1794203222j44 + 437995764j43 − 404313455j42 + 354861848j41
+1452469222j40 + 1008466316j39 − 477306797j38 − 1002503672j37 + 98247226j36
+805994044j35 + 278294843j34 − 756039616j33 − 258360114j32 + 246668940j31
+635531081j30 − 513689848j29 + 18486374j28 − 362151300j27 + 849375529j26
−714245384j25 + 581649247j24 − 889607232j23 + 1145976345j22 − 1073604628j21
+1000577855j20 − 1095303768j19 + 1142496682j18 − 1017702772j17 + 843052418j16
−721159592j15 + 615567264j14 − 475896880j13 + 321562927j12 − 196034796j11
+113690981j10 − 63557832j9 + 32740508j8 − 14594144j7 + 5362133j6 − 1569656j5




s2 64j24 + 320j23 + 377j22 + 620j21 + 3762j20 + 1040j19 − 19293j18 − 8920j17 + 37656j16
−940j15 − 19259j14 + 25400j13 + 17026j12 − 36440j11 + 15181j10 − 20j9 − 1944j8
−2600j7 + 3387j6 − 560j5 − 1278j4 + 820j3 + 257j2 − 320j + 64
s3 539j36 + 4326j35 + 9567j34 − 20080j33 − 148158j32 − 192864j31 + 499891j30
+1335582j29 − 167142j28 − 766538j27 + 3746847j26 + 937824j25 − 7207523j24
+3524418j23 + 8490354j22 − 13276402j21 − 3686028j20 + 10809462j19 + 104554j18
−8012262j17 + 5656116j16 + 354850j15 − 2424270j14 + 1681902j13 + 267805j12
−2128272j11 + 2123967j10 − 846262j9 + 28410j8 + 73602j7 − 8141j6 + 2352j5 − 5022j4
−9152j3 + 11583j2 − 4326j + 539
s5 35j2(j2 + j − 1)2(j2 + 3j + 3)2(j3 + 2j2 + 2j − 1)2(j4 + j3 − j + 1)2(j4 + 2j3 + j2 − 2j
+1)2(j4 + 2j3 + 3j2 − 2j + 1)2(j4 + 3j3 + 2j2 − 3j + 1)2(j5 + j4 − j3 − 3j2 + 5j − 1)2
78 YI-HSUAN LIN AND YIFAN YANG
s6 35(3j72 + 108j71 + 1882j70 + 21052j69 + 169007j68 + 1030968j67 + 4931257j66
+18785940j65 + 57157984j64 + 137234544j63 + 250540641j62 + 314067344j61
+172847111j60 − 216472592j59 − 463842996j58 + 189311512j57 + 1800052602j56
+2481702740j55 − 167581258j54 − 4224569160j53 − 2165324405j52 + 8578258148j51
+13742323197j50 − 3262102980j49 − 25501021861j48 − 9515363360j47 + 39163582433j46
+39423415736j45 − 39163393590j44 − 75475994480j43 + 26750577313j42
+115447902512j41 + 2479248818j40 − 146604053640j39 − 39064617501j38
+164031879632j37 + 72888760326j36 − 164559596976j35 − 90714563653j34
+153098384264j33 + 87547972242j32 − 134757805680j31 − 66428663975j30
+112374260368j29 + 36481592618j28 − 86502252184j27 − 8193263095j26
+58342274528j25 − 10361868389j24 − 31629688508j23 + 16558929157j22
+11061967516j21 − 13096796501j20 + 139799976j19 + 6341999334j18 − 3372414612j17
−936312918j16 + 1933688168j15 − 732357572j14 − 390862992j13 + 682173271j12
−493768272j11 + 250561113j10 − 102538672j9 + 36455856j8 − 11582676j7 + 3225169j6




s2 136048896j17 + 3688180857j16 + 5693163408j15 − 15259433832j14 − 7207890192j13
+51628352668j12 + 107089158160j11 + 83014121832j10 + 42488924144j9
+14879628278j8 − 15305716688j7 + 4780210856j6 − 825613232j5 + 82560860j4
−3890128j3 + 103128j2 − 2096j + 25
s3 13947137604j26 + 23082684921504j25 − 10712740379751j24 + 749887376531832j23
+4856090070250188j22 + 10791316244385576j21 + 7789568735182770j20
+2092367556289512j19 + 12449985557321680j18 + 24762215236824472j17
+40939981640378295j16 + 43819268616665136j15 + 17776384429621624j14
−3297351697845488j13 − 1771568541432516j12 + 2203744387840848j11
−1451472974315324j10 + 492286060287056j9 − 96479144641001j8 + 11920920400344j7
−999894269124j6 + 60437687368j5 − 2371389134j4 + 48051528j3 − 157272j2 − 9992j + 121
s5 26j(j2 + 14j + 1)2(3j2 + 14j − 1)2(9j2 + 22j + 1)2(27j2 − 10j − 1)2(9j3 − 67j2 − 5j
−1)2(81j5 + 347j4 + 586j3 + 22j2 − 11j − 1)2(81j5 + 459j4 + 2170j3 + 358j2 + 5j − 1)2
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−3565548410188864019549j16 + 213086157198773034016j15 + 37855844838673247416j14
+999600792103891616j13 − 105134030891607274j12 − 6952248646492240j11
+47028086750380j10 + 11902485469232j9 − 52096839066j8 − 10974989280j7




s2 (11664j17 + 91125j16 + 190944j15 + 469800j14 + 408864j13 + 673020j12 + 166752j11
+147000j10 − 24768j9 − 58450j8 + 35232j7 − 13480j6 − 2592j5 + 1500j4 + 288j3 + 200j2
+48j + 5)2
s3 13947137604j52 + 1301732843040j51 + 38703479037984j50 + 364570371163152j49
+2170781513084313j48 + 9210462455019168j47 + 30741140520147960j46
+84064679288837856j45 + 193826898420409548j44 + 383957993586652128j43
+658772082024955560j42 + 988280319158991936j41 + 1294099125376915890j40
+1474762994320906080j39 + 1466004506268174696j38 + 1213952265828777888j37
+876459780244853200j36 + 445275515104279104j35 + 190150774253948824j34
−7654531501620528j33 − 24318441794561097j32 − 43673495328598464j31
+6242761462599984j30 − 6652222455117120j29 + 7556854743770488j28
+303315198524352j27 − 184301853857264j26 − 2814339834534144j25
+522830124493116j24 + 4846436150976j23 − 314427751348656j22 + 276814934023488j21
−22666185243452j20 − 29444074199904j19 + 11739362531792j18 − 3347859680592j17
−171932901353j16 + 730464669984j15 + 34367567448j14 + 4497577056j13
−3656946372j12 − 7797259680j11 − 2105946680j10 − 245222208j9 + 104463154j8
+95329248j7 + 38898888j6 + 11529504j5 + 2562984j4 + 413952j3 + 49144j2 + 3696j + 121
s5 26(j − 1)2j2(j2 − 6j + 1)2(3j3 − 7j2 − 3j − 1)2(3j3 + j2 + 5j − 1)2(9j3 + 5j2 + 3j − 1)2
(3j4 + 14j2 − 1)2(9j4 − 6j3 + 8j2 + 6j − 1)2(9j4 − 26j2 + 1)2(9j5 − 21j4 + 50j3 − 10j2
+5j − 1)2(9j5 − 17j4 + 22j3 + 18j2 + j − 1)2(27j8 + 32j6 + 174j4 + 24j2 − 1)2
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−214684817675105722184j28 − 73568797855222229952j27 + 34433127993825146528j26
−8611966497459975744j25 − 595319723512358122j24 + 783018165277269408j23
−124788779487669328j22 + 10255755598451808j21 + 5352580116601516j20
−4158197053933344j19 + 475859049219632j18 + 166059406833696j17
−50513904434586j16 + 8666176545216j15 − 58363335648j14 − 985006300608j13
+238232015640j12 + 21158145600j11 − 14214196832j10 + 917671872j9 + 326629349j8
−55719408j7 − 1054280j6 + 981744j5 − 73418j4 − 3408j3 + 824j2 − 48j + 1)




s2 61647156j34 + 56687040j33 + 240637797j32 − 1056058560j31 + 11980409328j30
−28716068160j29 + 59864359608j28 − 32687478720j27 + 49415028768j26
+148098144960j25 + 135875404908j24 + 301829198400j23 + 507967336880j22
+476655483840j21 + 679225134152j20 + 632918894400j19 + 582391858344j18
+417768909120j17 + 251245951358j16 + 129337583040j15 + 54053528272j14
+16971693120j13 + 4173441416j12 + 451673280j11 − 15055232j10 − 42724800j9
−17259220j8 − 1661760j7 − 249968j6 + 25920j5 + 36088j4 + 960j3 − 636j2 + 5
s3 13947137604j52 + 520693137216j51 + 1407025122606j50 − 7980747282144j49
+69287336226027j48 − 298757746592928j47 + 653129848107072j46
−1081318528202976j45 + 120789708747876j44 + 1270023068355552j43
+2832939222998868j42 − 9778448205983520j41 + 56168566899136038j40
−43404784837757280j39 + 140972779214137008j38 + 50373917897524704j37
+189943792015526056j36 + 311797088818934880j35 + 407363387422221658j34
+636854526908921664j33 + 802724435759797557j32 + 1011984642827605440j31
+1102693785296964672j30 + 1143885641297657664j29 + 1035375637873913128j28
+856791220962312384j27 + 644139463655000632j26 + 427565382920432064j25
+253174388601693012j24 + 129851387667973440j23 + 58109414609738400j22
+21990455820150720j21 + 7120580174031028j20 + 1831446593464320j19
+315763987501634j18 + 12336181138848j17 − 19646925496187j16 − 8591280588576j15
−1919312512512j14 − 301851125856j13 + 12221041908j12 + 15442494816j11
+2377708468j10 + 501698400j9 + 14097382j8 − 14613984j7 + 2168880j6 − 199584j5
−214560j4 + 4704j3 + 3574j2 − 5
s5 24(j − 1)2(3j − 1)2(5j2 − 1)2(3j3 + 7j2 − 3j + 1)2(3j4 + 14j2 − 1)2(9j4 + 6j3 + 8j2
−6j − 1)2(9j5 + 7j4 + 22j3 − 6j2 + j − 1)2(9j5 + 17j4 + 22j3 − 18j2 + j + 1)2(27j6 + 43j4
−7j2 + 1)2(9j7 − 87j6 + 29j5 − 163j4 + 91j3 − 5j2 − j − 1)2(81j10 + 207j8 + 874j6
−130j4 − 11j2 + 3)
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+2350181524997755352164j30 − 740795372634718088832j29 − 33837662239406192948j28
+38454810032840736768j27 + 8710725604256613884j26 − 3855882942112522752j25
−836553864633981886j24 + 484743105764240448j23 − 60194275442123482j22
−13496001481346496j21 + 12662900813487994j20 − 2878166927400192j19
−510831765822670j18 + 279027797207040j17 − 12326659825440j16 − 6292599539328j15
+838573354404j14 − 334789849728j13 + 63047651820j12 + 24197277696j11
−6876217892j10 − 492980736j9 + 274508273j8 − 4491360j7 − 5723201j6 + 350880j5
+68473j4 − 4224j3 − 811j2 + 10)




s2 146677716j34 + 1927359360j33 + 13904313957j32 + 43942953600j31 + 127377026928j30
+286422583680j29 + 478304605368j28 + 728240699520j27 + 802075461408j26
+805816022400j25 + 657145120108j24 + 379454666880j23 + 230168723760j22
−83344755840j21 − 39117675448j20 − 104187150720j19 + 44316220904j18
+21238508160j17 + 19885527678j16 − 16750293120j15 + 1820115792j14 − 1266019200j13
+481207176j12 + 91693440j11 − 49464192j10 − 1584000j9 + 4596780j8 − 420480j7
−259568j6 + 36480j5 + 10488j4 + 1920j3 + 164j2 + 5
s3 13947137604j52 + 1041386274432j51 + 41543787783006j50 + 369737125595712j49
+2071196026603371j48 + 9343313130578112j47 + 31091448801930048j46
+83782105646815296j45 + 195013903902719076j44 + 377597585550048192j43
+660285848356696692j42 + 983864840224738752j41 + 1316151809163143334j40
+1490802502533003072j39 + 1479503167053464880j38 + 1180373095759177152j37
+810933644014126504j36 + 400256809335773376j35 + 185428499350714474j34
+79848954621136512j33 + 37443924957735477j32 + 14373062630285184j31
−26563230508269504j30 − 57428533044833664j29 − 20958132588660440j28
−18531305342035584j27 + 26872531169068792j26 − 1101865863611520j25
+3918216251833428j24 − 3972200627638656j23 + 398831033092512j22
+110802766779264j21 + 105122080462516j20 − 57382153371648j19 + 21426269085074j18
−4932076981440j17 − 1822616182523j16 + 788862223296j15 + 86818447104j14
+6978113856j13 − 17490841356j12 − 3113931072j11 + 1216329172j10 + 57715392j9
−22445978j8 + 3511872j7 + 816816j6 + 84672j5 + 5856j4 + 9408j3 + 1894j2 − 5
s5 24(j − 1)2(3j3 − 7j2 − 3j − 1)2(3j3 − 5j2 + 9j + 1)2(3j4 + 14j2 − 1)2(9j4 − 6j3 + 8j2
+6j − 1)2(9j5 − 21j4 + 50j3 − 10j2 + 5j − 1)2(9j5 − 17j4 + 22j3 + 18j2 + j − 1)2(9j5
−7j4 + 22j3 + 6j2 + j + 1)2(27j8 + 32j6 + 174j4 + 24j2 − 1)2(81j10 + 207j8 + 874j6
−130j4 − 11j2 + 3)
84 YI-HSUAN LIN AND YIFAN YANG





































−117004728362319378812j30 + 2308443390666720309504j29 − 30632615048403816500j28
−91641098249528649216j27 + 7265301139418384732j26 − 17076881664801695232j25
−339893565429681598j24 + 1510395993933744768j23 − 99778370947174570j22
+30402100353745536j21 + 8021116596851194j20 − 8639801478319104j19
+485195889413762j18 + 271877264681472j17 − 66983334992160j16 + 14526325410048j15
+874051368900j14 − 1277513356032j13 + 181782570732j12 + 24083277312j11
−11630156228j10 + 927653376j9 + 312710129j8 − 57021120j7 − 4354889j6 + 1139520j5
+49849j4 − 8448j3 − 931j2 + 10)




s2 −(23383404j17 − 3255548517j16 − 8457414768j15 − 30351640248j14 − 159551078688j13
−281397751148j12 + 2330444240j11 + 247439295928j10 − 23510915944j9
−27342311038j8 + 13246038448j7 − 4829364616j6 + 853124992j5 − 78119980j4
+4065008j3 − 115448j2 + 1436j − 5)
s3 −(13947137604j26 + 4777066816254j25 − 67979945662101j24 + 1101744960466752j23
+10373809920600420j22 + 31109806297146420j21 + 26259013327880358j20
−56213874342944208j19 − 97218146970658136j18 + 86846581660072522j17
+201564001723102773j16 − 4156661161243584j15 − 63538003650612440j14
+26792828730117496j13 − 933769895930796j12 + 1266310171078560j11
−1479347374045004j10 + 502409755955954j9 − 94916931861755j8 + 11959051134720j7
−1026516899340j6 + 58913651092j5 − 2201403290j4 + 52173744j3 − 741408j2 + 5254j − 5)
s5 −24(3j + 1)2(7j + 1)2(9j3 − 67j2 − 5j − 1)2(27j4 + 32j3 + 174j2 + 24j − 1)2(81j5
+207j4 + 874j3 − 130j2 − 11j + 3)(81j5 + 347j4 + 586j3 + 22j2 − 11j − 1)2(81j5 + 459j4
+2170j3 + 358j2 + 5j − 1)2


















+8103297652953825597826j16 + 814124364087065702212j15 − 21032981167108016948j14
−7677954652856613988j13 − 217094271184721086j12 + 35959164151827446j11
+2324421333063418j10 − 72873748417822j9 − 8752094311968j8 + 65631954564j7




s2 93533616j34 − 694416240j33 + 745703577j32 − 1535798880j31 + 9016120368j30
+15849626400j29 + 55636600248j28 + 19459090080j27 − 39931119792j26
−101302918560j25 + 4049859388j24 − 76705367520j23 − 19004968400j22
+198614021280j21 + 266751395592j20 + 62103662880j19 + 658184624j18
−114569043840j17 − 12997966762j16 − 2941835040j15 + 9366214672j14 + 2124344160j13
+618290696j12 − 384867360j11 − 127257872j10 − 21540960j9 + 2554940j8 + 5124960j7
+797072j6 − 72480j5 − 34632j4 − 9120j3 − 416j2 + 240j + 25
86 YI-HSUAN LIN AND YIFAN YANG
s3 13947137604j52 − 911212990128j51 + 10708991063496j50 − 25346024116056j49
+84779631097353j48 − 17460659864592j47 + 581413762915272j46 − 814327355133936j45
−2288888390766852j44 − 7696904073079536j43 − 4845451662847512j42
−23639386716288j41 + 18998054809724610j40 + 57582916373686032j39
+88402549098090456j38 + 69624708421037616j37 − 15076542500349536j36
+55708912618750272j35 + 124328925153276544j34 + 44128291118946216j33
−30585108562546665j32 − 165446161456687776j31 − 113361126681830832j30
−104241837197454432j29 + 64549737811647832j28 + 67722170833307424j27
+38107690888961488j26 − 9134274785528256j25 − 8283796714026660j24
−7929586147910112j23 + 889211703141936j22 + 513755470630752j21
+664906713581668j20 + 77026560122064j19 − 39376876679224j18 − 27635171544456j17
−9092346907577j16 + 4904250288j15 + 931208745576j14 + 306218831184j13
+53731892268j12 − 7808169264j11 − 7102019384j10 − 1309769664j9 − 52093694j8
+68697552j7 + 24953208j6 + 815472j5 − 827592j4 − 112224j3 + 3952j2 + 1848j + 121
s5 28j2(j2 + 1)2(3j3 − j2 + 5j + 1)2(3j3 + 7j2 − 3j + 1)2(3j4 + 14j2 − 1)2(9j4 − 8j3
+22j2 − 8j + 1)2(9j4 − 6j3 + 8j2 + 6j − 1)2(9j4 + 22j2 + 1)2(9j5 − 7j4 + 22j3 + 6j2 + j
+1)2(27j6 + 43j4 − 7j2 + 1)2(9j7 + 87j6 + 29j5 + 163j4 + 91j3 + 5j2 − j + 1)2
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+105400280438591283352j28 + 50041039159831740192j27 − 28183356443649922288j26
+5342387600288784864j25 + 700251946696260182j24 − 662547342865112304j23
+149011808577612824j22 + 5266779281664624j21 − 12061413481443428j20
+2876491004888688j19 + 26146845335576j18 − 172192794982128j17
+37262015172774j16 + 256793104224j15 − 1627661927856j14 + 290305632672j13
+3979564152j12 − 8308141536j11 + 990022672j10 + 17381088j9 − 9779803j8 − 66264j7
−13604j6 + 56472j5 − 11090j4 + 216j3 + 188j2 − 24j + 1)




s2 j(73984j13 − 988608j12 + 5923968j11 − 21008540j10 + 49154381j9 − 80690978j8
+98201753j7 − 95417444j6 + 80325756j5 − 59034192j4 + 33751568j3 − 12439168j2
+2184448j − 36864)
s3 j
2(1769472j20 − 14483456j19 − 77349888j18 + 1748275200j17 − 12201096576j16
+49092462336j15 − 124547974212j14 + 179392084272j13 − 5149393269j12
−689415050772j11 + 1966674660380j10 − 3362773381632j9 + 4081222723932j8
−3669658527152j7 + 2455549115760j6 − 1200922252800j5 + 412851699200j4
−94059657216j3 + 13733035008j2 − 1660764160j + 214106112)
s5 35(j − 1)2j3(2j − 1)2(4j2 − 9j + 4)2(4j2 − 7j + 2)2(5j2 − 10j + 4)2(8j3 − 27j2 + 28j
−8)2(16j3 − 52j2 + 53j − 16)(4j4 − 29j3 + 66j2 − 58j + 16)2
s6 35j3(12884901888j41 − 609885356032j40 + 14753799864320j39 − 238832020619264j38
+2863241898229760j37 − 26790883597746176j36 + 202198034639159296j35











+1470107935742408580096j11 − 508393019062103117824j10 + 153291614840687931392j9
−39936914959736012800j8 + 8887904503746330624j7 − 1664860011069702144j6
+257383719092879360j5 − 31960084615528448j4 + 3063184214720512j3




s2 36j32 + 180j31 − 1767j30 + 1020j29 + 10504j28 − 1840j27 − 14614j26 − 87280j25
+126042j24 + 60980j23 + 101667j22 − 309220j21 − 626460j20 + 496580j19 + 862699j18
+273260j17 + 627346j16 + 478660j15 − 1646861j14 − 2583380j13 − 1361820j12 − 3500j11
+1039227j10 + 1446460j9 + 1256922j8 + 856720j7 + 453626j6 + 194800j5 + 69544j4
+18420j3 + 3873j2 + 540j + 36
s3 243j48 − 4212j47 + 31050j46 − 48546j45 − 26361j44 − 717660j43 + 3559238j42
−5084094j41 + 7011486j40 − 28698562j39 + 39940074j38 + 7244448j37 + 46820137j36
−143382366j35 − 92072370j34 + 89906104j33 + 274715328j32 + 124027944j31
−334140254j30 − 50886702j29 − 141120021j28 + 649481024j27 + 522798222j26
−3023313306j25 − 2802515048j24 + 2348452266j23 + 5235930030j22 + 4276030336j21
+1285302795j20 − 2396905218j19 − 5113437182j18 − 5386265736j17 − 3265154880j16
−441478360j15 + 1666800942j14 + 2585335950j13 + 2455220425j12 + 1812514080j11
+1112796810j10 + 578749042j9 + 258946974j8 + 99570990j7 + 32611814j6 + 8989308j5
+2019879j4 + 360018j3 + 49194j2 + 4212j + 243
QUATERNIONIC LOCI IN SIEGEL’S MODULAR THREEFOLD 89
s5 35(j2 − j + 1)2(j2 + j − 1)2(j3 − 2j2 + 4j − 1)2(j3 − j2 + j + 2)2(j3 + 2j + 1)2(j4 − 2j3
+3j2 + 2j + 1)2(j4 − j3 + j + 1)2(j4 − j3 + 2j2 + j + 1)2(3j4 − 2j3 + 5j2 + 2j + 3)2(2j5
−3j4 + 4j3 + j2 − 2j − 1)2(j6 − j5 + 2j4 + j3 − 2j2 − j − 1)2
s6 35(435j96 − 9000j95 + 101076j94 − 786420j93 + 4710238j92 − 23001908j91
+95422283j90 − 347796260j89 + 1149359335j88 − 3541739868j87 + 10383079570j86
−29149976668j85 + 77836465668j84 − 194797542028j83 + 449747321059j82
−945036624672j81 + 1787756533594j80 − 3016287324000j79 + 4496326477751j78
−5856096479852j77 + 6561913547688j76 − 6157114619404j75 + 4490023976796j74
−1595472897836j73 − 2881485109127j72 + 10138874623484j71 − 21321969549397j70
+34705874005916j69 − 42728219849146j68 + 33099181742252j67 + 3081165687818j66
−59678204438568j65 + 111112378289400j64 − 124363549882696j63 + 83077745340526j62
−4053630900340j61 − 71667888029014j60 + 108491172059020j59 − 99823000689411j58
+64290781179596j57 − 23278235792949j56 − 13299503534764j55 + 40771560814380j54
−51676098637404j53 + 40553613773744j52 − 16296941176780j51 − 3862699639907j50
+10047351160576j49 − 8333053823956j48 + 7593238739376j47 − 7372378858843j46
+4414597725468j45 + 1517853230736j44 − 2745817985668j43 + 1388031503148j42
+652530287916j41 + 653489444331j40 − 1338750697628j39 − 234246768731j38
+360857913604j37 − 795196933014j36 − 1089029120588j35 − 443631244322j34
+88969060136j33 − 140190260872j32 − 145012066360j31 + 328548447930j30
+633612450708j29 + 502834096902j28 + 286800421076j27 + 246337046099j26
+227466004948j25 + 79215806361j24 − 121419377108j23 − 223129702372j22
−195286666772j21 − 105850467192j20 − 24097906724j19 + 23143426271j18
+37588489712j17 + 31241237210j16 + 17317333488j15 + 5569236123j14 − 365833604j13
−1691955548j12 − 1095590884j11 − 360784478j10 − 10126084j9 + 62720007j8




s2 (6j16 − 45j15 + 34j14 + 130j13 − 406j12 + 125j11 − 208j10 − 365j9 − 1060j8 − 775j7
−1072j6 − 785j5 − 514j4 − 250j3 − 74j2 − 15j − 6)2
s3 (9j16 − 51j15 + 85j14 + 52j13 − 109j12 + 23j11 + 704j10 + 169j9 + 896j8 + 575j7
+1172j6 + 925j5 + 455j4 + 254j3 + 91j2 + 33j + 9)(27j32 + 189j31 − 774j30 − 3237j29
+28841j28 − 67316j27 + 62632j26 + 50020j25 − 97635j24 − 15629j23 + 394164j22
−242261j21 + 451800j20 + 352273j19 + 1056476j18 + 1263373j17 + 2209592j16
+2868947j15 + 3722852j14 + 3960947j13 + 3759492j12 + 3046253j11 + 2233776j10
+1400453j9 + 772713j8 + 371858j7 + 163054j6 + 57320j5 + 14267j4 + 1185j3 − 360j2
−135j + 27)
s5 35(j − 1)2(j2 − j − 1)2(j2 + j − 1)2(3j2 − j − 3)2(j3 − j2 + j − 2)2(2j3 − j2 − j − 1)2
(j4 − 2j3 + 5j2 − 4j − 1)2(j5 + j4 + 3j3 − 3j2 − 3j − 1)2(j6 − 2j5 + 6j4 − 6j2 − 2j − 1)2
(j6 − j5 + 2j4 + j3 − 2j2 − j − 1)2(j6 + 2j4 − 2j3 − 2j2 − 1)2
90 YI-HSUAN LIN AND YIFAN YANG
s6 35(435j96 − 7992j95 + 87924j94 − 699468j93 + 4439614j92 − 23748540j91
+110550147j90 − 457039124j89 + 1699021191j88 − 5722957956j87 + 17550656418j86
−49144172612j85 + 125850025188j84 − 294850413428j83 + 631336038299j82
−1231710101144j81 + 2175858599514j80 − 3439058133696j79 + 4749139425535j78
−5427629544956j77 + 4325482123240j76 − 32855049956j75 − 8453430204420j74
+20584441267052j73 − 33010938818279j72 + 39114414206948j71 − 30557131450349j70
+1620402549420j69 + 44680314225222j68 − 92172023250604j67 + 114198176941626j66
−86455527400424j65 + 5634538474360j64 + 97834761515240j63 − 168594665689154j62
+159117022724548j61 − 66204023542966j60 − 55746697486844j59 + 132333369447045j58
−129616647430676j57 + 68936329682539j56 − 8213983120180j55 − 18347659093972j54
+51017673357900j53 − 98822858295984j52 + 89886243385868j51 + 7572890305317j50
−121497304789832j49 + 85331726416044j48 + 74919009662960j47 − 61924354694019j46
−60398544671892j45 + 13678293034832j44 + 45034527471348j43 + 250536574540j42
−16471085507244j41 + 9503912751947j40 + 5245821907132j39 − 12490595027395j38
−8184823419596j37 + 3730455623018j36 + 5291336887628j35 − 705730277394j34
−1780279635544j33 + 3381111098872j32 + 5306103029656j31 + 273213650730j30
−5481604853412j29 − 5433454664858j28 − 733196465636j27 + 3117866669771j26
+3291799554164j25 + 1193005165049j24 − 674785449164j23 − 1229426742564j22
−815317197980j21 − 186101338776j20 + 195777817124j19 + 264138735799j18
+161608684536j17 + 41686837722j16 − 23578710352j15 − 35409003197j14
−22720697732j13 − 8361665884j12 − 500220204j11 + 1783467954j10 + 1556621140j9
+840583015j8 + 343475756j7 + 111687307j6 + 29138820j5 + 6020254j4 + 957804j3




s2 576j32 + 720j31 + 4953j30 + 7740j29 + 22264j28 + 14120j27 + 75746j26 − 32080j25
+66222j24 − 141400j23 − 65493j22 − 316660j21 − 54000j20 − 269440j19 − 59741j18
+255740j17 + 213286j16 + 755560j15 + 498379j14 + 2140j13 − 433440j12 − 625280j11
−220413j10 + 165580j9 + 239202j8 + 175960j7 + 75026j6 + 11680j5 − 1676j4 − 4200j3
−927j2 − 180j + 36
s3 13851j48 + 25272j47 + 190944j46 + 390690j45 + 1137249j44 + 3044448j43 + 2763296j42
+11502294j41 + 3363282j40 + 14050466j39 + 1352448j38 − 32390868j37 − 8139425j36
−157618602j35 − 9805584j34 − 201587084j33 + 33891528j32 + 95639892j31
+263368000j30 + 342013302j29 + 206605581j28 + 167796380j27 − 202329888j26
−214365318j25 − 115301204j24 + 35414070j23 + 128392896j22 + 46768516j21
−538180923j20 − 943355862j19 − 537680528j18 + 90327036j17 + 672006936j16
+783474236j15 + 450250656j14 + 96906762j13 − 107489417j12 − 124334988j11
−64564704j10 − 18256850j9 + 1285794j8 + 3614682j7 + 2170592j6 + 852480j5 + 327321j4
+87102j3 + 24624j2 + 1944j + 243
s5 35(j2 − 3j − 1)2(j2 − 3j + 3)2(j2 − j − 1)2(j3 − 2j2 − 1)2(j4 − 3j3 + 2j2 + 3j + 1)2(j4
−2j3 + 3j2 + 2j + 1)2(j4 − j3 + j + 1)2(j5 − 3j4 + 3j3 + 3j2 − j + 1)2(j5 − 2j4 − j3 + 4j2
+3j + 2)2(j8 − 2j7 + 2j6 − 4j5 + 7j4 + 4j3 + 2j2 + 2j + 1)2
QUATERNIONIC LOCI IN SIEGEL’S MODULAR THREEFOLD 91
s6 35(3j96 − 144j95 + 3360j94 − 50748j93 + 557458j92 − 4744540j91 + 32545747j90
−184785344j89 + 884847031j88 − 3622093452j87 + 12797007322j86 − 39272033892j85
+105037361688j84 − 244858163148j83 + 495387442391j82 − 860235215652j81
+1251249341302j80 − 1438884435872j79 + 1084751042179j78 + 65463498616j77
−1828933647992j76 + 3233016334596j75 − 2471968519804j74 − 2539055576412j73
+13010295509501j72 − 27901102914908j71 + 42742983601011j70 − 48859389115160j69
+34069108294878j68 + 11503916108916j67 − 81899147451442j66 + 143153209435352j65
−144575243776880j64 + 61209502815808j63 + 68563188620154j62 − 161721921260500j61
+160220396851830j60 − 80616699422476j59 − 8944705052619j58 + 58587467074536j57
−77684549892061j56 + 92350648250996j55 − 73114171415644j54 − 22619581860412j53
+117812818321116j52 − 71820010539484j51 − 64257011005775j50 + 73505153292372j49
+47597273055840j48 − 63172210618416j47 − 47558295760807j46 + 54522184638440j45
+41318272513680j44 − 33031719551540j43 − 34532010023308j42 + 8175040885020j41
+22128426264551j40 + 9638305561532j39 − 3048496674723j38 − 11889750707784j37
−12850359222798j36 − 850059433364j35 + 12931623331450j34 + 13109245380040j33
+1349299858048j32 − 9044747228480j31 − 10139048390770j30 − 4241387258924j29
+2414432574714j28 + 5605118002668j27 + 4784184999451j26 + 1929400952376j25
−541532961823j24 − 1354217856340j23 − 654357432364j22 + 673767519244j21
+1791934216044j20 + 2294555936012j19 + 2198877419467j18 + 1745508025004j17
+1196287257286j16 + 722745291040j15 + 389324785423j14 + 188196691744j13
+81975426284j12 + 32302862940j11 + 11580863066j10 + 3810546772j9 + 1163931355j8





s2 36j32 − 180j31 + 1473j30 − 9720j29 + 36244j28 − 71200j27 + 33266j26 + 222920j25
−543678j24 + 326780j23 + 848067j22 − 1752400j21 + 173280j20 + 2161100j19
−1490261j18 − 2055880j17 + 2152966j16 + 2412460j15 − 1122461j14 − 2142320j13
+20880j12 + 1157980j11 + 188427j10 − 834440j9 − 695538j8 − 2240j7 + 435266j6
+457960j5 + 285784j4 + 122700j3 + 35673j2 + 6480j + 576
s3 243j48 − 6480j47 + 54864j46 − 231498j45 + 522873j44 − 32976j43 − 3354256j42
+8019402j41 + 7301538j40 − 88284466j39 + 230163408j38 − 231332268j37
−260907017j36 + 1112957586j35 − 1094108160j34 − 925912700j33 + 3249112152j32
−1585166844j31 − 3804886736j30 + 4933211634j29 + 2222051685j28 − 7320172444j27
−476910096j26 + 7955043510j25 − 45003284j24 − 7489675110j23 + 22481328j22
+7245618748j21 + 1797878733j20 − 5907735954j19 − 4641771680j18 + 1453893996j17
+3968974344j16 + 2099417228j15 − 303903696j14 − 1213380594j13 − 1108812929j12
−728382516j11 − 266772528j10 + 168252130j9 + 401337810j8 + 387829254j7
+248107472j6 + 115438896j5 + 40150881j4 + 10398186j3 + 1932768j2 + 233280j + 13851
s5 35j2(j2 − j + 1)2(j2 + j − 1)2(3j2 − j + 1)2(j3 − 2j2 − 1)2(2j3 + j2 + j + 1)2(j4
+5j2 + 1)2(j4 + j3 + 2j2 − j + 1)2(j5 − 3j4 + 3j3 + 3j2 − j + 1)2(j6 + 2j4 − 2j3 − 2j2
−1)2(j8 − 2j7 + 2j6 − 4j5 + 7j4 + 4j3 + 2j2 + 2j + 1)2
92 YI-HSUAN LIN AND YIFAN YANG
s6 35(435j96 − 7200j95 + 69648j94 − 503988j93 + 2962606j92 − 14698272j91
+63430315j90 − 243443204j89 + 844509275j88 − 2679236140j87 + 7842200698j86
−21313186740j85 + 54032954348j84 − 128187761296j83 + 285184243407j82
−595654603632j81 + 1168470474502j80 − 2151820618916j79 + 3715427265515j78
−6000644653924j77 + 9030713698668j76 − 12585361231876j75 + 16074129498932j74
−18467506702100j73 + 18363787404257j72 − 14258220081736j71 + 5049992244059j70
+9348622699260j69 − 27408288932518j68 + 45684933987652j67 − 59133602624818j66
+62157504203824j65 − 50299047353600j64 + 22643023586424j63 + 16928056552762j62
−58516168508836j61 + 88705369871314j60 − 95914544158456j59 + 72706611311485j58
−26247910212484j57 − 28846737918873j56 + 71206375051356j55 − 82498300935980j54
+64246657823548j53 − 23233265792048j52 − 14819554838472j51 + 38036405050777j50
−38486571777088j49 + 23286858416928j48 − 5839824325852j47 − 8555087440495j46
+9923600239828j45 − 10257918290340j44 + 1630452767380j43 − 1592137815228j42
−3267700285836j41 + 677058311459j40 − 773440662936j39 + 879278147829j38
+1808569885540j37 + 2107513018134j36 + 2641256696892j35 + 2789840271162j34
+2585611433552j33 + 2371579534096j32 + 2005176298664j31 + 1563386120462j30
+1222084374276j29 + 863820225022j28 + 601316619800j27 + 400461524051j26
+248911890404j25 + 154180765309j24 + 88214316580j23 + 49735770660j22
+26559040212j21 + 13646749896j20 + 6737701352j19 + 3191705795j18 + 1444461552j17
+631165366j16 + 262465068j15 + 105283703j14 + 40186852j13 + 14885208j12
+5162988j11 + 1788922j10 + 555316j9 + 186295j8 + 47744j7 + 17747j6 + 2836j5 + 1522j4




s2 576j32 − 2880j31 + 6393j30 − 9480j29 + 8404j28 + 18920j27 − 27094j26 − 138280j25
+215382j24 + 112040j23 − 87453j22 − 116560j21 − 370740j20 + 14000j19 + 494539j18
+508760j17 − 131654j16 − 426200j15 − 25901j14 + 52720j13 − 13620j12 + 42160j11
+97467j10 + 74200j9 + 19542j8 − 920j7 + 5306j6 + 11320j5 + 10804j4 + 8520j3 + 6273j2
+2880j + 576
s3 13851j48 − 104004j47 + 350838j46 − 702486j45 + 1235907j44 − 3351564j43 + 6893450j42
+412278j41 − 26885034j40 + 40216634j39 − 28508922j38 + 18768408j37 + 64204861j36
−101238138j35 − 181413678j34 + 101337328j33 + 487568640j32 − 14954592j31
−435222242j30 − 483218154j29 + 198111543j28 + 492148856j27 + 136101954j26
+107169042j25 − 101583584j24 − 366078882j23 − 286449630j22 + 165599368j21
+332584791j20 + 119194074j19 − 26669762j18 + 336576j17 + 48096768j16 + 21668912j15
−1790094j14 − 12320118j13 − 24444707j12 − 27421080j11 − 20870298j10 − 13070186j9
−6273450j8 − 1187430j7 + 1258730j6 + 1648044j5 + 1250019j4 + 765990j3 + 356886j2
+104004j + 13851
s5 35j2(j3 − 2j2 + 4j − 1)2(j3 + 2j + 1)2(j4 − 2j3 + 3j2 + 2j + 1)2(j4 − 2j3 + 5j2 − 4j
−1)2(j4 − j3 + 4j2 + j + 1)2(j4 + 3j2 + 6j + 3)2(j4 + 5j2 + 1)2(j6 − 2j5 + 6j4 − 6j2 − 2j
−1)2(j6 − j5 + 2j4 + j3 − 2j2 − j − 1)2
QUATERNIONIC LOCI IN SIEGEL’S MODULAR THREEFOLD 93
s6 35(3j96 − 72j95 + 1020j94 − 10428j93 + 84994j92 − 578824j91 + 3399835j90
−17570360j89 + 81094171j88 − 337768444j87 + 1279931266j86 − 4438319836j85
+14146164224j84 − 41565138592j83 + 112803744283j82 − 282962567116j81
+655865381314j80 − 1402404086964j79 + 2757960529599j78 − 4962710812936j77
+8104620627660j76 − 11850490887076j75 + 15144545775148j74 − 16076230045540j73
+12241849858677j72 − 1799087176816j71 − 14924052427717j70 + 34102103186288j69
−48497206943342j68 + 49796095521580j67 − 32672643659422j66 − 1648167706304j65
+44244919804184j64 − 81481718202656j63 + 98975976552534j62 − 86965598905204j61
+43337731121278j60 + 21850727820880j59 − 84520798432787j58 + 116214645718000j57
−95708634594193j56 + 37940283582332j55 + 24674402787324j54 − 51597153086068j53
+40239355671356j52 − 24671735847752j51 + 9237581638037j50 − 22893753659476j49
+860988397556j48 + 8974404068308j47 − 10859560001251j46 + 26903989420360j45
+30039430292060j44 + 37201599456532j43 + 17333867141116j42 − 4469687391548j41
−33086493404657j40 − 79865015159024j39 − 94772505843947j38 − 67805771565328j37
−3921877837954j36 + 72761593814356j35 + 127681690528454j34 + 132667792917280j33
+78807085748632j32 − 7162980112704j31 − 79327241118958j30 − 105075729094156j29
−83933440347246j28 − 40066989248944j27 − 144174258845j26 + 22203153397616j25
+27508483427605j24 + 23125462098980j23 + 16054502032108j22 + 10033416079748j21
+5995965172972j20 + 3558577481736j19 + 2110014238311j18 + 1222759142964j17
+671363763522j16 + 340151062860j15 + 156149348691j14 + 64130560224j13
+23336621536j12 + 7454989884j11 + 2070024594j10 + 493690044j9 + 99782331j8




s2 3172j16 − 46572j15 + 276501j14 − 885250j13 + 2014551j12 − 3362078j11 + 4259063j10
−4087756j9 + 3024954j8 − 1816460j7 + 941271j6 − 431462j5 + 167999j4 − 51274j3
+11141j2 − 1516j + 100
s3 1728j25 − 144944j24 + 4097268j23 − 37985148j22 + 208430526j21 − 793713474j20
+2248635975j19 − 4946783544j18 + 8774888511j17 − 12827893368j16 + 15706647121j15
−16237298520j14 + 14112093015j13 − 10138304040j12 + 5831381631j11 − 2519644476j10
+675978401j9 + 17201040j8 − 133586625j7 + 83015996j6 − 32138217j5 + 8873202j4
−1767050j3 + 242316j2 − 20364j + 784
s5 35(j − 1)2j(j + 1)2(j2 + 2j − 1)2(j2 + 3j − 2)2(2j2 + 5j − 1)2(j3 + j2 − 2j + 2)2(j3
+2j2 − 2j + 1)2(2j3 + 2j2 − 3j + 1)2(4j3 + 5j2 − 10j + 5)2
s6 35(12288j50 + 321536j49 + 3543744j48 + 20366272j47 + 56484864j46 + 6803168j45
−375018828j44 − 552982092j43 + 1583347887j42 + 3621891326j41 − 6182371213j40
−14744878282j39 + 26366111807j38 + 43011346430j37 − 103455380029j36
−72285340234j35 + 316915896112j34 − 38852165504j33 − 648926275934j32
+599513382632j31 + 579905116864j30 − 1487943952182j29 + 799967127313j28
+982572426510j27 − 2430972033502j26 + 2423104104108j25 − 217395307890j24
−3660586904220j23 + 6225287395442j22 − 4055108945098j21 − 2442041390967j20
+8362906006370j19 − 8944835171296j18 + 4048293364160j17 + 2416786994578j16
−6523849989288j15 + 7113718584816j14 − 5425119702834j13 + 3226779662875j12
−1559710082682j11 + 623846690655j10 − 207818223914j9 + 57577386155j8
−13158280474j7 + 2442658335j6 − 359780908j5 + 40671860j4 − 3377888j3 + 196352j2
−7744j + 192)




s2 (192j17 − 560j16 − 216j15 − 1680j14 − 1890j13 − 2985j12 − 3141j11 − 4650j10 − 2061j9
−3635j8 − 1386j7 − 1260j6 − 588j5 − 495j4 − 105j3 − 90j2 − 21j − 5)2
s3 (1072j16 + 672j15 + 3420j14 + 1176j13 + 5118j12 + 2364j11 + 4179j10 + 2940j9 + 2431j8
+1416j7 + 1674j6 + 480j5 + 444j4 + 156j3 + 87j2 + 12j + 7)(110592j34 − 258048j33
+664064j32 − 634368j31 + 1899072j30 + 514176j29 + 3453072j28 + 5616672j27
+7476636j26 + 18230280j25 + 23254189j24 + 37276452j23 + 51056883j22 + 52895556j21
+66814065j20 + 55975644j19 + 57809277j18 + 43321860j17 + 38634168j16 + 24631848j15
+20260494j14 + 11442600j13 + 8135730j12 + 4244760j11 + 2703942j10 + 1209168j9
+694525j8 + 286068j7 + 128943j6 + 46164j5 + 18525j4 + 4908j3 + 1329j2 + 228j + 14)
s5 35(j − 1)2j2(2j − 1)2(5j2 − 1)2(2j3 + j2 + 2j − 1)2(4j3 + j2 − 1)2(j4 + 3j3 + j − 1)2
(2j4 + 3j2 − 1)2(4j4 + j2 − 1)2(4j5 − 2j4 + 7j3 − j2 + j − 1)2(8j6 + 7j4 + 2j2 − 1)2
(4j8 + 23j6 + 5j4 + j2 − 1)2
s6 35(206158430208j102 + 721554505728j101 + 9036611190784j100 + 4209067950080j99
+312810252795904j98 + 170539326898176j97 + 4309315959652352j96
+2060139699896320j95 + 33484310187081728j94 + 10328232960196608j93
+169657779999473664j92 + 17774649521733632j91 + 601487441017176064j90
−76787051658739712j89 + 1574770016681132032j88 − 663662217490006016j87
+3276627685400625152j86 − 2647882323651313664j85 + 6074634298471170048j84
−7389603794918486016j83 + 11158293031048739840j82 − 15954231508677442560j81
+20139238967094908672j80 − 27733978938918664704j79 + 32521653824709319936j78
−39493017680473597440j77 + 43673996275956359872j76 − 46291730798380600400j75
+47259830061212580548j74 − 44432533500115312708j73 + 40703605901289203263j72
−34344186905908694674j71 + 27511174987589653293j70 − 20631450526794161770j69
+14017985249254433756j68 − 8854931739028523044j67 + 4688597939936092044j66
−1962771682883986268j65 + 321656554736864261j64 + 513424642327502814j63
−718242071836652787j62 + 667732936141551782j61 − 455680037483088536j60
+253027481883328678j59 − 99845072542336749j58 + 4825232706826158j57
+27407031817741042j56 − 33362572604974570j55 + 19296678863757637j54
−5078530566000098j53 − 4357189783470860j52 + 9444417204500374j51
−8442894870208377j50 + 6231653803831534j49 − 3229947373404442j48
+757339610868982j47 + 397501927211481j46 − 977470142035298j45
+900324532775968j44 − 606615469593122j43 + 344300742800079j42
−112925206848642j41 + 852499687912j40 + 42153971336570j39 − 48850569358173j38
+32842078678642j37 − 18153957864780j36 + 7163345624166j35 − 872568094029j34
−1239872210578j33 + 1640152331272j32 − 1150346600102j31 + 594264959479j30
−243094618062j29 + 33986231432j28 + 34833958258j27 − 39818307319j26
+28002228330j25 − 13211046914j24 + 4477179122j23 − 407441465j22 − 937347894j21
+816966156j20 − 438846878j19 + 168452933j18 − 42854486j17 − 7773430j16
+21519954j15 − 10427549j14 + 2447114j13 − 1313872j12 + 131546j11 + 466321j10
−173522j9 + 10217j8 − 14448j7 + 4068j6 + 5264j5 − 2576j4 + 70j3 + 181j2 − 42j + 3)




s2 36864j34 + 153600j33 + 3087616j32 + 1562880j31 − 1692864j30 + 6204480j29
+6647616j28 + 11649360j27 + 15990708j26 + 8429700j25 + 12257693j24 − 4601550j23
+495621j22 − 12420810j21 − 2196612j20 − 8352090j19 + 765549j18 − 2438970j17
+1681575j16 − 285420j15 + 680922j14 + 49500j13 + 52488j12 + 25020j11 − 52794j10
+20400j9 − 6253j8 + 2010j7 + 801j6 + 2190j5 − 180j4 − 210j3 − 39j2 − 90j + 25
s3 267190272j50 + 516096000j49 − 498442240j48 + 4786790400j47 + 28805317632j46
+15760926720j45 + 37825325568j44 + 16770926592j43 + 15409611648j42
−20667515904j41 − 30532376928j40 − 63721238112j39 − 32673871260j38
−33883196760j37 + 35813874870j36 + 42130596564j35 + 94740255297j34
+59915652300j33 + 75549175446j32 + 16212924000j31 + 26812350648j30
−17023612032j29 + 2860838676j28 − 16269929424j27 + 1635501924j26 − 5093037936j25
+2980280972j24 − 34447392j23 + 1727176608j22 + 449748432j21 + 374257584j20
+121250808j19 − 82300194j18 + 23618952j17 − 76168248j16 + 3876768j15 − 19952568j14
+1576512j13 − 607284j12 − 648144j11 + 1431828j10 − 291312j9 + 431124j8 − 104832j7
−12420j6 + 35784j5 − 28998j4 + 2772j3 + 3177j2 − 756j + 98
s5 35j2(j2 + 1)2(j2 + 3)2(2j3 − j2 + 2j + 1)2(2j4 + 3j2 − 1)2(4j4 + 7j2 + 1)2(4j4
+j3 + 7j2 + 3j + 1)2(2j5 − j4 + 3j3 − j + 1)2(4j5 − 2j4 + 7j3 − j2 + j − 1)2(4j6 + 9j4
+2j2 + 1)2(8j6 + 9j4 − 2j2 + 1)2
96 YI-HSUAN LIN AND YIFAN YANG
s6 35(206158430208j102 − 515396075520j101 + 8005819039744j100 − 17849884082176j99
+146373827624960j98 − 292471569383424j97 + 1675707377778688j96
−3005862541000704j95 + 13470664329527296j94 − 21671004166160384j93
+80827031582932992j92 − 116169667302653952j91 + 375725455460794368j90
−478931174259425280j89 + 1386856855828365312j88 − 1549001512804876288j87
+4136094546305728512j86 − 3970616996679892992j85 + 10099172984627249152j84
−8078449449647910912j83 + 20417827111865170944j82 − 12920326810543176704j81
+34568724392682288896j80 − 15754586376985016832j79 + 49675551692736283904j78
−13363648211885652480j77 + 61636816747239355584j76 − 4922238732897471056j75
+67408268993633492452j74 + 6320788445933375100j73 + 66269811176393681063j72
+14938637182360240590j71 + 59219121897711015665j70 + 17342958901691999642j69
+47974610950384298676j68 + 13978804557531153588j67 + 34778325418474582220j66
+8056371641788226100j65 + 22223406425091740333j64 + 2815762997989116990j63
+12360396569113375921j62 − 175814101700352054j61 + 5891998881697328832j60
−1064149368454169658j59 + 2319650377741865751j58 − 819450799861976574j57
+674672735497300538j56 − 334565816950111914j55 + 82397028352801657j54
−28900700348176782j53 − 46568015890901268j52 + 64767494903493430j51
−32270256101249589j50 + 53649649321525602j49 − 5627251580551378j48
+24043742662744086j47 + 4295181794857037j46 + 6476679354028754j45
+3853081822906712j44 + 481838087946942j43 + 1513910628470307j42
−500575744141086j41 + 250235833109984j40 − 298863839880774j39
−69803634737073j38 − 93105778267266j37 − 61393171211012j36 − 15928017943242j35
−19230171942585j34 + 574438387794j33 − 1829799294976j32 + 1493510859258j31
+1015232130659j30 + 570371986590j29 + 530982953360j28 + 128127425618j27
+107241577749j26 + 7563768294j25 + 51206422j24 − 5457922254j23 − 6882930941j22
−2548267034j21 − 2123192396j20 − 414496638j19 − 232148591j18 + 14386566j17
+30191138j16 + 24293938j15 + 14948831j14 + 3401286j13 + 2074648j12 + 284922j11





s2 36864j34 − 30720j33 + 414976j32 − 410880j31 + 6505536j30 + 452160j29 + 36570816j28
+2984880j27 + 96706788j26 − 650220j25 + 152232413j24 − 5998110j23 + 159774981j22
−458250j21 + 111215148j20 + 5191830j19 + 43986669j18 + 1200150j17 + 2725095j16
−2212620j15 − 5089638j14 − 622500j13 − 1295832j12 + 500220j11 + 200886j10
+115680j9 + 9107j8 − 57270j7 − 17439j6 − 6450j5 + 2940j4 + 1950j3 + 441j2 + 150j + 25
QUATERNIONIC LOCI IN SIEGEL’S MODULAR THREEFOLD 97
s3 30081024j50 − 45416448j49 − 436723712j48 − 917102592j47 − 10117739520j46
−4042192896j45 − 69057778176j44 + 871041024j43 − 289182556800j42 + 30764095488j41
−881547871200j40 + 44486505504j39 − 1967762312388j38 − 22701055608j37
−3145344401826j36 − 99510970860j35 − 3564606792609j34 − 54816969564j33
−2837699267826j32 + 58658843376j31 − 1546818869700j30 + 80326446480j29
−539046052128j28 + 8200769472j27 − 89128901232j26 − 34826714496j25
+24130412008j24 − 16166057040j23 + 30301273188j22 + 5481272160j21
+14242064220j20 + 5007949128j19 + 1455264486j18 − 96754392j17 − 1457579100j16
−669655728j15 − 420823404j14 − 45358992j13 + 50459184j12 + 39176928j11
+20657736j10 + 2667168j9 − 394584j8 − 482832j7 − 125424j6 − 17640j5 − 18378j4
−16380j3 − 7965j2 − 1260j − 98
s5 −35(j − 1)2j2(j + 1)2(2j3 + 3j2 − 2j + 1)2(4j3 − j2 + 1)2(2j4 + j2 + 1)2(4j4 − 2j3
+3j2 − 2j + 1)2(4j4 − j2 + 1)2(7j4 + 1)2(2j5 − j4 + 3j3 − j + 1)2(4j6 + 9j4 + 2j2 + 1)2
(8j6 + 9j4 − 2j2 + 1)2
s6 35(206158430208j102 + 103079215104j101 + 20272245637120j100 − 3728031612928j99
+336018108579840j98 − 136565061844992j97 + 2585191264550912j96
−1210503162494976j95 + 11893664292798464j94 − 4971218776096768j93
+36063222050062336j92 − 8905951587336192j91 + 73901686435872768j90
+6833099008114688j89 + 100765735350370304j88 + 73902873845104640j87
+94230876376317952j86 + 175388529898176512j85 + 104750412398247936j84
+198822807668633600j83 + 241489152040365056j82 + 45784485702407168j81
+504851373769973504j80 − 197888537200124416j79 + 715590422100329216j78
−331996942737355776j77 + 715557081371277248j76 − 279275707608352176j75
+531765845442680948j74 − 119440552261839252j73 + 284922159678625095j72
+45323115503444030j71 + 75589576278038969j70 + 143978116770710682j69
−35282331395902620j68 + 149050573734946004j67 − 48770652169522204j66
+95217787807734020j65 − 18690251504292555j64 + 37459002427603118j63
+8980784018089209j62 + 2112326003444362j61 + 20201347276996312j60
−10701216133029066j59 + 18326900400708751j58 − 10275028986281406j57
+11500769686110178j56 − 6009092424860026j55 + 5598587885460033j54
−2573327906870222j53 + 2139981643848804j52 − 727003779627354j51
+553395078844099j50 − 27583023101406j49 + 34451972057366j48 + 115789344590662j47
−66719998214667j46 + 91693083177106j45 − 49436561628144j44 + 44800390300718j43
−21060294360229j42 + 15475712259970j41 − 5501619072216j40 + 3411808957962j39
−203606008377j38 − 86503722434j37 + 758812407796j36 − 533944209754j35
+525728436687j34 − 286411717070j33 + 197127176984j32 − 101637765814j31
+68098925243j30 − 25526068002j29 + 7904042840j28 − 254843998j27 + 1249893245j26
+97429542j25 − 930803314j24 + 976555074j23 − 288387301j22 + 38498598j21
−42246628j20 + 63128018j19 − 18381127j18 − 6076346j17 + 4906138j16 + 1004354j15
−978025j14 − 211066j13 + 335488j12 − 4054j11 − 72603j10 + 16938j9 + 12577j8 − 7056j7
+740j6 + 80j5 + 424j4 − 370j3 + 145j2 − 30j + 3)




s2 36864j34 + 645120j33 + 3333376j32 + 9811200j31 + 26081856j30 + 44760000j29
+78753216j28 + 90638160j27 + 111903108j26 + 90100140j25 + 74953973j24
+41996670j23 + 23288001j22 + 7004070j21 + 5090868j20 + 31290j19 − 2853471j18
−689490j17 + 539415j16 − 877620j15 − 646158j14 − 231300j13 + 388728j12 − 39900j11
−27714j10 − 31320j9 + 21707j8 − 1770j7 + 141j6 + 510j5 + 420j4 − 270j3 − 99j2 + 30j + 25
s3 217645056j50 + 1647378432j49 + 9217581056j48 + 31686746112j47 + 97548530688j46
+222278289408j45 + 474947735040j44 + 800353161216j43 + 1281771365760j42
+1665803091456j41 + 2062681910880j40 + 2091769257312j39 + 2023875401364j38
+1595771657928j37 + 1194385606362j36 + 733408671492j35 + 398664765585j34
+194365064124j33 + 60641044698j32 + 7457131584j31 − 17086682124j30
−23769857664j29 − 22486799304j28 − 10269089712j27 + 2125723824j26 − 3037947696j25
−2235412672j24 − 1463353920j23 + 2119818060j22 − 120428784j21 + 72394092j20
−77212296j19 + 229575258j18 − 62482392j17 − 52170540j16 + 5914944j15 + 24142140j14
−5181120j13 − 5619816j12 − 1452528j11 + 2082744j10 + 91728j9 − 24240j8 − 86688j7
+20592j6 + 9576j5 + 234j4 − 2268j3 − 1107j2 + 252j + 98
s5 35(j − 1)2j2(j2 + 1)2(2j2 − j + 1)2(3j2 + 1)2(2j3 − j2 + 2j + 1)2(4j3 − 3j2 + 4j
−1)2(j4 − 3j3 − j − 1)2(2j4 + j2 + 1)2(4j4 + j2 − 1)2(4j4 + 2j3 + 3j2 + 2j + 1)2(4j6
−5j4 − 10j2 − 5)2(8j6 + 7j4 + 2j2 − 1)2
QUATERNIONIC LOCI IN SIEGEL’S MODULAR THREEFOLD 99
s6 35(206158430208j102 − 2164663517184j101 + 12369505812480j100
−42932493090816j99 + 145302233284608j98 − 417184534757376j97
+1242792391081984j96 − 3616865595162624j95 + 10106460822306816j94
−26911187186745344j93 + 66030354766495744j92 − 150927915519836160j91
+320526465331363840j90 − 631847984630857728j89 + 1174466334884823040j88
−2031314226066948096j87 + 3343074387611402240j86 − 5138029987610247168j85
+7537311634088280064j84 − 10366586234450718720j83 + 13594973906995063808j82
−16796410315840820224j81 + 19729257472340393728j80 − 21993662529919270400j79
+23280038646223149824j78 − 23714136149815164928j77 + 23141932301201647040j76
−22338992944457264208j75 + 21367365895397487956j74 − 20940915952858305068j73
+21326717059959223519j72 − 22060933078421886654j71 + 23917275852469043189j70
−24736587965567926294j69 + 26376619793218352140j68 − 25512607626988415484j67
+25253181241046929892j66 − 22171598891379342708j65 + 19896158139654135085j64
−15736470550615167086j63 + 12660058106891586517j62 − 9022715497555426598j61
+6412850877562764704j60 − 4123065796608349398j59 + 2497485438742514763j58
−1434150288325797198j57 + 660821221520200506j56 − 305106331339889574j55
+41387575495074829j54 + 37601988374014370j53 − 70413285263772020j52
+83434265954488186j51 − 43951148548697665j50 + 53638687905493554j49
−11628793267117586j48 + 23316936585286586j47 + 1714809110821121j46
+7157769114413410j45 + 3221138910632824j44 + 1257336901858162j43
+1567391122337735j42 − 118438943561598j41 + 360613475892816j40
−185169129613802j39 − 28474414929637j38 − 76710276739634j37 − 54289261504692j36
−19230266771158j35 − 18482084222981j34 − 2545274033006j33 − 1385477432576j32
+288263120374j31 + 1169381974479j30 + 301120609614j29 + 432908116656j28
+106350618622j27 + 13320554161j26 + 21607012406j25 − 30830016426j24
+614920414j23 − 7818039841j22 − 1173377674j21 + 463418580j20 − 342065458j19
+581539117j18 − 24944586j17 + 92454370j16 + 4623934j15 − 7999589j14 + 449014j13
−4760328j12 + 47158j11 − 640215j10 + 100674j9 + 6721j8 + 12784j7 + 21444j6 − 2128j5




s2 36864j34 + 276480j33 + 1950976j32 + 1716480j31 + 6486336j30 + 4161600j29
+4689216j28 + 6031440j27 − 5047212j26 + 4738980j25 − 3658027j24 − 1826790j23
+11772621j22 − 9954090j21 + 18470388j20 − 10031970j19 + 8539029j18 − 564090j17
−2787945j16 + 4548900j15 − 3220758j14 + 1486620j13 + 36408j12 − 470100j11
+459126j10 − 152880j9 + 53867j8 + 32610j7 − 36279j6 + 7470j5 + 4260j4 − 570j3 − 159j2
−90j + 25
100 YI-HSUAN LIN AND YIFAN YANG
s3 217645056j50 + 706019328j49 + 1414209536j48 + 5553709056j47 + 6018388992j46
+17371404288j45 + 25167490560j44 + 28466436096j43 + 72585242496j42
+21292701696j41 + 121808957280j40 − 17698494240j39 + 121241617236j38
−74694168360j37 + 76937627610j36 − 90823044564j35 + 13445166177j34
−16486105860j33 − 70783405494j32 + 83590156944j31 − 112707654228j30
+85175444592j29 − 52321397832j28 + 4218266304j27 + 26298591480j26
−37647953280j25 + 33713176592j24 − 17579549232j23 + 5115929220j22 + 4164404832j21
−6194545524j20 + 4789439928j19 − 1972318590j18 + 134151192j17 + 738955236j16
−552080592j15 + 255306276j14 − 15491952j13 − 53507880j12 + 36019872j11
−6982704j10 − 473760j9 + 303360j8 − 863856j7 + 546264j6 + 68040j5 − 82422j4 + 4284j3
+4437j2 − 756j + 98
s5 35j2(2j2 + j + 1)2(3j2 + 1)2(2j3 − 3j2 − 2j − 1)2(4j3 + j2 − 1)2(j4 − j3 + 2j2 + j
+1)2(2j4 + j2 + 1)2(8j4 + 3j2 + 1)2(4j5 − 2j4 + 7j3 − j2 + j − 1)2(4j6 + 9j4 + 2j2
+1)2(4j8 + 23j6 + 5j4 + j2 − 1)2
s6 35(206158430208j102 − 927712935936j101 + 7730941132800j100 − 23965917511680j99
+157826357919744j98 − 391107103948800j97 + 2036774138281984j96
−3995013507710976j95 + 17110567105855488j94 − 26432350552326144j93
+99406825123741696j92 − 120955573653995520j91 + 424811870708301824j90
−405831178067116032j89 + 1408236743492042752j88 − 1045090569292808192j87
+3782816231203389440j86 − 2135286207063244800j85 + 8519839536263708672j84
−3534763649166127104j83 + 16484410701232086016j82 − 4787528142044994560j81
+27816352205219983104j80 − 5300798438376956416j79 + 41283456976618769152j78
−4702024932734196224j77 + 54201921041560270016j76 − 3012015432874724432j75
+63383732850614650084j74 − 468005218467398756j73 + 66603592713602580927j72
+2580344974374393414j71 + 63372659989308351889j70 + 5412195295664219834j69
+54640249634534985780j68 + 6923206727050175316j67 + 42264603496430773156j66
+6385539658198592884j65 + 28749013779891486109j64 + 4216732116895760054j63
+16731943596345906385j62 + 1707585494127644458j61 + 8030149576365206464j60
−14860602229255554j59 + 2988293947590502055j58 − 657655724138369342j57
+739993577599332970j56 − 592973661875170002j55 + 41728934746860089j54
−315852854810426926j53 − 54538950256863540j52 − 105147235802887058j51
−20272674899038757j50 − 12510679594508126j49 + 2452999460244510j48
+8664712171455214j47 + 5007446785942829j46 + 6183334017318834j45
+1978032195581976j44 + 1861941102139222j43 + 118268125206195j42
+95858368414946j41 − 253744521377024j40 − 172637813178718j39
−139174767653233j38 − 82493238423650j37 − 32176253460196j36 − 15641217169138j35
+1632675871687j34 + 1682014095378j33 + 3960071578192j32 + 1935258006626j31
+1416638303811j30 + 523393851070j29 + 201862149392j28 + 25019119738j27
−34939481019j26 − 29206702298j25 − 25465873690j24 − 10448166022j23
−5859682365j22 − 1190241530j21 − 308197420j20 + 283420202j19 + 209260545j18
+141781830j17 + 66111474j16 + 22264954j15 + 6644479j14 − 897050j13 − 975656j12
−1066622j11 − 380995j10 − 191462j9 − 32015j8 − 7696j7 + 5028j6 + 2384j5 + 1424j4




s2 52(3j14 + 62j13 + 569j12 + 2764j11 + 6539j10 + 7458j9 + 12361j8 + 2216j7 + 43921j6
+5538j5 + 51347j4 + 11980j3 + 32225j2 + 2750j + 16875)2
QUATERNIONIC LOCI IN SIEGEL’S MODULAR THREEFOLD 101
s3 (3j14 + 94j13 + 769j12 + 3740j11 + 21547j10 + 70578j9 + 75761j8 + 185032j7 + 122897j6
+276450j5 − 20693j4 + 237020j3 + 133825j2 − 19250j + 91875)(315j28 + 9660j27
+116870j26 + 626860j25 + 284689j24 − 15444120j23 − 91479492j22 − 235801304j21
−120998749j20 + 1173518644j19 + 4107595386j18 + 7385349732j17 + 10199186113j16
+8175822448j15 + 19362413896j14 − 24759147152j13 + 204865849j12 − 77295005340j11
+2691576090j10 − 158663993420j9 + 462581915j8 − 152333312600j7 − 23570002500j6
−99472095000j5 − 24780644375j4 − 41944812500j3 − 16620156250j2 − 7476562500j
−6205078125)
s5 21035(j + 3)(j3 + 3j2 − j + 5)2(j3 + 7j2 − j + 1)2(3j3 + 19j2 − 15j + 25)(j5 + 9j4 + 14j3
−2j2 − 15j + 25)2(j5 + 11j4 + 30j3 + 18j2 + j + 35)2(j6 + 10j5 + 23j4 + 28j3 + 47j2 − 70j
+25)2(j11 + 7j10 − j9 + 49j8 + 394j7 + 454j6 + 222j5 + 578j4 − 91j3 + 835j2 − 525j
+125)2
102 YI-HSUAN LIN AND YIFAN YANG
s6 −21035(15j84 + 1860j83 + 104570j82 + 3462820j81 + 71416235j80 + 786752400j79
−2864213480j78 − 320406982320j77 − 7635361853882j76 − 120109958430952j75
−1444765036149428j74 − 14038036249145960j73 − 113328350407236074j72
−773093330764285616j71 − 4505093820148283048j70 − 22581081382254232688j69





































s2 −51(99j28 + 5244j27 + 119710j26 + 1557452j25 + 12881825j24 + 71990184j23
+286169484j22 + 860936360j21 + 2091233755j20 + 4216428212j19 + 7034294658j18
+9853528068j17 + 11548268225j16 + 11707190000j15 + 8588721704j14 + 11879283056j13
−11585003695j12 + 15630773028j11 − 11763129150j10 − 29444603884j9 + 57566085739j8
−87220078360j7 + 73982402700j6 − 50209935000j5 + 19741120625j4 − 6029612500j3
−494281250j2 + 570937500j − 242578125)
QUATERNIONIC LOCI IN SIEGEL’S MODULAR THREEFOLD 103
s3 −(14553j42 + 914382j41 + 25795197j40 + 429213032j39 + 4643285802j38
+33784405956j37 + 163266319514j36 + 477533814888j35 + 509910107457j34
−1521026215274j33 − 3180947231235j32 + 33014751041568j31 + 258384937038680j30
+1057167956958000j29 + 3116682982375128j28 + 7334198485086624j27
+14603831547306162j26 + 25294388221563900j25 + 38988009200381530j24
+54694255158698928j23 + 67418833467629340j22 + 80984093395381016j21
+82294417393272828j20 + 81630019596460848j19 + 83130271642621066j18
+59077582833868476j17 + 19450463776655298j16 + 162485853267756192j15
−239453651646583272j14 + 398947350005025072j13 − 398591052807004648j12
+313854087285000480j11 − 128477355911200875j10 − 32813740866946250j9
+130441054416335625j8 − 136430888724375000j7 + 99250622593906250j6
−52390838033437500j5 + 21640286772656250j4 − 6892469734375000j3
+1804529970703125j2 − 411093457031250j + 57816650390625)
s5 21235(j + 1)2(j + 3)(j2 − 5)2(j3 + 3j2 − j + 5)2(3j3 + 3j2 − 3j + 5)2(j5 + 9j4 + 14j3
−2j2 − 15j + 25)2(j5 + 11j4 + 30j3 + 18j2 + j + 35)2(j7 + 15j6 + 73j5 + 127j4 + 107j3
+117j2 + 75j + 125)(j11 + 7j10 − j9 + 49j8 + 394j7 + 454j6 + 222j5 + 578j4 − 91j3 + 835j2
−525j + 125)2
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s6 21235(3j84 + 324j83 + 16587j82 + 535680j81 + 12248118j80 + 210737304j79
+2824941780j78 + 30002776872j77 + 251854688466j76 + 1610423905472j75
+6756446243562j74 + 2456139894600j73 − 258282964400528j72 − 2734799333982552j71
−17753821415888076j70 − 81251919652796744j69 − 243594137243853953j68




































s2 100j26 − 708j25 + 9133j24 − 90394j23 + 717825j22 − 4348254j21 + 21092636j20
−83952426j19 + 280789945j18 − 801899398j17 + 1981673381j16 − 4283313700j15
+8173740708j14 − 13878870192j13 + 21083746976j12 − 28695053376j11
+34837718464j10 − 37318909696j9 + 34681943552j8 − 27363429376j7 + 17859664896j6
−9350909952j5 + 3783532544j4 − 1127399424j3 + 230768640j2 − 28770304j + 1638400
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s3 784j39 − 33732j38 + 429540j37 − 3401286j36 + 16995282j35 − 38622153j34
−216002992j33 + 3180760086j32 − 22569022110j31 + 117904426726j30
−497493726186j29 + 1750933336338j28 − 5176108619312j27 + 12652710445275j26
−24065956169058j25 + 27582915765934j24 + 24698128860516j23 − 261589369980324j22
+950348965186080j21 − 2529016030191456j20 + 5541918523458432j19
−10409211130913856j18 + 17047859320432896j17 − 24527186162314752j16
+31070730901428224j15 − 34623553102596096j14 + 33827245003407360j13
−28823119608889344j12 + 21267664516939776j11 − 13469556954071040j10
+7243561293316096j9 − 3264602488307712j8 + 1213416775876608j7
−364508800614400j6 + 86189908426752j5 − 15472357539840j4 + 2000691396608j3
−171517673472j2 + 8405385216j − 167772160
s5 −35(j − 2)2(3j − 2)2(j2 − 4j + 2)2(j3 − 4j2 + 16j − 8)2(j3 − 3j2 + 5j − 2)2(j3 − 3j2 + 8j
−4)2(j3 + 3j − 2)2(2j3 − 3j2 + 8j − 4)2(j4 − 9j3 + 20j2 − 36j + 16)2(j4 − 4j3 + 7j2 + 4j
−4)2(2j5 − 8j4 + 23j3 − 22j2 + 20j − 8)2
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s6 35(192j78 − 15552j77 + 635136j76 − 17370272j75 + 357558804j74 − 5909071140j73
+81674453527j72 − 970960300282j71 + 10129319759325j70 − 94119332223250j69
+787778949273564j68 − 5992053084012976j67 + 41709540694042644j66
−267219083050906312j65 + 1583249082642568063j64 − 8710821332877590074j63




























−18357683667044067704832j5 + 2039772559844086644736j4 − 177979372155170717696j3
+11425421148406415360j2 − 479351885338247168j + 9851624184872960)
TABLE 4. Modular parameterizations of Shimura curves
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D Characterizing properties
6 j(z−4) = 0, j(z−3) =∞, j(z−24) = −16/27
10 j(z−20) = 0, j(z−8) =∞, j(z−3) = 1
15 j(z−12) = 0, j(z−3) =∞, j(z−7) = 1
22 j(z−11) = 0, j(z−4) =∞, j(z−3) = 1
26 j(z−52) = 0, j(z−8) =∞, j(z−11) = 1
35 j(z−28) = 0, j(z−7) =∞, j(z−8) = 1
38 j(z−19) = 0, j(z−4) =∞, j(z−11) = 1
46 j(z−8) = 0, j(z−4) =∞, j(z−3) = 1
51 j(z−12) = 0, j(z−3) =∞, j(z−7) = 1
58 j(z−232) = 0, j(z−8) =∞, j(z−27) = −3
62 j(z−8) = 0, j(z−4) =∞, j(z−19) = 1
65 j(z−28) = 0, j(z−7) =∞, j(z−8) = 1
74 j(z−148) = 0, j(z−8) =∞, j(z−19) = 1
85 j(z−12) = 0, j(z−3) =∞, j(z−7) = 1
86 j(z−43) = 0, j(z−4) =∞, j(z−11) = 1
87 j(z−12) = 0, j(z−3) =∞, j(z−19) = 1
106 j(z−8) = 0, j(z−3) =∞, j(z−19) = 1
115 j(z−12) = 0, j(z−3) =∞, j(z−8) = 1
118 j(z−4) = 0, j(z−3) =∞, j(z−20) = −1
119 j(z−28) = 0, j(z−7) =∞, j(z−11) = 1
122 j(z−24) = 0, j(z−8) =∞, j(z−11) = 1
134 j(z−67) = 0, j(z−4) =∞, j(z−19) = 1
143 j(z−99) = 0, j(z−11) =∞, j(z−91) = 1
159 j(z−12) = 0, j(z−3) =∞, j(z−19) = 1
166 j(z−4) = 0, j(z−3) =∞, j(z−11) = 1
202 j(z−8) = 0, j(z−3) =∞, j(z−11) = 1
215 j(z−60) = 0, j(z−15) =∞, j(z−40) = 1
314 j(z−20) = 0, j(z−8) =∞, j(z−88) = 1
TABLE 5. Choice of Hauptmoduls forXD0 (1)/WD
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D Characterizing properties wp
14 j(z−8) = 0, j(z−4) =∞, j(z−11) = 1 z 7→ −z
21 j(z−28) = 0, j(z−7) =∞, j(z−4) = 1 z 7→ −z
26 j(z−52) = 0, j(z−8) =∞, j(z−11) = 1 z 7→ −z
33 j(z−12) = 0, j(z−3) =∞, j(z−4) = 1 z 7→ −z
34 j(z−12) = 0, j(z−3) =∞, j(z−11) = 1 z 7→ −1/z
35 j(z−28) = 0, j(z−7) =∞, j(z−8) = 1 z 7→ −z
38 j(z−19) = 0, j(z−4) =∞, j(z−11) = 1 z 7→ −z
39 j(z−7) = 0, j(z
′
−7) =∞, j(z−19) = 1 z 7→ −1/z
46 j(z−8) = 0, j(z−4) =∞, j(z−3) = 1 z 7→ −z
51 j(z−12) = 0, j(z−3) =∞, j(z−7) = 1 z 7→ −z
55 j(z−12) = 0, j(z−3) =∞, j(z−67) = 1 z 7→ −1/z
62 j(z−8) = 0, j(z−4) =∞, j(z−19) = 1 z 7→ −z
69 j(z−12) = 0, j(z−3) =∞, j(z−4) = 1 z 7→ −z
74 j(z−148) = 0, j(z−8) =∞, j(z−19) = 1 z 7→ −z
86 j(z−43) = 0, j(z−4) =∞, j(z−11) = 1 z 7→ −z
87 j(z−12) = 0, j(z−3) =∞, j(z−19) = 1 z 7→ −z
94 j(z−8) = 0, j(z−4) =∞, j(z−3) = 1 z 7→ −z
95 j(z−7) = 0, j(z
′
−7) =∞, j(z−43) = 1 z 7→ −1/z
111 j(z−19) = 0, j(z
′
−19) =∞, j(z−43) = 1 z 7→ −1/z
119 j(z−28) = 0, j(z−7) =∞, j(z−11) = 1 z 7→ −z
134 j(z−67) = 0, j(z−4) =∞, j(z−19) = 1 z 7→ −z
146 j(z−11) = 0, j(z
′
−11) =∞, j(z−43) = 1 z 7→ −1/z
159 j(z−12) = 0, j(z−3) =∞, j(z−19) = 1 z 7→ −z
194 j(z−19) = 0, j(z
′
−19) =∞, j(z−67) = 1 z 7→ −1/z
206 j(z−8) = 0, j(z−4) =∞, j(z−19) = 1 z 7→ −z
TABLE 6. Choice of Hauptmoduls forXD0 (1)/wD
APPENDIX C. MESTRE OBSTRUCTIONS
In [25], Mestre gave an algorithm to generate a hyperelliptic curve of genus 2 with






constructed from J . He showed that if L(J) is degenerate, then there is always a curve
C of genus 2 defined over Q(J) := Q(J2, J4, J6, J10). In such a case, the curve C has a
nontrivial automorphism different from the hyperelliptic involution. (For the case of curves
over C, this means that the Jacobian of C lies on the Humbert surface of discriminant 4.
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See [3].) Furthermore, he showed that when L(J) is nondegenerate, there is a curve C
of genus 2 defined over a field K with Igusa invariants J if and only if L(J) is isotropic
over K . In other words, there is a quaternion algebra B over Q(J) such that there is a
curve overK with Igusa invariants J if and only if K splits B. (In the case when L(J) is












this quaternion algebra B is called the Mestre obstruction for J . In the case of the unique
Shimura curve X6 of discriminant 6, using the parameterization given in (2), Baba and
Granath [2] exhibited a matrixM ∈M(3,Z[j]) such that
M t(Aij(J))|X6M = −2153j4(64j − 81)2
1 0 00 6j 0
0 0 2(27j + 16)
 .










. (Note that their choice of Hauptmodul is different from ours.) In this
section, we conduct a similar computation and determine Mestre obstructions for Shimura
curves of genus 0 and discriminant less than 80. The results are given in Table 7.
Remark 55. Note that whenXD0 (1)/wD has genus 0 and j is a Hauptmodul forX
D
0 (1)/wD,
a canonical model forXD0 (1) has the form y
2 = f(x), where the roots of f(x) are the val-
ues of j at the fixed points of the Atkin-Lehner involution wD . Our computation shows
that in all cases where the Shimura curve X is isomorphic to XD0 (1)/wD, the Mestre ob-




wherem is an integer such that r2m is representable by the quadratic form associated to X
for some rational number r. For instance, the quadratic form for X251 is 5x
2+2xy+41y2,
which clearly represents 5. Also, a canoncal model for X510 (1) is y
2 = f(x), where
f(x) = −(x2 + 3)(243x6 + 235x4 − 31x2 + 1) (see [14, 15]). Our computation shows





. If this phenomenon holds in general,
there should be a deep arithmetic meaning.
Note also that it is well-known that the Shimura curveXD0 (1) has no real points when
D > 1 (see [29]). In other words, the polynomial f(x) above is negative for any real





always ramifies at the infinite place
whenever j ∈ R. Therefore, we have the following proposition.
Proposition 56. Let X be a Shimura curve in Table 7 that is isomorphic to XD0 (1)/wD .
(I.e., the quadratic form associated to X is not ambiguous.) Then there are only a finite
number of isomorphism classes of genus 2 curves over R such that their Jacobians lie on
X. To be more precise, these exceptional moduli points are the real points that lie on the
intersection of X andH4, but not onH1.
Example 57. Consider X = X114. Using (16) and the modular parameterization in Appen-
dix B, we find that the only real points lying onX∩H4 have j-values j =∞,0,±1,5/9,±
√
5.
Among these points, the points corresponding to j = ∞, 0, 1 also lie on H1. Thus, there
are precisely four genus 2 curves overR whose Jacobians belong toX, two of them defined
over Q and the other two defined over Q(
√
5). The point with j = −1 is a CM-point of
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discriminant−11 with
[s2, s3, s5, s6] = [4, 35, 972, 4617],
or equivalently,
[J2, J4, J6, J10] = [−76, 198, 188,−4096].
Its ternary quadratic form represents 4x2 + 4xy + 4y2. Thus, it also lies on the modular
curve Y′3, defined in Example 34. Since Y
′
3 parameterizes curves of genus 2 with an
automorphism group containing the dihedral groupD6 of order 12 (see [7, Theorem 2.1]),
a curve of genus 2with these invariants can be obtained using a result of Cardona and Quer
[8, Proposition 2.2]. We find that
y2 = 11x6 + 11x3 − 4
is a curve with [s2, s3, s5, s6] = [4, 35, 972, 4617].
The point with j = 5/9 is a CM-point of discriminant−43 with
[s2, s3, s5, s6] = [400/9, 889/3, 400/27, 144001/729]
or equivalently,














A curve of genus 2 over Q with these invariants is






An extra involution is given by (x, y) 7→ (−43/x,√−433y/x3).
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